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2002 WINNER! 
111624 Studlo MYutte TechnVogy 

IIR1?4161113H•nner 
Stidellonitor Technology 

HRSI20 
12 actin Subweefer sr AsOlve stall° Monitor 

H8024 
tub- actin Studio Niuitu 

HR626 
Opal 6.7- Activeltadla 1111wilter 

HRSI50 — Twice 
the output of the 
HRS 120. Perfect 
for hip hop mixes or 
extra- large control 
rooms. Ideal for bins 
management apps. 

HRS 120 — afine 
dwice to be the ". 1" 
in surround mixing 
appliro I 

The 6.7-inca, 2 - xa near:field 
monitor that .% more than just a 
smaller versi f the HR824. 
The perfe nit8e- Tor those 
who need credible -midrange a  
nccurary for ?cad tweed placemee 
grithrn the mcr andfar dialog 
replacement in post. 

As the industry-standard studio 
monitor, the 8.75-tinch 2 - amp, 
nearfield HR824 ideal for those 
who need lots of bottom end, as 
well as -4h end for 
long I mixing. 

The new HR626 has Phase 
accurate D'Appolito driver 
alignment design with 
bi-amplification. Superb bass 
and midrange accurag for 
mixing and vocal placement. 
Also an ideal rhoice fer 
horizontal placement in 
center channel 
applications. 

PRECISION RUNS IN THE FAMILY. 

1001.3 FR ARTISTS 

eci".f/le-

2I002 MACKIE DESIGNS INC AIL 111:1HTS REGERVEDI. 

'MACKIE ' AND THE " RUNNING MAN FOGURE" ARE REGISTERED 

TRAMEMARKS OF MACKIE DESIDOS INC IF YOU CAN T CURE OUT WRITS 

lOCICALLY INCORRECT WITH THE HP626 PICTURE ANT THE ARROW - MAR 

FINE. WHOOPY DOD WE KNOW PLEATS STOP CALLINà' US ABOUT IT 

With the new IIRS150 and 1-1R626. there are 
now 5 wrys to have Mackie stvelico accurag. 

LOCASFFIM 

-rrrek: 
No matter whir. your application— from 7.1 

surround to stereo monitoring, there's now a 

Mackie active monitor and subwoofer that will give 

fat: exactly what you want: unflinchingly accuracy. 

Our new HR626 has ten more square inches of 

active cone area than the F_R824 for even mo' bass extension, yet is 

as tight and fast as the compact HR624. It makes a great man stereo 

monitor or center channel :or surround mixing 

And speaking of mo' bass, the new 1-1125150 uses a 15-inoch active 

driver, twain-incl. passive racLators and 990 watts of FR Series 

power to achieve frequency response that's cnly 0..5dB down at 

r0Hr. Yes. ycu -cad that right.. Ter. Hertz! 

Hear the whole precise Mackie family, including the new HIR626 

ar.d HRS150., at your nearest /Jackie dealer today. 

1.800.258.6883 • WWW.MACK1E.COM 

MACKIE. 



A portable digital studio with 10 tracks, 80 Yirit..el 
Tracks, bun-in digital mixing. onboard effects, CD 
burning and more. All with an easy interface bat 
puts Hie recording power at your fingerIps. 

Crea-ed foe musicians, by musicians. Smple 

con-based recording and mixing with a o 
playback tracks .and 80 Vetual Track.", 

Create drum trees with sampled or preset 

I drum soumos and onboard patterns. Vi.nth mAe 
inporting,.you cen even pull yowr rhythm tracks 

from CD, he Internet, or e-mail. 

Say goodbye to roisy effects processors. From 

reverb and delay to killer COSM Guitar Amp, 

Speaker and Mic 311 bu It in.. 

Sweeten up he fimal mix with spit-frecuenci 

coenpr- siom and powerful !ED,, just like We pros. 

CD BURNING AND RIPP!N 

Rip It, burn back It up, cate eno, score s 

-eciard real sr start your own label—the elhoize 

s your 

111.11FOR THE BR•1180CD DEMO VIDEO ($.5), CALL :800.386.7575 • FAXBACK INFO. 323.890.3780 DOC#10601 • PHONE 323.890.3700 
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Open up the floodgates. 

The DSP7500 Ultra Harmonizer. 

If you can make it up, 

we can make it happen. 

Eventide ULTRA HARMONIZER 

!OM 
1113 ffl MI In AD 

For as long as you can remember, amazing music has 
been inside you. Eventide® car help bring it out. 
With more astounding effects than you can fathom, 

the DSP7500 is far and away the most powerful two-channel 
processor ever. Lush 96kHz stereo reverbs.Swirling spaces. 

The industry standard UltraShiferTM and legendary Micropitch 

Shifter. Multiband compressors, tons of delays,flangers, vibratos 
and filters. Plus 174 seconds of sampling and looping. Andí 

mous Jay Rose broadcast library.   6 0\ 
jjj running_out of room to tell you what the DSP7500 can 

"\--do. But trus,- you'll never run out of sounds you can create. 

Eventide and Harmonizer are registered trademarks and UltraShi s_j>tred....' of E " InctialEvéhtiéclfOc. 



GEtting In TunE 
The other evening I made one of my pilgrimages to the local CD 

superman. I try to drop in there occasionally to keep up with what's 

going on — at least in the mainstream music marketplace. Several 
things jumped out at me: A new, surprisingly large section dedicat-

ed to SACD, DVD-Audio, and DTS-encoded CDs — sadly misla-

beled the "High End Audio" section. which is sure to turn off the gen-
eral populace. The depressing ongoing erosion of the classical and 
jazz music sections continues, with the space now devoted to 

DVDs, magazines, and miscellaneous junk. Happily, the bluegrass 
and folk sections have expanded, no doubt in keeping with the cur-

rent Oh Brother-generated interest in those genres. 
But one thing caught my eye: A CD in the New Release rack 

sported a sticker stating, "No vocal tuning or pitch correction was 

used in the making of this CD." Shades of the '80s and '90s: "No 
synthesizers were used in making this album"; "No samples were 

used on this record"; "No drum machines were used in the record-

ing of this music." 

It's interesting how there can be a backlash against these kinds 
of things. Granted, we're all aware that pitch correction can be (and 
too frequently is) abused — too often, when a tool like this is intro-
duced, it's overused. When the tool is used to compensate for lack 

of talent or ability, then the art will surely suffer. 
But it's important to keep in mind that vocal tuning and pitch cor-

rection — just like synthesizers, sampling, and drum machines in 
the past — isn't bad, per se. After all, we're simply talking about a 

tool. It's how the tool is used (or overused) that can make it "bad" or 

"good." 

Personally, I don't have a problem using pitch correction if the 

drill is to save an otherwise perfect take — to me there's not much 

difference between doing that and comping takes together to make 

a better track. And I'm a fan of it when someone takes it beyond 

what it was designed for and uses it as a creative device — over-

played Cher songs not withstanding. 

In time the whole pitch-correction thing will fall into context and 

the tool will become accepted for what 
it is, just as drum machines, samplers, 

synths, and many other seemingly 
"questionable" tools did in the past. In 

the meantime, it's up to us to use it 

creatively and above all artistica;ly to 

enhance the music, not as a talent 

substitute. 

—Mitch Gallagher 
mgallagher@musicplayercom 
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tiudio-Technica U.S., Inc. 

> > > > > > 

TECHNICAL PRECISION 
ARTISTIC INSPIRATION 

> > > Start with cutting-edge transducer design theory. Combine with 

state-of-the-art technology and over 40 years of audio 

manufacturing excellence. Then add a splash of inspiration. 

The result is another in a venerable line of precision tools created 

exc!usively for today's most discerning studio artists. 

Introducing the 

AT4040 
Cardioid Condenser Studio Microphone. 

(44:3)S ER IES 

Precision-machined, nickel-plated brass, 

acoustic element baffle provides enhanced 

element stability and optimal sensitivily 

_• Technically-advanced large diaphragm 

tensioned specifically to provide smooth, 

natural sonic characteristics 

Open acoustical environment of the 

symmetrical housing assembly 

minimizes unwanted internal reflections 

Externally-polarized (DC bias) true condenser design 

Transformerless circuitry inrtually eliminates 

low-frequency distortion and provides 

superior correlation of high-speed transients 

- Switchable 80 Hz hi-pass filter and 10 dB -bad 

State-of-the-art surface-mount electronics 

ensure compliance with A-T's stringent consistency 

and reliability standards 

> Includes AT8449 shock mount to provide 

mechanical isolation and secure mounting 

Cauchotechnica 
over forty years 

of audio excellence 

ce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 330.686.2600 Fax: 330.686.0719 E-mail: prooatus.com www.audic-techrica.com 



A Recto Stack in a 2-Space Rack 

Rear Panel (not vieblel Six 12AX7s and Rear Input Jack 

IN e know you won't believe 
it.. . 50 STOP READING! Get 

your guitar, and go check out the 
new RECTO PRE direct through a 
console. 

Still reading? Then here's the 
deal: There were several times we 
almost gave up. For three years we 
worked day and night to deliver 
the sound and feel of our legend-
ary DUAL & TRIPLE RECTIFIER stacks 
...direct to tape. 

CLEAN 

FAT 

EMIT 

INPUT 

FT. SW. 

O RAW 

VINT 

MODN 

GAIN 

To ,,,W...„.....„  ARMSCI. mcb JAPAN, of Ms or electio INAIL 
T emo SAFARI,' ARTA PHA end Ming ore. 

EH name« Ehla WI lOrAln Or FERO.. 

RECTO- PREAMP 
ALL TUBE 

RECORDING AMPLIFIER 

POWER 

1171h 

1111 biz 
IA 

/0- 

lOI PDX 
FX MIX 

• joe...óc. 

EFFECTS LOO, 

EXT. TRIGGER 
\ TO POWER AMP 

.......e.' (CALTDON To name FAIL ci Om or ohdele Ned, 
a raron caw Flo EAREARNIEAMM Holt 
hie lider 1151.00 b quall«1 Termed. 
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r e%) our 
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011501 
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PWR 
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MESA RECTIFIER RECORDING PREAMP 

_ 

All this time we watched a dig-
ital parad:e of " me-too modeling 
toys", trying to seduce you. But 
we chose an alter-
native approach 
...it's called reality. 

After all, if you 
want to be like the original, why 
not start with the original. So we 
used the exact same parts and 
.circuitry — maiking it killer live 

MASTER 

Cirlt-oCr SWITCx 

o povtl 

e•r-

• with any of our a I-tube stereo 
power amps. Then we adced 
extra -ecordling tt..bes total), 

Zi• 

.4» 

sorto 

*„« 

• gerhOWI. • 

sound — but the addiceJe feel of 
a Recto Stack mic'ed up in a great 
room. Check it out The clean 

channel 3 lone will 

"Awesome tercipem amaze you: And for 
five custom trans4ormers, a gang 
of tuned inductors and our 30 
years of tone-questing experience 
to duplicate on tape not just tie 

ON 

STANDBY POWER 

OUTPUT—  UVE—  SOLO 

-•• • • tee' - • 

ON 

soft clio, RAW owns 
the elusive zone between clean 
and Recto. 

So don't settle for less than 
the most recorded and revered 
amplifier in contemporary 
music. Remember, only Mesa le 

makes the authentic Recto. 

Get Real! 

,G INEER1 
Don't Miss Out! For a short time, 
get your Recto Pre for an intro-
ductory price under a grand. 

1317 Ross Street. Petaluma CA 94954 
Ph: 707-778-6565 Fax: 707-765, 1503 

www.mesaboogiescom 

Rectifier and Recto are tradema rkssalesmarks 
of Mesaloogie Ltd. All Rights Reserved 

Go get your own name 

gCopyright 2002, Mesa/Boogie, ILtd. 



PRODUCT VIEWS 

HARDWARE E7 
HARFIWARe t IPDATFc, 

Alera Technologies. The CD Copy 
Tower 40 family (1:3 CD Copy, $799; 

1:7 Copy Tower, $1,299) consists of 

two 40x multi-drive CD duplicators that 

offer stand-alone CD duplication in two 
different recorder tower configurations. 

These all-in-one units contain a dupli-

cator controller with over 40 control 
functions, and can write on-the-fly 
simultaneously to either three or seven 
40x CD-Recorders without needing a 

hard disk drive. www.aleratec.corn  

Digidesign. The DigiDrive Media-

Dock line (MediaDock Shuttle136, 
MediaDock Shuttle173, MediaDock Il 

chassis, and MediaDock II+ chassis) 

provide a solution for data recording, 

exchange, and backup. They can be 
easily swapped between DigiDrive and 
Avid MediaDock chassis without 

rebooting the computer (although Pro 
Tools must be relaunched), and up to 

eight shuttles per channel can be 
daisy-chained. MediaDock Shuttles 
offer a less expensive alternative to 

standalone, equal-capacity hard dri-
ves, and can be easily added should 

more storage become necessary. 
www.digidesign.com  

RealTraps. A pair of broadband bass 

traps that greatly reduce low frequency 
standing waves form the centerpiece of 

a line of affordable acoustic treatment 

based on wood panel 

membrane absorbers. 
Angled front panels 

serve as diffusers to 

minimize flutter echoes 

and ringing. The bass 

traps are complement-

ed by absorbers based 

on rigid fiberglass that 

tame midrange and high 

frequencies. All traps are 

offered in two different 

heights: Models LB7 and HB7 

are 2 feet by 7.5 feet, and togeth-

er absorb the bass range starting 
below 20 Hz. Models LB6 and HB6 

8 I NOVEMBER2002 I E0 

are six feet high and operate down to 

24 Hz. Pricing starts at under $3,000 

per room. www.realtraps.com  

Primera Technology. The Bravo 

CD/DVD production system ($ 1,995) is 

an all-in-one, desktop duplicator that 

copies and labels up to 25 discs in one 
continuous automated process. The 

duplicator recognizes almost all indus-
try standard formats including those for 

music, video, photos, and data. 

www.primeratechnolooy.com  

Mackie Designs. The SeriaI•9 card 

($299) allows the Mackie HDR24/96 to 
be controlled by various transport and 

timecode controllers via the Sony 9-Pin 

device protocol...The OPT•24 digital 
I/O card ($349) provides 24 channels 

of digital I/O for interfacing optical and 
analog/AES-formatted signal in tan-

dem with other I/O cards...The V1.3 
OS upgrade (free download) for the 

HDR24/96 and MDR24/96 provides 
Broadcast WAV compatibility, a new 

playlist management system, and also 
makes them compatible with the 
SDR24/96, allowing easy integration of 

an SDR24/96 into an HDR or MDR-

based studio. Projects created on the 

HDR or MDR are transportable among 

any hard disk recorder in the Mackie 

family. www.mackie.com  

TASCAM. The V2.01 operating system 

update (free download) for the DM-24 

digital mixer adds HUI emulation (allows 
the DM-24 to serve as a control surface 

for Pro Tools, Digital Performer, and 

Nuendo), improved internal signal rout-
ing, new footswitch control capabilities, 

5.1 surround mixing features, intemal 

MTC generator, a post A/D converter 
direct out for live recording situations, 

transport lock, tape return capabilities to 
channels 25 thru 32, and pre-aux muting 
function. www.tascam.com  

Buzz Feiten Design. The Buzz Feiten 

Tuning System is a tempered tuning 

format that corrects the inherent into-
nation problems of the guitar and other 

fretted, stringed instruments by reposi-

tioning the nut and adjusting the bridge 
saddles. Now, the Buzz Felten 

Tuning System Authorized Retro-
fitter Training Kit will be distributed 

through several luthiery supply houses. 
The kit teaches guitar repair techs and 

luthiers how to retrofit guitars and 
includes a video training course, 

branded shelf nut, encrypted CD-ROM 
containing proprietary intonation off-

sets, and a certificate of authorization. 

Guitars with the Feiten System are not 
changed in the way they look or play. 
www.buzzfeiten.com  

Behringer. The Pro-XL series of 

dynamics processors includes the 

Autocom ($109.99; two-channel 

expander/gate/compressor/peak lim-
iter with integrated dynamic enhancer, 

de-esser and low contour filter), 

Composer ($139.99; interactive two-

channel expander/gate/compressor/ 
peak limiter with integrated 

dynamic enhancer, de-esser, 

tube simulation and low 
contour filter), and Multi-

com ($159.99; four-chan-

nel expander/gate/ 

compressor/peak lim-

iter with dynamic 

enhancer and low 
contour filter). All 

use THAT VCAs, 

4580 low noise op 
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SX-1: The Ultimate Evolution of the 

Production Environment 

r 11 

digit 4 l mixing I ard disk recording 1 MIDI sequencing. I effects 1 integr*ed editing 

digit I and analog interfacing I mixd.ouin I seamless integration I EX-1 

It's all led up to this. 

The SX-1 is the direct result cy 
TASCAM's 30-year lineage of developing 

the finest tools for professional audit) I production in personal amd commercial 

i studios. Combining our best technologies 
I in sophisticated digital mixing, hardi disk 

recording, MIDI sequencing, flexible 
interfacing, powerful editing, signal 1 processing and mixdown in a surprisingly 
easy-to-use package, the SX-1 takes the 
concept of seamless integration to a 
level that's never been achieved by any 
single audio production device. 

To experience the ultimate evolution 
of TASCAM's passion for technological 
innovation in professional music and audio 
production, visit www.tascam.comisxl. 

TASCAM 
a whole world of recording 

us/canada customers only 
• • FP-MSX black flat-panel monitor available as optional .1—• 



PRODUCT VIEWS 

amps, Alps faders, and feature dual-
stage peak-limiting circuitry that com-

bines a clipper and a program lim-
iter...The UB 41 Series of mixers 

consists of 10 models, from the 
UB502 ($59.99; five input, two-bus) to 

the UB2442FX-Pro ($439.99; 24-in, 

four-bus with integrated effects). All 
feature mic preamps (with response 

from 5 Hz to 100 kHz) and Alps 

faders; the EX Pro models offer 24-bit 
digital signal processing (based on 

Behringer's Virtualizer technology) 

with 99 stereo effects, and all Pro 
models include an internal autorang-

ing switch-mode power supply. 
www.behringer.com  

M-Audio. The Studiophile BX8 are 

biamped (130W total), nearfield refer-

ence monitors ($599.95). An Acoustic 
Space control section allows optimiz-
ing the monitors' performance for vari-

ous placements (stands, bookshelf, 

corners, etc.). High-frequency and 

presence controls are also included, as 

well as a variable low-frequency roll-off 
to optimize response at crossover 
points when adding a subwoofer. 

Speakers include a 1" high-frequency 

driver with ferrofluid cooling and 8" low-
frequency driver...The Record Now 

series of free guidebooks is designed 
to help musicians make informed 

choices about music technology, as 
well as provide tips and techniques on 

how to get the most out of today's gear. 
It is available from M-Audio dealers 

and can also be downloaded in PDF 

format from www.mic-guide.com. 

www.m-audio.com  

Blue Shock. The Tsunami VST syn-

thesizer plug-in for Windows (Mac 

soon; also works standalone) features 
polyphony up to 64 voices, three oscil-

lators and a noise generator, 24 

dB/octave low-pass resonant 

dual envelope generators (amp a 

ter), ring modulator, and dela 

www.blueshock.com  

Bitheadz. Phrazer 2.0 ($299), a loop-

based sequencing program, includes 
support for Mac OS 10.1 o• higher, the 

option to import MP3s, a "Save As 

Project" feature that saves a Phrazer 

sequence and related sample files into 

a single project folder, the ability to 
audition samples with current tempo 

and pitch, customizable user interface, 
integration with standard sequencers 

(e.g., Digital Performer, Logic, Cubase, 

and ProTools), and the arrhount of con-
tent has been nearly douoled to 900 
MB... Phrazer LE ($99) is a "lite" ver-

sion of the full Phrazer program with 

over 500 MB of content, but has an 
eight-track limit, and doesn't allow 

sequencer plug-ins. Demos are avail-
able. www.bitheadz.com  

CreamWare. The Modular Ill synthe-

sizer ($249, upgrade from Modular II 
$98) for CreamWare DSP systems 
(Luna, PowerSampler, Pulsar, or 

SCOPE/SP) offers over 220 modules, 
along with more than 100 synth patch-
es that cover a range of sounds includ-

ing FM, analog, additive wavetable, 

and sample-based synthesis. A 
Modular Remote Control allows even 

complex Modular patches to be operat-
ed as easily as a mini-synthesizer. 

New modules include a wavetable 

oscillator with Prophet VS waveforms, 
25-mode filter, single-sideband modu-

lation, vocoder, and various modules 

created according to the specifications 

of CreamWare user Hans Zimmer. 
www.creamware.com  

icrosoft. PacketVideo will support 

Microsoft Windows Media 9 Series 
technology in the Packet Video pv3 

Mobilemedia System, which allows 
wireless operators to access Windows 

Media content on the Web. This agree-

ment assists content companies using 
Windows Media (music labels, etc.), as 
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it expands the reach of their content to 

potentially millions of wireless devices. 

www.microsoft.com  

Steinb eg. The Nuendo 2.0 Media 

Production System emphasizes sur-

round, with multichannel architecture 
through the entire signal path. Every 

input, audio track, effect, group and 

output now offers up to 12 discrete 
channels, ready for 5.1, 7.1, or even 
10.2 productions. The 32-bit floating 

point mixer has been completely re-
engineered, and now features multiple 

multichannel input and output busses. 

www.steinberg.net 

Ohm Force. The plug-ins PredatOhm, 

HematOhm, MobilOhm, and Ohm-

Boyz will be available in RTAS format 

for Pro Tools. The first RTAS plug-in, 

Frohmage, is available now 

as a free download. 
www.ohmforce.com  

Universal Audio. V2.3 Mac 
software (free download) for 

the UAD-1 Powered Plug-

Ins (dist. by Mackie) pro-
vides dual processor mode 

support for the MAS format 
used by Mark of the Unicorn 
and the VST format used by 
Steinberg and others. 
www.mackie.com and 

www.uaudio.com  

du' dim "di% L I 

emonellflarIPCUMIZONI e:tD' fing 

TC Works. Native Bundle 3.0 ($499, 

upgrade from previous version S39), a 

collection of high-end processing tools 

for VST and MAS (compatible with 
Mac OS Classic, Mac OS X, and 

Windows) features two new plug-ins. 
The Native Reverb Plus offers an 

enhanced algorithm, new user interface 
with additional parameters, and more 

than 100 new presets. Filtrator, an 

envelope follower-based filter effect, 

also allows LFO modulation to sync to 

MIDI clock, and includes 12, 18, and 24 

THE ENGLIIH CHANNEL 

THE NEXT GENERATION 

Awar3-winning Focusrite Class-A mic pre 

Real-time, latency-free stereo monitoring 

Vintage Harmonics processor for 
classic vocal effects 

Optional 24-bit/96kHz A-D with 
Word ClocK for seamless digital connectivity 

• ISA430 De-esser with " listen" feat_we 

cliegriclles.fi •11_ 

NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTOR 

www.digidesign.com 

VOICEMASTER HAS ARRIVED 

Imp -oved versicns of the VoiceMaster Tube Sound,, 
Optical Expander, EQ & Compressor 

Unmatched fiexbilrty with insert points, 
FX send/returns and D. 'inctionality 

The New VoiceMaster Pro Vocal Channel, 
the famous Focusrite :ound with incredible 
features ana al outstanding price to match. 

For a demo, call toll-free 
OW.) I ,,) CUSRIl or visit 

www fnrLiiçrirr r for 

more information. 



PRODUCT VIEWS 

HAFLER HA5 
IT ALL. 
RELIABILITY 

POWER/PERFORMANCE 

SOUND QUALITY 

HAFLER TRMB.1 Powered Monitors and 

P3000 Power Amplifier 

Scrap ISO Productions 

Steve Regina, Rob Caggiano, Eddie Wohl 
Credits include: Anthrax; Dry Kill Logic; Ill Nino 

TRM13.11 

Hafler, 
www.hafter.com 

1.888.423.5371 

P3000 

musimmirw. 

1111. 

THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARD FOR MORE THAN 25 YEARS 

dB slope, low- and highpass filter types, a separate 

drive section for filter distortion, and a saturation algo-
rithm. 

www.tcworks.de  

Sonic Foundry. CD Architect 5.0 is a stand-alone Red 

Book audio CD-burning application for Windows that 

accepts DirectX plug-ins (and includes 20 of them), sup-
ports multiple CD drives including USB and FireWire 

types, accommodates dual monitors, and performs re-
sampling and dithering. www.sonicfoundry.com  

M ind Print. The company has announced an online 

community of musicians, engineers, studios, bands, 

and anyone who is recording music with MindPrint prod-
ucts. A discussion board provides contacts and infor-
mation; a guestbook allows commenting on MindPrint 

products, and provides a way to promote yourself, your 
Web site, and your music. 

www.mindprint.comienglish/guestbook/index.htm  

Cool Breeze Systems. Pro Tools Power ($29.95) is a 

book that covers Pro ToolsIHD and 24IMix, Digi 001, 

Mbox, and Pro Tools Free systems. It 
explains system configuration and opti-
mization, practical recording and mix-
ing techniques, signal routing, sync, 
interfacing, and more. 
www.coolbreezesys.com  

SYPHA. A free online DAW Buyers 

Guide covers over 240 different DAW 

products for applications such as semi-

pro/project studio work, multitrack recording, editing, 

mixing and playback, postproduction for TV, video, and 

film, radio production, field and location recording, edit-

ing and mastering for CD/DVD/SACD, and multime-
dia/Web content creation. Products covered include 

systems, audio cards/units, software packages, disk-

based multitracks and portable tapeless recorders. 
http://SYPHAonline.com  

Propellerhead Software. A two-week workshop for DJs 

and producers at the Red Bull Music Academy in Sao 

Paolo, Brazil is being sponsored by Propellerhead 
Software, creators of programs such as Reason, 

Recycle!, and ReBirth. The Red Bull Academy encom-

passes music history, technology, production, and busi-
ness skills, and provides a platform for the exchange of 

musical knowledge and ideas. www.propellerheads.se, 

www.redbullacademy.com • 
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With more than five times the processing power 
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lift 

of its renowned predecessor, the new 02R96 is destined to establish another benchmark 

in digital mixer history. For roughly the same price as tie 02R when it hit tihe market five years ago," the 02R96 offers 

a dramatically expanded feature set unrivaled by current competition. Once again, Yamaha gins you more fon less. 

ig 
e «fir 

a 56 Channels at 24- bit, 6kHz 

• Highest quality mic preamps 

• Ultimate internal patching flexibility 

• Independent compress•on & gating/ 

ducking on each input channel 

• Dual algorithm, 4-bandl parametric 

ED on each input chanmel 

Complete surround processing, 

panning, and monitoring 

Extensive " presets" data libraries 

(easy to modify or add to) 

Four internal effect processcrs 

Four 24-bit, 96kHz mini-YGDAI I/O 

card slot 

*YAMAHA 
CREATING ' KANDO' TOGETHER 

02, 

External machine control keys 

Touch-sensiti'de 100mm motorized 

faders 

Studio Manager softwane included 

(PC & MAC) 

DAW control of Protools and 

Nuendo 

0 2002 Yamaha Corporation of America. Pro Audio 5reducts, PO. Box 6600. Buena Park. CA 90621 www.yamaha.com/proaudio Fcr literature. call ( 877)YAM4MA5 

Yamaha is a registered trademark of Yamaha Corporation. All other products mentioned are trademarks of the r respeave owners. 

All rights reserven. 02R96 MSRP is $9.999. Meter brid@e.and wood panels additional. 
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M-Audio TAMPA 
By Craig Anderton 

M-Audio has been making some aggressive 
moves into studio gear lately; after acquiring the 

famed GT line of mics for distribution, they clealy 

needed a high-end mic preamp to round out their 

product offerings. TAMPA is their answer, but it 
brings something new to the party — Temporal 
Harmonic Alignment, M-Audio's name for a 

process that ciaims to emulate tube characteristics. 

The process is based on a study of natural phe-

nomena. According to M-Audio, acoustic sound 
sources generate harmonics that are in-phase wth 

the fundamental. Tubes apparently share this char-
acteristic, particularly in the midrange, when har-
monics are generated via distortion (subtle or 

noticeable). However, the harmonics generated by 

solid state gear are not in-phase with the source, 

which creates an effect that listeners often perceive 
as unnatural or harsh. Note that, unlike tubes, 

TAMPA aligns the harmonics with the fundamental 

across the full audio spectrum. Because it accom-

plishes this effect with solid state electronics, the 

premium price of tube electronics is not a factor. 
In addition to the single channel, Class A preamp 

section, there's a dual optical 

servo compressor. Optical 

devices, being passive, have 

inherently less noise than 

VCAs, but at the expense of 

increased gradient distortion. 
M-Audio states that their cir-

cuit design minimizes distor-

tion, while retaining the stan-

dard optical advantages of 
lower noise and sonic trans-

parency. 
Preamp highlights include 

phantom power for the 

XLR mic input, with variable 

impedance (300/600/1,200/ 
2,400 ohms) to optimize 

matching with a variety of 

mic types. The instrument 

TAMPA 
AT single-channel, Class A mic 
amp/compressor with analog ins and 

analog/digital I/O. 

WHO NEEDS IT? Those looking for a rril 
preamp with compression and sonic ctrar-
acteristics that mimic tubes. 

WHY IS IT A BIG DEAL? TAMPA's — 
Temporal Harmonic Alignment process iis 
claimed to deliver the same kind of soric 
sweetness obtained with tubes, but at 
solid-state prices 

SHIPPING: October 200 

PRICE: $799.9 

CONTACT: For more information, 
contact IVI-Audio at 626-445-2842 or v:sit 
www.m-audio.com. 

input uses a 1/4-inch balanced TRS phone jack with 
a 200k input impedance (100k in unbalanced oper-

ation — a bare minimum, but still acceptable, 
impedance value for passive guitar pickups). In 

addition to a knob offering 34 dB of continuously 

variable gain, a 20 dB gain switch provides an 

instant boost for low-output mics. Added to the base 
gain of 12 dB, the total available system gain is 66 

dB. A low-cut switch (-12 dB/octave below 80 Hz) 

helps reduce popping, rumble, and other low-fre-
quency artifacts. 

The analog outs have an output impedance of 
600 ohms, and provide a maximum output at soft 

clip of +30 dBu (balanced) and +24 dBu (unbal-
anced). Digital outputs provide S/PDIF and 

AES/EBU mono signals, with 24-bit resolution at 
sampling rates of 44.1, 48, 88.2, and 96 kHz. 

Digital clipping occurs at +30.5 dBu, and a -20 dB 
pad is available when feeding mixer mic inputs. A 

switch allows inverting the preamp phase. 

The quoted specs are solid — frequency 
response of 20 Hz to 40 kHz (±0.25 dB), an A-
weighted signal-to-noise ratio of 110 dB (minimum 

gain), and EIA noise rating of -127 dBm at 600 

ohms (maximum gain). The bypassable compres-
sor offers at least 20 dB of gain reduction, with 

threshold variable from —20 to +20 dBu. The com-

pression ratio goes from 1.1:1 to 10:1 — not quite 
limiting, but enough for serious squashing. Attack 

time is variable from 1 to 11 ms, and release from 

250 ms to five seconds; there's 30 dB headroom 

(20 dB gain switch on) or 24 dB (gain switch off). 

The indicators are sexy — real analog meters 

with pointers that monitor the amount of compres-

sor gain reduction and output. There's also an 
LED clip indicator. 

Mic/instrument preamps are the latest "hot 

product" category; now that people have their 
recording systems under control, they want a front 
end to match. It's a crowded field with a bewilder-

ing number of options and price points, but 

TAMPA has set out to create its own niche. • 
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PRO TBBLS 

High Defi nition 

Your creativity deserves to be respected and pampered. 

Run your ideas through Pro Tools I HD and prepare to be 

amazed by what you hear. You'll believe your ears only 

because they're attached to your head. 

Settle for nothing less than the very best: Pro Tools I HD. 

192 14Hz sample rate support 24-bit top-to-bottom clarity Up to 128 simultaneous audio tracks 

Up to 96 channels of LO Award-winninq software interface World-class audio interfaces and peripherals 

Complete, expandable audio production solution 

192 176.4 9e. 211, k lot‘ 

110 e II 4, 

SAME ill 1 

192 i/0 Speci ;-
Dynamic  

118 dB ( unweighteld),THD+1\1: 

Frequency Respons,.: 

±0.05 d @ + 2 dBu,. 20 Hz - 20 kiz 

Locate the Pro Tools 1HD dealer near you at 

w Nw.dij_clesign.com HDcbaler and listen for yourself. 

dclLi gri 
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iZotopE OzonE 2.0 
By Craig Anderton 

iZotope's audio division came out of nowhere 
with a free vinyl plug-in. Okay, good 

enough_..but then came Ozone (reviewed 
January 2002 issue), a DirectX mastering suite 

plug-in. Featuring a paragraphic EQ, mastering 

reverb, loudness maximizer, multiband harmon-
ic exciter, multiband dynamics processor, and 

multiband stereo imaging — along with a cool 
look and a list of $199 — Ozone ended up being 

installed on a lot of computers, with a reputation 
spread mostly by word of mouth. 

Now Ozone 2 is out, with seveial significant 
improvements (and one omission: it no longer 

runs on Windows 95 or NT, only 98SE/ 
ME/2000/XP). One of the most important is 

dithering, accessed on the Loudness Maximizer 
page (where you'll also find a DC offset filter). 

There are two dithering 

types, lour different 

shapes, and bit reduction 

to 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 

bits (Ozone handles 32-bit 

files with 64-bit internal 

processing). Metering 

shows the DC offset and 

word length — very handy. 
The EQ can now have 

snarper slopes, but the 
spectrum analyzer has 

major enhancements. In 

addltion to the original lin-

ear "oscilloscope" type dis-

play, you can show a 1/3-

octave display with selec-

table averaging times — up 
to infinite — to see the 

average spectrurri over an 
entire tuna And, you can 

have note calibrations (C1, 

OZONIE 2.0 
? A DirectX:-compatit le 

iste-inç suit r lug-in witt- muliimle = 
zncessors and extensive meterimç!. 

W1-10 NEEDS IT? Aryone who warts fa 
maste- stereo !program material or, a 
Afridops maclire, althougt .t's 31:30 Jseful 
3s a track or tus insert effect. 

V-1Y IS. r A BIG DEAL? The price is 
astcnishrgly lbw for scmettring wt h :his 
KilfiC Co feature set and sourd gu.ilit7. 

SHIPPIN(: October 2002 

PRICE: S199 (dovvnioad), $229 Uilowricm 
proç ran, then get sent an ad'ditiora CD 
eth 53 audio test files and speculum slap-
3-ots ..cr testing and aralys.$), $49 egrail3.• - 4111' item Ozone. Pee demc from we sle.,- - 

DONTeCT: For rmo -e iiformatior, -- .— 
...:3n-.acl iZotope at 61 7-332-4C49icr visit 
www. izotope.com.  

C2, etc ») as well as calibrations in Hz. 
Ozone 2 features an internal preset system, 

so it's no longer dependent on the host program 
for creating, storing, and loading presets. Thus, 

if you have a favorite preset for mastering in, 
say, Wavelab, you can call up that preset in 

Sound Forge, Sonar, Cubase, etc. Presets can 

also be sorted according to several criteria, 
including date last used. Better yet, you can 

load individual modules from particular presets 

— for example, replace just the EQ or dynamics 

in an existing preset. Sixty presets come with 
the program, and more are slated to be posted 
on the iZotope web site. 

With the original Ozone, each band's setting in 

the multiband modules required manual editing. 
Now you can copy settings from one band to 

another — a real time-saver with the multiband 
processors, where you often want the same gen-

eral settings for each band, but with a few tweaks 

where needed. It's also possible enable fewer than 

four bands, which saves CPU power. 

Multiband dynamics have been enhanced with 

the ability to set higher ratios, release times, and 

attack times, as well as a global in control that 
increases or decreases the levels of all bands 

simultaneously. This is in addition to the level con-

trols for individual bands. 

There are numerous other improvements: 

meters can now read peak. real-time PPM, or real-
time RMS and "zoom on a smaller range; input 

and output gain is adjustable in 0.1 dB increments 

with a wheel mouse or the keyboard; an autonor-
malize function insures peaks don't go over a 

specified level; and, perhaps most significantly, 

over 140 parameters are automatable using 

DirectX automation_ There's more, but by now you 

probably get the idea: This is a very cool plug-in at 
a truly righteous price. • 
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frank filipetti 

nuendo... 

untouchable sound. 
To capture the sound of their new release Untouchables. heavy- hitting band Korn turned 

to digital recording pioneer Frank Filipetti and producer Michael Beinhorn. After 

painstaking comparisons, the group was unhappy with the way their tracks sounded 

using other popular DAWs, and found that they could edit and process tracks to their 

heart's content in NUENDO with absolutely no decrease in fidelity 

"I knew going in that the band was going to be especially vigilant about the sound of their 

instruments. That's why it was so important for me to find the right digital gear. 

Nowadays, everyone is accustomed to the manipulations we can perform on a digital 

platform. But the feature set has to be secondary to the fidelity set. And on that score we 

found NUENDO second to none." 

One m ght even say.... untouchable. 

phil ramone 

rory kaplan 

chuck am/ay 

david tickle 

frank filipetti 

rob hill 

g-reg ladanyi 

elliot scheiner 

afan parsons 

tO ne the These world-renowned producers know what it takes 

best. They also know why NUENDO is the best digital audio 

production tool availaEle and have partnered with Steinberg to 

ensure that it will contMue to meet the needs of tomorrow. 

www.steinberg.net • US 318.678.5100 • Canada 416,7;.;9 7100 

LOI 

steinberg 
ir-arb-4 



Avalon Studio 
AnothEr day in 

paradis€ 
STUDIO NAME: Avalon Studio 
LOCATION: Kauai, HI 

KEY CREW: David Tickle 

CREDITS: 4 Non Blondes, Adam Ant, Blondie, 

Divinyls, Peter Gabriel, Police, Prince, Spit 

Enz, Sting, U2 

MIXING CONSOLE: Digidesign ProControl 

MONITORS: Westlake BBSM15. Yamaha 

NS10M, M&K Subwoofer, Tannoy 15 

AMPLIFIERS: Bryston 4B [2], Yamaha M2002 [5] 
RECORDERS: Genex 8500 MO, HHB CDR80C, 
TASCAM 122 Mk Ill, DA-45 DAT, DA-88 [2] 

OUTBOARD: API 560 EQ [ 10], Pultec MEQ-5, 

EQ14-2; Teletronix LA-2A, dbx 160, Urei LA-3A 
[2], Universa. Audio 1176LN, Neve 2254a, 

The Juicer Compressor ("my own creation, 
essentially two talktFack compressors from an 

By StEVE LB CEPPB 

SSL console") 

EFFECTS: TC Electronic M6000, M3000; Even-
tide Orville, Delta Lab Acoustic Computer, 

Yamaha D5000, Lexicon MPX 100 

MICROPHONES: Neumann: M 49, U 47; 

Sennheiser MD421, AKG C12 [2], Shure SM57 
[2] 

MIC PREAMPS: Neve 1066 [8], Avalon 737 [2] 
KEYBOARDS/SAMPLERS/MIDI: Schimmel 7-

foot Grand Piano, Kurzweil K2500X, Roland 
JP-8000, Super Jupiter, SP-808, 505 Groove 
Box; Waldorf Wave XTC, E-mu E4X Sampler, 

Yamaha RM1X, Akai MPC2000 

DAW: Digidesign Pro Tools HD, Steinberg 
Nuendo, Apogee AD-8000 

COMPUTERS: Apple G4/830 MHz w/1 GB 

RAM, 30 GB internal drive, Sharp V9000 DLP 

and 21-inch Mitsubishi Diamondtron monitors, 

Glyph 72 GB drives [2], Trip rack w/UW SCSI, 
CDR and AIT3 backup 
SOFTWARE: Digidesign Pro Tools 5.3.1, 

Emagic Logic Audio Platinum, Mackie UAD-1 
Powered Plug- Ins, plug-ins from Lexicon, 

Focusrite, TC Works, Wave Mechanics, Line 6, 
Waves 

POWER CONDITIONING/BACKUP: 220-volt 
AC, split into two 110-volt circuits with capaci-

tor conditioning 

STUDIO NOTES: " I chose this island location 
because of its easy access to Los Angeles and 
the quality of life," says David Tickle. "Artists 

work here without being worn down by the 
environment; in fact it's quite the opposite. 
While they're here, they swim, hike, relax — 

and create." 

EQUIPMENT NOTES: Tickle likes the open 
feel and color of classic vintage compressors, 

applying them judiciously to his mixes. "When 

mixing, I tend to use my 'real' 1176's and LA2A 
on important instruments that are going to be 

really upfront and need to be special. I send 
vocals through the LA-2A and guitars through 

the 1176's. In addition to the normal color and 

compression that an LA-2A or 1176 typically 
adds, these particular units (which I cherry-

picked) have an extra little bite and presence 

that is fantastic and actually makes the sound 
three-dimensional." 

Tickle often finds that he'd like to apply the 

tone, color, and the pumping sound of an 1176 

or LA2A to many elements in a mix. " I only 

have one LA2A because I've never been able 

to find another to match, but quite often I need 
continued on page 114 

WEB 

Visit David Tickle online at www.davidtickle.com 
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COME 

NUENDO 

LOGIC A111111G 

DIClITAI PERFORMER 

CUIASE 

NUENDO 

LOEIC AUDIO 

WA'al.A8 

The list of supported gstems is growing 

fast! Check the latest additions ah 
www.mackie.comluad 

Real components physically modeled 

down to the individual component! 
Reverb that actualb, fets_you dese 
the room. No wonder tRese plug- ins 
need a super- computing card. 

Th9're like getting $20,000 worth 
atodio gear — without taxingyour 

computer's power. 

UNIVERSAL AUDIO 
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POWERED PLUG-INS 

IT DOES TO EFFECTS 
WHAT THE JET ENGINE DID 
TO THE PROPELLER PLANE 

Thad's why effects or this caliber an_ly 
run together with the most advaued 
DSP card out there. 

If you want to get &erioius aboLt 

emulating classic processing gear, 
you can't compress and compromise 
your software. Quality is complicated. 

It demands tons. of heavy calculatons in 
real-time. 

So stop torturing your compute-r with 

software-only "diet" effects. Let the 
UAD-i De engine take care of 
the heavy duty effects and rut: wild! 

You will find that processing power of 

this magnitude opens up a whole r ew 
-world of sounds and expressions. 

Nigel' ALPS RIBBON e ARC WINNER - AMIL/INWIVERSATILE RUITILI PROCESSOR 

TOOLS FOR ARTISTS 

Listen to ilyourseW 
MP3-demos are available on 
our websi:e: 

WWW.MACKIE.COMIUAD-1 
1.800.258.6883 
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'UNIVERSAL AUDIO' IS À TRADEMARK OF UNIVIETISAL AUDIO 

All TIGHER TRADEMARKS ARE PROPERTY OF T1HEIR RESPIETIIVE CORPCRATIONS 
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True North Productions 
Go north, 

young man 

STUDIO NAME: True North Productions 
LOCATION: Greensboro, NC 

KEY CREW: Tim Snider (owner, engineer), Bobby 
Kelly, Todd Sutton (engineers) 

MIXING CONSOLE: Digidesign Control 24, 
Roland VM-7200 Digital Mixing System 
MONITORS: Genelec 1031A [5], 7070A; 

Dynaudio BM5, Headphones: AKG K240 [4], 
K270 [3] 

AMPLIFIERS: Alesis RA-300 [2] 
RECORDERS: TASCAM DA-88 [ 1], DA-38 [2], 

DA-45HR, DA-30 Mk2, MD-700 Minidisc, CD-700, 

CD-RW5000, CD-D4000 CD duplicator, CD-A500, 

202 Mk2, 35-2 two- track; Alesis ADAT XT [2] 

OUTBOARD: Manley Laboratories Var-Mu, 
Empirical Labs Distressor [21, dbx 160x [2], 

StEVE La CErra 

Presonus ACP-8 [2], ACP-88; TC Electronic 

M•One, Behringer Composer 

EFFECTS: Ensoniq DP/2, Yamaha REV500, Line 
6 Pod Pro 

MICROPHONES: Neumann U87 [2], Audio-

Technica AT4033, Pro35, Pro37R; RCA 77 [4], 

Sony ECM-999, Rode NTK [2], NT4; AKG 
C414B-ULS [2], C3000 [4], C1000 [2], D112; 

Sennheiser MD421 [3], Shure SM57 [ 16], SM58 
[4], Beta87A [3], Beta91; Octava MC012 [2], 

Stedman N-90, Electro-Voice N/D408 [4], 

N/D869 
MIC PREAMPS: Avalon 737SP, AD2022; 

PreSonus DigiMAX [3], VXP Vocal Processor, 

Blue Tube 
SAMPLERS/KEYBOARDS/MIDI: Ensoniq KT-

88, Korg Ml, Roland XV-5080, JV-1080, RD-500; 

Young Chang 7-foot grand piano 
DAW: Digidesign 888124 [2], 1622, ADAT Bridge; 

Z-Sys Digital Detangler, Aardvark AardSync II 

COMPUTERS: Mac G4/533 MHz w/640 MB RAM, 
18 GB internal drive; 18 GB Digidesign Quiet 
Drives [2], 18 GB Glyph drive [2]; NEC 19-inch 

monitors [2], AIT2 backup 
SOFTWARE: Digidesign Pro Tools 5.1.3, 

Masterlist CD, SoundReplacer; Propellerheads 

Reason 2.0, Sonic Foundry Acid 3.0, Lexicon 

Lexiverb. Plug-ins: Waves Gold Bundle, Drawmer, 
Bomb Factory, Focusrite EQ, Antares AutoTune 3, 

TC Electronic MasterX, McDSP Filterbank 
POWER CONDITIONING/BACKUP: Equi.Tech 

10W 100-amp subpanel, Furman PS-Pro, APC 
650 UPS 
ACOUSTIC TREATMENT: Auralex Studiofoam 
Metro, Pyramid, Wedge, LENRD Traps 

STUDIO NOTES: "We built the studio from the 

ground up," begins Tim Snider, "so several 

things were done to isolate the room while cre-
ating a great sound. All rooms are decoupled 

from the outer brick structure. Auralex sheet 

block was used between two layers of drywall in 

all walls and ceilings. The ceiling is floated on 
resilient channel, and each hardwood floor is 

floated and detached from the adjacent room. 
Due to the location and county code restrictions 

we had only 20 feet of width, so we made the 

studio as long as possible: about 51 feet. The 
25-foot long tracking room has an 18-foot ceil-

ing, and has almost no parallel surfaces. Due to 

the excellent diffusion and volume of the room, 

we've been able to get great drum, piano, and 
vocal sounds. The separate drum room has a 

14-foot ceiling and doubles as an iso room for 

continuEd on pagE 114 

-› WEB . 

Visit the True North Productions web site at 
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Support 

The industry's most 
comprehensive 
technical support. 

Sales 

Personal attention 
from our friendly, 
knowledgeable 
Sales Engineers. 
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Sure, at Sweetwater you'll get a great price, but every retailer promises you that. What's 
made Sweetwater the pro audio retailer cf choice for thousands of musicians and audio 
professionals is that we take care of EVERY aspect of your pro audio needs. From our 
friendly Support Team installing and testing your DAW, to our knowledgeable Sales 

Engineers answering all your questions, we're here to make your musical life easy! 
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Service 

Factory-author zed 
Service Center for 

rtually all our brands. 

Knowledge 

Real wor Id 
experience from 

great people who 
share your passion 

for music. 

The engineers at Sweetwater are true profissionals. 

they make doing business a pleasure before and 

after the sale. They always make me feel a part of 

their winning team. My Sales Engmeer has been a 

great help with all my need." — 7jn-o-ae Oates 

"Sweetwater has won ley respect. Their people 

actually care about my needs. They've been the most 

responcive company I've ever ordered from. Thanks 

eir- hats off to Sweetwater Love the candy!' 

— Steve jamesson 

"Its' good to know that same music stores care 

about their customers, maybe even love them! 

Why can't everything work this way? Sweetwater 

could set- an example for the rest of the world!" 

— Regis Branson 

Call today for the best in price, selection, and service! 

r 

music technology direct 

(800) 222-4700 
sweetwatencom 

5335 sass Road, lort Woyne, IN 46808 

o monitors • speakers • mittens • microphones • keyboards • gu;tars • amplifiers • and more 

2002 .weet,ot, n 
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INTEREST 
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'Call for complete details or visit 
sweetwater.com/allAccess 



By Lisa Roy 
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The bottom-

end for onE 

of the year's 

biggest 

albums. 

"I've been working with The Neptunes for a 

couple years now," states New York engineer 

Brian Garten. "We did a song with Usher "U 

Don't Have To Call," as well as work with 

Britney Spears, N'Sync, Mary J. Blige, and 

Busta Rhymes, to mention a few. That's not to 

say I'm their only guy because they have a 
great engineer in Virginia who does the other 
half of their stuff, too." Garten's quick to give 

credit where credit is due. When contacted for 
this article he humbly stated that he felt he 
hadn't done anything — despite the fact that he 

tracked two of the hottest singles of the year for 
Nellyville, the album that held the number one 

spot on 10 different Billboard charts the week it 

was released. 
When the superstar hip-hop producers filed 

into Right Track to begin tracking, they relied on 

Garten to document their signature bass 

sounds 'Chad Hugo plays keyboards, sax, and 

guitar and Pharrell plays drums and keyboards. 

But most of the time it's all keyboards, that's their 

funk bass sound. Its coming out of their key-

boards," confides Garten. "They have managed 
to be able to do something few producers have 

been able to do, which is 

DATE: March 14 & 15, 2002 

STUDIO: Right Track, Studio A 

LOCATION: New York, NY 

ARTIST: Nelly 

PROJECT: Nellyville 

TRACK: Chad Hugo playing synth funk bass on 
"Hot In Herre" 

PRODUCER: The Neptunes (aka Pharrell 
Williams & Chad Hugo) 

ENGINEER: Brian Garten 

ASSISTANT ENGINEER: Paul Gregory 

to have huge hits in rap, 

R&B, and pop music." 

, SIGNAL PATH 
"The great thing about 

Sludio A at Right Track is 

the 48 Neve 1081 mod-

ules, which makes synth 

funk bass tracking even 

easier than usual," notes 

Garten. "All the synth out-
puts go directly into the 

1081's and then to the 

Neve VX for monitoring (never a ground-related 

hum or buzz). When it's time to record, the sig-
nal would either be bussed from the console or 

patched directly into Pro Tools Mix Plus. Usually, 

with The Neptunes anyway, they like their beat 

to sound the way it sounds coming out of the 

keyboards. So unless there is a sound that is 
particularly harsh or muddy it is what it is. The 

bass is no exception. We also decide whether or 
not to record the sounds with the synth's built-in 
FX. Many times the decision is to record with 

them and if there is doubt I'll do a pass with and 
without. The bass is no exception. There was 

nothing special, just a good sound from one of 
their synth modules, which leads me to... 

"The process of working on hip-hop records 
with no live elements is completely different than 

working on a traditional live band record. The 

time allocated to tracking the music is at the 

most one hour and as little as 15 minutes. Most 

of the time in the studio is spent writing and 

recording vocals or making new tracks." 

"Obviously for this particular song there were 
no mics needed for tracking the synth bass," 

Garten frankly states. " However, we have worked 

with live bass and are starting to do a little more 

of that now. When we did a track on No Doubt the 

bass player had his SVT bass cabinet. We took 

an Avalon DI and miked the bass cabinet with a 

Neumann U47 FET. We ran that through some of 

the nice Neve mic pre's they have at Record Plant 

where we were cutting the track. 

"Because you already have the direct 
sound from the Avalon DI, I set the U47 FET 

about a foot or two away from the cabinet to 

capture the low end. The combination sound-

ed great. There's definitely a difference but 
they're both applicable to the situation. When 

it was time to record, the drummer and bass 

22 NOVEMBER2002 I EC) 



NEW! 7ur2eJi?elerence 

Accurate Sound. 
Mho your mixes suffer from buried vocals, overwhelming bass, screetchy guitars,, or other sonic 

unpleasantries? No doubt your monitors simply aren't giving you an accurate picture of what's 
going on in your mix. How to make the problems go away? Switch to Event monitors—the monitors 
famous for their 'mixes you can trust" sound. (Just ask the people who have won Grammy awards 
for mixes they've done on them.) 

Introducing the newest member of 
our award-winning speaker family, the 
Tuned Reference 8". Its name tells the 
whole story: This monitor is precision tuned 
to provide flat frequency response and 
uncolored sound, giving you a true sonic 
reference for mixing. So when you mix on a 
Tuned Reference 8, you know your mixes 
will translate accurately to other playback 
systems. (Which is, after all, the whole point.) 

You might think that this level of mix 
precision comes at a high price. But thanks 
to a powerful new ultra-efficient amplifier 
(actually two of them, since this is a 
biamplified system), we're able to bring 
you high definition, non-fatiguing monitoring 
at a price so low k's downright silly. But don't 
let the cost fool you: The TR8 is filled with 
time-tested Event technology, and designed 
by the same engineering team behind our 
full line of critically-acclaimed monitors. 

So pick up a pair of TR8s today at your 
favorite music store. Your mixes will thank you. 

Jr Incredible Price. 
kmj $499 pair.* 

ElECTIIONIN PO.. Box 4189, Santa Barbara. CA 93140-4189 Vox 805-566-7777 

Fax: 805-566-7771 • info@event1.com • www.eventelectronics.com *estimated street price 
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SESSION FILE 

Vintage Neve preamps were used to capture Nellyville's fat low-end. 

player put down their parts together. 
You get a different feel that way, 
than when someone is playing key-

boards making a beat. At the end 

the final result is they're both great 
sounds, depending on the style of 
the song. 

"It's so ironic that most of the people 
that have the budget to work in these 

studios are the people who don't use 

live players. Many people who need the 

studios with good live rooms are the 

ones who don't have the budgets. It's 

an unfortunate situation." 

PROCESSING 
"The Neptunes have their arsenal of 

sounds in their keyboards whether it's 
their Korg Triton or Ensoniq ASR-10 or 

Roland JV-2080," says Garlen. "The 

way it sounds before we record the 

bass is pretty much how they want it to 

sound after it's recorded. Unless some-
thing's really not right, it pretty much 

gets recorded straight. It's a feel and 

capture it! The only thing I ran it 

through was the Neve 1081's line input 

quite possibly with no EQ." 

TRACK NOTES 
Garlen sums up the pre-production/ 

tracking vibe: 'Pre-production, discus-

sion? Ha! This is a hip-hop session ya 
know. I haven't touched a tape machine 
in over two years and see no reason to 
look back. Everyone has their own 
opinion but a hit record is a hit record 

whether it's recorded to Pro Tools or 
two-inch analog. 

"When tracking I always set up the 

tempo in Pro Tools and have the Pro 

Tools MIDI clock run the sequencer. 

That way you have a perfect tempo 

map and can fly things around very 

quickly in grid mode. Usually we don't 
even track the whole song, we track 

the sections and then do the arrange-

ment in Pro Tools. In some cases the 

entire song may be four bars of 
music. In which case I record eight 

bars and loop it. This method saves a 

lot of disk space, which is important 

because we frequently send Pro 
Tools sessions over the Internet. 

"Bottom line: Working on this record 

was a good working atmosphere 

because The Neptunes go to the studio 

to have fun and it always shows in the 

record. Everyone wanted to be there, 

everyone's happy to be there, and you 

get a good record — and bass sound 
— at the end!" 



4-band parameteric EQ, dynamics processing and more. 

Plus, with standard interfacing like 24 channels of TDIF and 

8 channels of ADAT, it's a perfect companion to DAW 

interfaces like Digidesign's 001" and MOTU's 2408". 

Version 2.0 adds over 20 exciting new features to the DM-24, 

including 60 inputs at mixdown, new 5.1 surround panning, 

nearly unlimited signal routing, and much more. For all the 

info on the world's most powerful small-format console, visit 

your TASC_AM dealer or wvvw.tascam.com. 
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Yeah...we do DAWs 
TASCAM DM-24 v2.0: Now with HUI- emulation and much more. 
With its new version 2.0 software, TASCAM's DM-24 

becomes more than just an incredibly powerful digital mixing 

console. It adds control surface capabilities for software 

DAWs like Pro Tools*, Digital Performer- and Nuendo« via 

HUI emulation, with external control of levels, mutes, 

pans, track arming and aux sends, in addition to standard 

MIDI control of DAWs like Cubase, Logic- and Sonar- . 

But that's just the beginning. DM-24 v2.0 is a great front-end 

for your DAW, with 16 high-quality mic pres, 24-bit converters, 

*M11.24 Meter Brid.e o.tiorvl 

HUI is a redistered trademark of Mackie Designs h.: Pao Tools is a -egistered trademark of Avid 
Technology, hc. and its subsidiarier and divisions. Ifuendc and Cubase are registered trademarks of 
Steinberg Media Technologies 'AG ltdigital Performer is 3 trademark sif Mbrk of the Unicorn. Logic is a 
trademark oflEmagic Sonor is a trademark of Twelve Tcne Systems, Inc All ether trademarks are the prop-
erty of their Eespective holders. 

www.tascam.com 
a whole world of recording 



DAW WORLD 

Using effects with DAWs 

ProcEssing Sounds 
Recording and mixing audio almost 

always involves sound-shaping 

processors and various special 

effects, for several reasons: 

• Imperfections of sound sources 

(instruments, voices, samples, and 

sound effects) 

• Microphone, DI, preamp, and A/D-

DIA converter limitations 

• The need to reshape the frequen-

cies and dynamic behavior of multiple 

sound sources so they can be suc-

cessfully blended together 

• The artistic element — using spe-

cial effects to "color" sounds so they 

can stand out 

Using DAWs and compatible DSP 

plug-ins ( digital signal processing soft-

ware) allows users to experiment with 

sound-shaping tools that were previ-

ously not available. Hundreds of differ-

ent plug-ins from dozens of manufac-

turers are available for your DAW of 

choice, and many of them are of the 

highest professional grade. 

This article examines some of :he 

more common types of processors 

and basic usage methods, as well as 

interfacing with external analog and 

digital sound processors. 

TYPES OF PROCESSORS 
Equalizers: When auditioning sourds 

for recording or mixing, we often use 

terminology not traditionally related 

to sound production: "thin," "fat," 

"muddy," "crispy," "cloudy," "harsh," 

"honky," "hollow," "bright," and "dark" 

are some of the expressions that 

describe a sound's timbrai quality. 

EQs are the most suitable processors 

for shaping a sound's spec•ral 

response and tone. 

Dynamics Processors: The dif-er-

ence between loud and soft sections 

in a performance determines a 

sound's dynamic range. Too wide of a 

dynamic range can exceed that of the 

capture or playback medium, and the 

way to restrict the range is with 

dynamics control processors such as 

a compressor or peak limiter. 

Increasing the input control in 

either a compressor or limiter will 

allow a sound's softer moments to 

come up in level, while not allowing 

the louder parts to get even louder, 

thus narrowing the sound's dynamic 

range. Gates (which mute a channel 

in the absence of a signal) and 

expanders (which expand, rather than 

compress, dynamic range) are also 

dynamics processors. Frequency-

dependent compressors, such as de-

essers, narrow the dynamic range of 

selected frequencies only. 

Space and Ambience Sim-

ulators: Every sound we hear is a 

combination of the sound source itself 

and the way it interacts with the 

By Tal HErzberg 

acoustic environment in which it is 

being recorded or monitored. Some 

sounds lack this interaction, such as 

artificial sounds generated by synthe-

sizers and sounds recorded using DI 

(direct interfacing or direct injection) 

techniques. Others are recorded in 

rooms that are too small and baffled to 

produce any reflections, thus sound-

ing "dry." Reverb processors simulate 

the reflections and echoes that occur 

from sounds interacting with an 

acoustic environment. Reverberated 

sounds will be a bit more natural and 

live ("wet"), while processing multiple 

sounds with the same reverb ( unifying 

their ambience) will give them a more 

cohesive sound when mixed together. 

Special Effects: This final family of 

processors "colors" sounds in a 

unique way, rather than correcting or 

solving problems they may have. The 

most commonly used effects are: 

ANALOG TAPE AS REALTIME PROCESSOR 
Although not as convenient to work with as DAWs, there are still some distinct qualities associ-
ated with the sound of analog tape and tape machines. Even if a project was produced entirely 

using a DAW, it's still possible to process some or all of a session's tracks with an analog tape 

during mixdown. This doesn't involve transferring the audio to an analog tape reel for mixing, 
but rather uses the tape machine as a real-time effect processor. 

Place a reel of tape on any analog machine (the more tracks it has, the more processing you 
can do at once), set up the tape speed (slower will make the tape last longer, faster may 

improve sound quality), and arm all tracks. Route the outputs from your DAW to the tape 
machine, and the machine's outputs back to the inputs of your DAW. It's now possible to send 
some or all of a DAW session's tracks through the tape machine. Switch the machine to " repro" 

mode, which places both the record and playback heads on the tape at the same time, and start 
recording. Sounds are recorded onto the tape, and, after a few dozen milliseconds, play back 
from the tape via the repro (playback) head (tape is rolling free in record the whole time). The 
reason for this delay is the physical distance between the record and playback heads on the 

analog machine. (The record head is located before the playback head.) The tape machine's 
output can then be sent back into the DAW for mixing or to be recorded to new tracks. 

Once you've figured out the delay time between the record and playback heads, shift each 

track you're sending to tape to start earlier by as many milliseconds as the delay time, making 
them play back in time with other DAW tracks not affected by the analog tape process. 

As the tape is functioning only as a real-time sound processor, you can stop and start the 

DAW playback whenever you want, loop sections, and keep editing as you go. When the tape 
runs out, don't rewind it — just flip it over and start rolling again. This method works beautiful-
ly, and is an elegant way of incorporating some real analog qualities into digital audio, without 
losing any of the benefits offered by a DAW. 
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Having trouble deciding which 
active studio monitors to buy? 

Let Samson help you Resolv it. 

Also available: Resolv 65 passive monitors, 
and the Resolv Sub 120a powered subwoofer. 

Intr 

Incr 
with 
you 
feat 

oducing the new Resolv 65a active near-field monitors from Samson. 

edibly full, fast anc open Snare and percussion are tight. Reverb trails are d screte and smooth. A 
cur new four-position midrange control, its like having four different sets of near-field monitors 
studio. There are a lot of studio monitors out there, but none so perfectly combine performan 

urel, and venati itv. Consider your monitor dilemma resolved. 
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For more info on the Resolv Studio Monitor Series, check out www.samsontech.com 



DAW W ORLD 

delay (echo), chorus, flanger, phaser, 

envelope filter, pitch shifter, distortion, 

auto-panner, ring modulator, spatial 

placement, tremolo, and vibrato. Each 

effect alters the sound in a unique 
way, sometimes beyond recognition 

(especially when used in combina-

tions), and it's fun to explore the 
options. 

BASIC USAGE METHODS 
Inserts: EQ, dynamics processors, and 

most special effects are traditionally 
inserted directly on the channels they 

treat, exclusively affecting the corre-

sponding sounds, and no other sounds 
in the session. Most DAW software has 

insert points on each audio track/chan-

nel where software plug-ins can be 

inserted, but note that external proces-

sors can also connect to the DAW's 
outputs and inputs, and be used via 
inserts. 

Sends and Returns: Reverbs and 

delays are traditionally inserted on 

auxiliary tracks, which are not individ-

ual audio tracks, but rather bussing 

channels that can have audio routed 

through them. For example, if you 

think that the snare sound is too 

"dry," let it play out of the main mix 

bus as is, but also send some of the 
signal to an aux bus, which feeds a 

reverb input. The reverb output 

returns to the console, usually to the 

master bus, or perhaps to an input 
fader. The "dry" signal doesn't 

change, but the signal send to the 

reverb unit is reverberated and com-

bined with the dry sound, creating a 

"dry/wet" combo of both signals. 

Other instruments can also be sent to 

the same reverb aux. Always make 

sure that the reverb or delay's mix 

control (which controls the amount of 

dry and wet signals) is set to 100% 

wet, as the channel itself provides 
the dry sound. Also, playing the dry 

sound through the processor may 
cause phase problems. 

Using External Processors: It is 

possible to use external processors 
in conjunction with a DAW. Conn-

ection is a breeze if the external 

processor sports digital I/O (most 

digital boxes do). To do this, create a 
digital in/out loop between the DAW 

and the external device, and then 
either insert the device on an audio 

track, or on an aux channel. If the 

processor is analog (such as tube 
gear or guitar pedals), use the sys-

tem's AID-D/A converters to create 
an I/O loop between the DAW and 

the processor, and then insert it on 

either audio or aux tracks. 

DSP and A/D-D/A Cause De-
layed Signals: It's important to 

remember that ND-D/A conversions 
and DSP functions do cause a slight 

signal delay. Although usually mini-

mal, this delay can potentially cause 
problems, mostly related to phase 

and timing of sounds. Analyze the 

delay each software plug-in and 

external processor introduces, then 
compensate for it by shifting audio 

tracks ahead in time. 

Templates and Presets Libraries: 

While working on different projects, 

lw continued on page 114 

Introducing... 

APACH 
Optical _Patchbay 

NOW SNIPPING! 

FRONTIER 

to 

Power 

Spend Less Time Patching...More Time Creating 

• 

.• " . . ..... 
12 ports in and out — up to 96 channels of digital audio! 
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Introducing APACHE, the professional lightpipe patchbay from Frontier Design Group. ADAT"" Optical 
and TOSLINKTm digital audio interfaces are the accepted standard for interconnecting much of your 
studio's gear. But keeping all those connections straight can be a real headache. But now there's 
APACHE. With 12 inputs and outputs, you can route up to four sets of 24-channel equipment with one 
easy-to-use box. That means you can route audio between your digital tape machines, hard disk 
recorders, computers, and a digital mixer without ever having to unplug and repatch cables. Just set up 
APACHE once, and with just two button presses you can completely reroute your studio. Unlike some 
other solutions, APACHE provides an independent precision PLL for each input. Each input stream is 
precisely reclocked so that the output stream carries the full integrity of the input You'll always get 
trouble-free routing with full 24- bit resolution 

www.frontierdesign.coni 
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• Easy to use! 
• 12 user-defined presets 
• Port activity display 
• 24-bit resolution 
• Cascadable for more I/O 
• MIDI controllable 

FRONTIER 
DESIGN GROUP 
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Los Anaeles Recording Workshop is one of the best-equipped 
recording engineer schools on the planet. If you are interested 

in training for a professional career in Audio weine sure you'll be 

knocked out by our training facilities, our extensive equipment, 

our curriculum and our outstanding staff and faculty. 
Just ask out gradua:es! 

818-7163-7490 
recorclingcareencom 

drniabk. 
:111dta 

"I can't tell you how much I learned from being 
at the Los Angeles Refording Workshop. It set 

the perfect foundation for working' confidently 
'with the biggest and most demanding stars. 
If you seriously want a recording career, 
.P.ARW is the place to go". Wassim Zreik 
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Over the past 25 years, Acralex Acoustic 
sound control procucts have become the 
standard in the industry by providing 
superior acoustial corrtrol products 

bundled with tons of FREE expert advice! 

Our *Hy trained acoustical consultants 
are standing by, r3ady to custom-tailor 
a solution to fit your style as well as 

your budget. 

Over the years, tons of famous folks have 
used Auralex products with spectacular 

results and rave reviews! 

Auralex Clarity: 
In Your Studio. Your Sound. ià 

www.nralex.com* 1-800-959-33 
1 r Your Choice. 

TECHNIQUES 
ENGINEERING 

audiophile-caliber monitoring system, 

but the coolest thing he has is the 
CLM Expounder, which is a dynamic 

equalizer that does tremendously 

good things to the bass track. 

Joe Barresi must have every stomp 
box ever manufactured, but I particu-

larly like the way he "re-amplifies" the 

bass through an amp head and a 

speaker simulator straight back to the 

console or to tape. 
Nathaniel Kunkel is always the first 

one on the block with the newest 

piece of gear. I remember him using 
the Empirical Labs Distressor way 
back in '97. 

Brian Scheuble seemed to be fond 

of stomp boxes like the Electro-

Harmonix Memory Man, DOD 

Gonkulator, and tubing of various 

sizes for special effect miking. 

What did you learn from working 

with Don Was? 
That the beauty is in the human 

element. I've worked with a lot of guys 

who are after the "perfect take" when 

the one with the slight flaw probably 

has the magic. 
Can you share some insights 

about Ed Cherney? 
Ed Cherney is like a big brother to 

me. I think I've been on more projects 

with Ed than I have with anyone else. 

I've learned a lot about balance from 
listening and watching Ed mix. I like 

the way he carves with EQ and boosts 

only when necessary. Ed is truly an 

artist behind the board. 
What was it like working with 

Eddie Kramer on the Jimi Hendrix 

projects? What did you hear from 
the originals, and what was done to 

bring them up to today's release 

standards? 

Eddie Kramer brings into the studio 

an old-school sense of discipline. Just 

like any engineer, he deserves and 

expects top-notch performance, but 

RONNIE FtIVERA'S 
GOLDEN RULES 
1. Roll tape 

2. Make sure it's getting to tape. 

3. Keep your ears and eyes open There's always a better 
and/or different way. 

4. It's not about you 

5. Document more than you think you or anyone else 
will ever need. 

6. Be prepared. If not informed take the initiative to get 
the info you need to make the session run smoothly. 

7. Make your studio a joy to work at 

8. It's your job to make the 
engineer/mixer/producer that you are working 
with look as good as possible If they look 
good, you look good 

9. Labeling should be complete concise, and 
reflect the effort that went into the project 

10. If you don't know, know who does. 

11. Feel the flow of the session Don't be 
too on top if the session is laid back, but 
never lag behind 

12. Anticipate. 

13. Keep a sense of humor. 

14. When the going gets rough, remember, 
this too will pass 



Eddie seems to raise the bar just a lit-
tle higher, and at the end of the day 
you're a better engineer for it. 

Working on the Jim i Hendrix pro-

jects is usually a multi-format ses-
sion. I believe we had two-inch 16-
track, one-inch 8-track, and 1/2-inch 

4-track. The tapes were in remark-
ably good condition. I remember the 

two-inch 16-track reel of Jimi 

Hendrix and Buddy Miles just jam-
ming while the tape was rolling. I 

heard several identifiable guitar licks 

that were soon to become classic 

songs. That was a very cool experi-
ence. Nothing out of the ordinary 

was needed to bring the music up to 

today's release standards. Just 
good level and some tasty compres-

sion 
What did you learn from Bill 

Dooley, former director of record-

ing at Extasy? 

Music wants to flow down the wire. 
Who were your engineer heroes 

when you were getting started? 

I've worked with a lot of great engi-

neers, the best in the business. It's 

hard to choose between them 

because I've been taught by all of 

them. 

Do you have any interesting stu-

dio business advice? 

In this business your personal skills 

are just as important as your technical 
skills. Do what you say and say what 

you mean. 
Who is the most amazing artist 

you've worked with? 

It's tough to choose. I've been for-

tunate to work with so many great 

talents, but the Brian Wilson/Van 

Dyke Parks sessions for Orange 

Crate Art were pretty magical. Tracy 

Chapman probably has the best ears 

of any artist I've encountered. Being 

in the room with Poncho Sanchez 

was like witnessing Thor playing 

thunder. 
What makes a great producer? 

The ability to bring out the best in 

the music and the musicians 
Any advice for getting a good 

start in the business? 

Know good sound, know how to get 

good sound, know that there are no 

guarantees. • 

Materials To Control Sound 
And Eliminate Noise 

Model W Model C 

The Art D iffusor' Ill egoer inncal , paaterrnatyed, , e xct el r. dievae' 

angled tops scatted- upper spectral reflections. Increases the cpparen; 

acous.ic spaze and controls flutter. Class "A", thermoformed models are 

now available from stock. Traditional vi,00d versions are built to order. 

Web: http://www.acousticsfirstcom 

That's only 994 per disc! 
And th's is a complete package 
- not some stripped down 
version. You'll get Disc Makers' 
high quality, plus our award-
winning graphic design, at the 
lowest price anywhere. Offer 
good through 12/31/2002. 



TECHNIQUES 
HOT TIPS 

Tweak gour wag to a black-belt 

Sonar experience 

Sonar Secrets 
It's time to teach Cakewalk Sonar sonne 

new tricks — so grab your mouse, boot 

up your computer, and let's go. 

SNAPPIER GRAPHICS 
If a Project uses a lot (and I mean a 

lot) of digital audio Clips, particularly 

Groove Clips, the program can bog 

down when moving/editing Clips. To 

fix this, increase Sonar's picture buffer 

cache size. 

1. With Sonar closed, use Notepad 

to open the AUD.INI file (normally 

in the Program Files > Cakewalk 

> Sonar 2 directory). 

2. Locate the [Audi section. 

Underneath it is the 

PicCacheMB parameter. Change 

it from 20 to 200. 

3. Save the AUD.INI file. 

SAMPLE-ACCURATE 
CLIP LENGTHS 
You can trim clip lengths with sin-

gle-sample accuracy — very handy 

when using Sonar to create loops 

that must be an exact number of 

beats. 

1. Right-click on the Clip and 

choose Split (fig. 1). 

2. Select Samples in the Time 

Format field. 

3. Enter the length in samples 

in the Split at Time field. 

4. Click on OK. The Clip splits 

at the specified point. 

REWIRE TWEAK 
While using ReWire, switching between 

Sonar and the ReWire-compatible appli-

cation can mute Sonar's outputs if the 

two programs' drivers are shared. A 

workaround is to shift the focus back to 

Sonar or initiate playback on the ReWire 

slave or master, but here's an easy fix. 

1. Go to the Options > Audio > 

Advanced tab. 

2. Locate the Playback and 

Recording section. 

3. Uncheck Share Drivers with 

Other Programs. 

RETROGRADE GROOVE CUPS 
This procedure, from Cakewalk's Carl 

Jacobson, reverses the order of the 

slices within a Groove Clip, thus creat-

ing a variation on the loop. This works 

best with staccato loops with sharp 

By Craig AndErton 

Process > Audio > Reverse. 

5. Re-enable Groove Clip Looping. 

6. Press Play, and enjoy the retro-

grade fruits of your labor. 

THE LOOP EXPLORER GOES 
MLLTITRACK 
You can audition multiple loops simulta-

neously in the Loop Explorer, but note 

two constraints: 

• The loops must all be in the same 

folder. 

• Unless the loops are "acidized" or 

Groove Clip loops, they'll need to be at 

the same tempo and key to play together. 

Multiple file auditioning is particularly 

useful with samples from "construction 

kit" sample CDs (e.g., those that break 

loops down into individual parts), as you 

can hear how the parts work together. 

1. Go View > Loop Explorer win-

dow. 

2. Enable Auto-Preview so as 

soon as you select a loop you'll 

hear it play with the others. 

3. Click on the first loop to 

select it. 

4. Click on the Loop Explorer's 

Play button. 

5. To add a loop, Ctrl-click on 

another loop in the Loop 

Explorer's list of files. 

6. To de-select an already-select-

ed loop, Ctrl-click on it again. 

If you've selected loops you 

want to use, dragging the entire 

group over to the Track View pane 

loads them into the project. 

Split Clips 
bridgel 

t badge: (;' Split At brae: 

12 tfl,o2i 

13 t. eilto3 (5 

14 tr1r0411 

15 t vetse1 

16 vetse2 

Tine forme fiSernsise  

Spit Bepealedy 

tatting at Measure I-

And Agar, Eveiv Messuges 

Cancel ; 

Hein 

Spit When Sient For At Least Measures 

Use Nondestructrve Croppsng When Spirting MIDI Chps 

FIGURE 1: The Split Clips command offers many useful options, 
including sample-accurate splitting.. 

PREVENT (AUDIO) 
ENGINE SHUTDOWN 
If occasional CPU spikes shut down the 

audio engine, requiring you to click on 

the Engine icon to wake it up again, try 

this. 

1. Open the AUD.INI file in 

Notepad (see previous tip). 

2. Locate the [Wave] section. 

3. Change the StoplfStarved para-

meter from 1 to 0. 

attacks; breaking up continuous sounds 

can cause clicks to occur at the splices. 

1. Select an acidized WAV file or 

clip that has been converted into 

a Groove Clip using Sonar's 

Loop Construction window. 

2. Go Process > Audio > Reverse. 

3. Disable Groove Clip looping for 

the file (click on it and type Ctrl- L). 

4. After converting the file into a 

standard audio clip, again go 

GIVE EDITING THE SLIP 
Slip-editing, where you drag a Clip's 

start or end to change length, is non-

destructive. To remove the hidden 

audio permanently: 

1. Select the clip 

2. Go Edit > Apply Trimming. 

Note: Doing this with a Groove Clip 

will convert it back to a standard Clip.. 
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The heart of kantos 1.0. The articulator takes the 
harmonic and formant information from the input signal 
and dynamically applies it to the synthesized signal. It can 
reproduce the input's characteristics with uncanny accuracy 
or warp :hem into a universe of mutant forms. 

• 
Each wavetable oscillator includes its own 
iradependent multimode resonant filter and chorus 
generator. Additional wavetables will be available 
from our website. Or create your own with pretty 
much any sample editor. 

CULA1OR 

The Gate Generator gives you control over the 
triggering and duration of the envelopes as well as 
retriggering the oscillators waverables. Also included 
is a variable-threshold noise gate to help clean up any 
annoying background noise in the controi audio. 

PIFER 

°SU f-P 
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rom the company that revolutionized 
vocal intonation processing comes 

kantos 1.0, a software-based synthesizer 
that finally liberates you from the tyranny 
of MIDI, keyboards, controllers or, in fact, 
anything that stands between you and the 
music you hear in your mino. 

kantos .0 is controlled by audio. Any 
pitched monophonic audio.* Like your voice. 
Or a musical instrument. Live, in real time. 
kantos ' .0 analyzes incomirg audio and 
instantaneously extracts pitch, dynamics, 
harmonic content and formant 
characteristics. This information is then 
used to control the kantos 1.0 sound 
engine. In ways never before possible 
with a conventiona' MIDI synth. 

To learn more about kantos 1.0, visit our 
website at wwwontarestech.corn for audio 
demos, guided tours and more. Whether you 
are looking for an alternative to traditional 
controllers, or are looking to produce 
electronic music with a level of sonic 
innovation and dynamic expression that's 
simply not otherwise possible, kantos 1.0 
will, quite literaily, change the way you 
make music. 

'Actually, kantos 1.0 car aim respond to unpitched or 
polyphonic input. WMIe Ihe output isn't always predictable, 
it's rarely less than imemsting. And particularly with 
rhythms input, yod can get extremeiy dynamic 
,and sr.metimes downrignt surprising) results. 

KANTOS 1.0 WILL INITIALLY BE R, AIIABLE IN 
MRS. RTFIS (MAC) FWD vST 'SRC.; FORMATS, t 
WITII DIREC Fe FOLLOWING NO7 TDO FIR BEHIND. 
CHEF K OUR IVEBS:TE OR DETAILS. 

AkRES 
WHERE THE FUTURE'S 

STILL WHAT IT USED TO BE 

1 . 0 ANTARES AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 231 Technology Circle, Scotts Valley, CR 95066 USA 

voce: 831 461 7800 I info@onta ,estech.com I www.antorestech.com 
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Mark Knopfler and producer/ 
engineer Chuck Ainlay return with 

The Ragpicker's Dream 
1. Story by Lisa Roy • Studio Photos by Guy Fletcher ID 4111 1111 

It was the 1999 AES (Audio Engineering Society) Convention in New 

York...Chet Atkins would be presented with the AES Honorary Member 

Award for his many :echnical contributions in the studio as well as creat-
ing the "Nashville Sound." Guitar statesman Mark Knopfler would fly in 

from England to present the legendary guitarist, producer, and record-man 

with the award. To a standing-room-only crowd, Knopfler humbly credited 

Atkins with inspiring his trademark style. A rock star in his own right, 
Knopfler was visibly moved when Atkins took the stage and told the crowd, 

'The first time I heard one of his records I said who is that — he sounds 

like me?" Atkins went on to say, " I new I had to meet this guy, and he has 
since become a great friend." 

After the ceremony, we met up in the dinning room of the Warwick 

Hotel, Atkins favorite haunt for many years. Having the opportunity to sit 
with the British guitar whiz and the Country-Gent gular genius is a moment 
marked forever in my memory. 

Knopfler would return to Nashville to visit his dear friend and to record 
the 3.5-million selling Sailing To Philadelphia, which he co-produced with 

his multi-talented engineer Chuck Ainlay. Since then, Knopfler's great 

mentor, Chet Atkins has passed away. Earlier this year Knopfler reunited 

in Nashville with Ainlay to co produce his third solo album, The 

Ragpicker's Dream, an ultimate expression of Knopfler's tasteful, provoca-

tive, and hypnotic giitar playing and songwriting. EQ caught up with 
Knopfler's co-producer/engineer and "very good buddy" Ainlay who 

shared a few of his secrets for recording the guitar great. 

1 
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THE GUITAR PICKER'S 
DREAM ENGINEER 
"Chuck is a lovely guy and a talented 

and experienced engineer who has 

the respect of all the musicians," 
praises Knopfler. "He is the seventh 

member of my band, or the eighth if 
I've got someone like Paul Franklin 

[pedal steel] in the room for the 

recording. It was Paul who first rec-
ommended Chuck to me. 

"Chucks is always there when I get 
a guitar and first sing the song to the 

players," Knopfler explains. "He's 
there to get a setup going he thinks 

will work best for the song. He'll give 
us feedback on takes, sometimes try-
ing to do a number of things at once, 

plugging stuff in and coming in and 

out of the room making adjustments. 

He stays out of things when he feels 

we're doing fine and on our own and 

going somewhere, and gets involved 

when he feels he's got something to 
contribute, which he invariably has. 

People will be getting comfortable with 

their parts and Chucks will always be 

there to help them feel they're going to 

be delivering the best possible perfor-
mance. 

"I can't say enough about Chucks. 

Like the other guys, he's a joy to work 

with." This relationship has lead the 
two on a musical journey of hits that 

started with the last Dire Straits album 
and continued on to three solo efforts 

and several movie soundtracks. 
When asked about the new sonic 

direction on The Ragpicker's Dream, 

Knopfler shares, " I wanted a drier 
sound than I'd been getting that was 

more controllable, certainly in terms of 

the drums. Also I didn't want many 
mix moves. I was hoping to let the 

players' dynamics speak for them-
selves as much as possible." 

THE GUITAR PICKER'S 
DREAM COLLABORATIONS 
"I love working with Mark! When we 

first start a session Mark comes in the 

studio and opens his notebook and 
says (with an English accent that is 

oh-so-chic), ' I've got a lot of songs 
here and I'm just hoping that you'll 
like one or two of them.' We all laugh 

because, of course, they're all great," 
shares Ainlay. 

"He'll pick up his acoustic guitar, 

strum out a song, and he's saying 

take note of this or that and I'd like 

Top Left: Miking Knopfler's vintage Marshall amps with Shure SM57 and Royer R-121 mics. Top Right How 
the drums were miked to capture an open sound. Bottom Left The beloved Studers. Bottom Right Mark 
Knopfler and band strikes a pose with Emmylou Harris. 
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this to be a musical event here — it's 
really spontaneous. Everybody sits 

around the couch listening to what's 

coming out of Mark's voice and guitar 
and listening to the words...and I can 
look at Chad Cromwell [drums] not 
having to say anything really and we 

both know we're going to pull down 
the DW's and put up the Ludwig drum 

kit for this song. We know we're going 
to change the miking from real tight to 

very ambient miking." Ainlay con-

cludes, "This is the type of great band 

communication that's going on in this 
album." 

EQ: How did you manage to satisfy 
Mark's request for "drier drums" 
without compromising the overall 

sonics of the record? 
CHUCK AINLAY: On this album 

we decided to stay at one of the stu-

For Gear That Makes a GENUINE Difference... 
Studio or Live! 

LIRAWIVIER 
NEW! Tube Station 

24/96k Output with Variable Tube Drive 
TS1 Preamp Comp: $999 • TS2 Stereo Comp: $999 
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Mono/Stereo JFET Compressors Dual Mic Pres and Tube DI 

BRAIJNER 
NEW! Phantom E 
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NEW in the LIST16 Active 
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SOUNCIFIELEI 
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The 5.1 Solution for Under $7,700 

G, O e .......  • ID 
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For the Names of the Best Dealers on the Planet 
IfFINSMINERICII Contact the Transamerica Audio Group 
Rucna cmcsup (702)365-5155 • sales@transaudiogroup.com 

dios we had tracked at. We tracked at 

numerous studios on the last album, 

and on this one we decided to do 
everything in one go at Emerald's 
Tracking Room [Nashville]. They 

have all these different isolation 
rooms and yet the rooms were big 

enough to really house a sound and 
not be a dead booth. Instead of 

putting the drums out in the big room 

and getting this big bashing sound 

that has to be loud in the mix, we put 
the drums in one of the bigger iso 

booths and isolated the drums so that 

By putting the 
drums in a 
smaller room 
there was a bit 
more compres-
sion to the sound 
acoustically and 
the drums didn't 
have this big 
wide, open-up 
sound as much. 

we could have everybody else out in 
the studio. 

We actually put Mark behind 
gobos, but he was out in the same 

room with the bass player, the key-

board players, and the additional gui-

tar player so they could communi-

cate. In fact, some of the time they 

wouldn't even wear headphones to 

record because they could hear each 

other well enough. 

Was that a decision made for the 

band's communication benefit or 

was there a sonic goal you were 
going for? 

I think the communication was 

more of a benefit from trying to limit 
the size of the drums sonically. By 

putting the drums in a smaller room 
there was a bit more compression to 

the sound acoustically and the drums 
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didn't have this big wide, open-up 
sound as much. In reality, the way I 

miked the drums they still have a 

large sound, but they're just not out of 
control. They more easily sit in the 
mix rather than being up in your face 

like the loudest thing on the record. 

I noticed you started the record-
ing process on a Studer two-inch 
16-track. 

Yeah, Mark actually got his hands 
on the last two A800 16-track head 

stacks that Studer made. Mark's in 
the process of building his own studio 

— a state-of-the-art facility in London 
that should be finished in a year. 

Is this a home studio? 

No, this is going to be the type of 
facility that is capable of competing 
with any studio in London or any-

where in the world really. It's going to 
combine some of the things we really 
like about the different studios we 

tend to work in. 
Which leads us back to the 

Studer 16-track...something Mark 
came across in his search for 

equipment for his own facility? 

Yeah — the first album we record-

ed with a 16-track locked to a 24-

track with Dolby SR. On the second 
album we still needed the tracks, but 
I didn't like dealing with SR so that's 

why we went with a 24-track analog 

Mark Knopfler's third solo release is called The Ragpicker's Dream. 

locked to a 48-track digital. On the 
third album (this one) we kept saying 

the 16-track machine really sounded 
good, what if we locked two together 

and got the additional tracks by lock-

ing up at 96k with [Steinberg] 
Nuendo. These heads hadn't had 

anything but an alignment tape run 

across them. They're pristine head 
stacks that we put on a pair of Studer 

A800's here in Nashville. So we 

ended up with 28 tracks of analog for 
tracking the band to; things like ambi-

ent mics and Mark's vocals and gui-
tars we did straight to Nuendo. Mark's 

vocals and guitars were done straight 

to digital. I knew I'd be doing addi-
tional takes of Mark's tracks after we 
got a take to comp together, and I did-

n't want to have a differ-

ence in sound from the 

tracking. We always end 

up with a lot of tracking 
vocal and guitar used in 
the final comp. 

We tracked on a SSL 

J9000 at the Tracking 
Room, but so much of 
what I do when I'm track-

ing is going straight from 

either Neve modules or 
my preamps and all, 

straight to tape. So in 
reality there's not much 

that goes through the 

console other than it's 

mostly just used for mon-

itoring. I had been to 

AES in New York just 

prior to the tracking 

dates and was able to 

get some really amazing 

gear to try out — like 

these Sequerra mic pres, 

the Martech pros, and all 
these great ribbon mics 

from Royer and AEA. 

Calerec sent me their 

SoundField mic and 

Audio-Technica loaned 

us a bunch of mics that I 

used all over the place. I 

hated to give some of 

them back, and my wife 

doesn't know about the 

ones I bought. 
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Let's talk about 

Mark's amazing guitar 

sound. What's your 

secret to capturing his 
signature tone? 

For Mark's electrics. in 

general we used a Shure 
SM57 near to the speaker 
alongside a Royer 121. 

We also used a Neumann 

U 67 more distant, a few 
feet away from the cabi-
net. All the amplifiers on 

this album are vintage. We 
either used a vintage 

tweed Fender Twin or a 
Bassman amp or vintage 

Marshall amps. The only 

modern amps used were a 
Crate on one song and a 

Soldano amp on another. 
That would have gone 

through a vintage Marshall cabinet, 
though. 

But, to begin with, Mark's amazing 

guitar sound really starts with Mark's 

amazing guitar technique, none of the 

microphones and preamps mean sh*t 
really. We can talk all the tech talk 

LEFT: The Mytek rack. Right: Mark Knopfler gets down to business. 

you want and obviot.sly its my job 
and I think it's somewhat important in 

the whole — There's some degree of 

importance there — but really it starts 

with Mark. And Mark's style of playing 

is unlike anybody else. He doesn't 

use a pick, it's all in his fingers, but 
even Mark will choose an amplifier or 

a guitar because it has a certain 

sound. The way this album just turned 

Time Coherent Sound 
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out was that all the amps and all the 

guitars were vintage, so it's just part 

of what this album was about. 

Why the Shure SM57 and the 

Royer 121 combination on the 

amp? 

I'm just trying to capture different 

elements of the amplifier. The '57 has 
a real close sort of present sound, 

whereas the Royer's a bit warmer and 

has more dynamic character. The 
combination of the two just gave me 

this great sound that I couldn't have 
achieved with just one of the micro-

phones. I then ran them through the 
Neve 1081 pre amp EQs and then to 

UREI 1176 compressors. I usually set 

that at a 4:1 ratio with a slow attack 

and fast release. I'm setting them so it 

sounds good [laughs] — just by ear. 

I'll turn the knob until it sounds good, 
but it wasn't any extreme compression 

Chuck Ainlay also worked on Knopfler's previous 
solo efforts. 

on the guitars, the sort of slam thing 

that 1176's can do where you push all 

the buttons in. I didn't do any of that. 
In fact, sometimes with Mark, because 

his playing is so much about his 

touch, I would take the compressors 
off because it just didn't help. It just 

turned things down. Mark usually uses 
a volume pedal between the guitar 
and the amp, so if you squeeze things 

and get things sounding really loud, 

he just back things off and then you're 
just defeating the purpose. You have 

to be very sensitive because Mark's 

got such amazing ears. You can't just 

process something beyond what he's 

trying to achieve. In the mix maybe I 
come back and do a little bit more pro-
cessing, but for tracking sometimes I 

don't. 

To begin with, a lot of this album is 

acoustic guitar. Mark has a signature 
series Martin guitar and it ended up 

on the entire album with the exception 
of maybe one song. This new Martin 

guitar they designed for him sounds 

stunning. It's an amazing guitar. I 
used an Audio-Technica AT4051. I 

placed it where the neck joins the 

body, sort of pointed in toward the 

hole. Inside the guitar I put one of 
those wonderful little Audio-Technica 
AT8532 mics because I knew I'd be 

trying to capture the track vocal and 
would be worried about leakage when 
we were doing comps and such. So 

the acoustic sound was a combina-

tion of the leakage on the vocal mic, 
the AT4051, and the AT8532 inside 

the guitar. 

What did you run that through? 
The two acoustic guitar mics went 

through GML preamps and GML 

compressors that were linked to the 

vocal mic, which was also going 
through a GML compressor. I set the 

guitat. mics at about a 1.8:1 ratio with 

about 4 dB of limiting at most. 

Mark's vocal mic was a Telefunken 
251. He loved it so much he wanted 

to buy it from the studio. That wasn't 
possilDle, so we rented it for a while. 
In the end we found a wonderful solu-

tion, the new Soundelux 251, which is 

an amazing sounding microphone. 
How did you go about achieving 

the drum sound on this record? 

There were so many different 

approaches on this album and that 
was really dictated by the song. 

About the only thing that didn't 

change was the Shure SM57 on the 
top of the snare drum. Everything 

else was subject to change, including 
the drums themselves. We had three 

different kits, two old vintage Ludwig 

kits, and a new one-of-a-kind DW kit 

that was made especially for Chad 
Cromwell. 

For the single "Why Aye Man," I 

used a more modern recording tech-

nique and we used the DW kit with a 

Ludwig Black Beauty snare, set up in 
the iso booth. It's about a 30x30 foot 

room with no parallel walls. If needed, 
it has curtains that we could pull over 
the wood or we'd set up foam baffles 

in there to deaden the room more. 
I put an AKG 112 inside the bass 

drum slightly to one side and off cen-
ter from the beater, pointing in at the 
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beater. That's with a partial head with 

a hole cut out. I set a Neumann U 47 

FET outside the head about nine 

inches away. I put a chair in front of 

the bass drum and lay a packing 

blanket over that to make a tunnel out 

from the bass drum. The snare was a 

Shure SM57 on top and an Audio-

Technica AT4051 on the bottom. On 

the hi-hat it would vary between an 

AKG 452 and a Neumann KM 184. 

The toms were Audio-Technica 

ATM25's. The overheads on all but 

one song was a Royer stereo SF12 

that I positioned right over the drum-

mer's head. The SF12 ended up 

being a large part of the drum sound. 

I also had a Royer 121 mono mic out 

We can talk all 
the tech talk you 
want and obvious-
ly it's my job and 
I think it's some-
what important in 
the whole 
there's some 
degree of impor-
tance there — but 
really it starts 
with Mark. And 
Mark's style of 
playing is unlike 
anybody else. 

front; what I call a "mid-mic." It's 

about three to four feet away from the 

drums off center, sort of more out 

between the kick and hi-hat abou: 

four feet off the ground. I positioned it 

to pick up the overall drum sound with 

the room breathing in and out when I 

heavily squeeze it with an 1176. That 

was always mixed in underneath to 

give the drums more impact. 

All microphones went to the Neve 

1081 modules then straight to the 

analog machine using EMTEC 900 

tape at +5/250. 
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"I've never heard anything 
better in a ribbon microphone 
than Royer's new R-122, ever! 
Something happened when 
they put that amp and larger 
transformer in there and this has 
become my new favorite ribbon 
microphone. always use ribbon 
mics for their warmth and sweet 
high frequency response 
characteristics, but there is 
something truly unique about 
the powered R- 122's sound 
quality. My pal Omar Hakim was 
bouncing off the wa Is when he 
heard the first playback with R-
122's on overheads on his drum 
set - they just sound absolutely 
fantastic! Royer -eaPly nailed it 
with the R-122 

Bruce Swedien 
(Grammy v,iirine Jennifer Lopez, 
Michael Jackson, Quincy Jones, 
Duke Ellingtoi Count Basle) 

Visit roverlabs.com 
to hear 'Bruce speak 
abou: ribbcns and 
to see photos of his 
curre nt recording 
session. 
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Was there any point in the 

recording process where you 

switch entirely into Nuendo? 

There is only one song we record-

ed entirety into Nuendo, while we 

were in London, "Marbletown." It's 

just Mark and an acoustic guitar and it 

sounds amazing. 

Did you mix strictly in Nuendo? 

I didn't mix strictly in Nuendo. 

During tracking, we either got a take 

or multiple takes that were transferred 

into Nuendo and then edited to create 

a final take. We then would overdub 

more vocals and guitars from Mark 

and any ideas from the other guys. 

So, essentially, when we got back to 

England there was very little that 

needed to be additionally overdubbed 

other :han some background vocals 

and keyboard parts and Mark's solos. 

So everything was transferred to 

Nuendo, and, since it was at 96k/24-

bit, that only allowed for 24 outputs 

from Nuendo although many times 
continued on page 114 
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The art of filthy signal mutation for extreme drum loops 

BY CRAJG ANDERTON 

I like music with a distinctly electronic edge, but also want a 
human "feel." Trying to resolve these seemingly contradictory 
ideals has led to some fun experimentation, but one of the more 
recent "happy accidents" was finding out what happens when you 
apply heavy signal processing to multitracked drums played oy a 
human drummer. I ended up with a sound that slid into electronic 
tracks as easily as a credit card slides into an ATM machine, yet 

with a totally human feel. 

This came about because Discrete 

Drums, who make rock-oriented sample 

.ibraries of multitracked drums (tracks are 
Kick, snare, stereo toms, stereo room mic 
:racks, and stereo room ambierce), 

received requests for a more extreme 

ibrary for hip-hop/dance music. I had 

already staled using their CDs for this pur-

pose, and when I played some examples of 

oops I had done, bey asked whether I'd 

like to do a remixed sample CD with stereo 

loops. Thus, the Turbulent Filth Monsters pro-

ject was born. 

Alrouei used the Discrete Drums CDs 
and computer-based plug- ins, the following 

techniques also apply to hardware processors 

used in conjunction with drum machines that 
have individual outs, or multitracked drums 

recorded on a multitrack machine (or sample 

CD tracks bounced over to a multitrack). 

Multitracked drum libraries are alsc available 

from Wizoo, East West, and Reel Drums, 

among others. Try some of these techniques, 

and you'lt create drum sounds that are as 



mueRTOCESSING 
unique as a fingerprint — even if 

they came from a sample CD. 

THE TOOLS: PROBLEMS 
AND SOLUTIONS 
When using hardware, you'll likely be 

using signal processors in conjunction 

with a mixer, either as track or insert 
effects. If all your processors are ana-

log, no problem. But if some are digital 

and some analog, going through any 
digital effect adds a processing delay, 

typically between 1 and 2 ms. Mixing 
this signal with those processed via 

analog processors can create annoy-

ing (or cool, depending on your out-
look) comb filtering effects. 

One solution is to use a digital mixer 

with individual delays on each channel 

— delay the channels with analog 
effects until they line up with the digital 
ones. However, using a digital mixer 
adds another problem when using dig-
ital effects with an analog bus out (not 

all digital effects have digital I/O). Not 

only is there conversion delay going 
through the processor, but also, a con-

version delay from going out of the dig-
ital mixer to analog, then back again. 

Again, per-channel delay can compen-
sate. 

What if you don't have a digital 
mixer (see, you should have listened 

when I told you they were useful), and 
use both analog and digital effects? 

Consider the comb filtering a feature, 

not a bug...or patch in some delay 
lines. 

EFFECTS AUTOMATION & 
REAL-TIME CONTROL 
Editing parameters in real-time lets 
you "play" an effect along with the 

beat. This is a good thing. However, 
it's unlikely that you'll be able to vary 
several parameters at once while mix-

ing the track down to a loop, so you'll 

want to record these changes as 
automation. 

Hardware signal processors can 

often accept MIDI controllers for 

automation. In this case you can sync 

a sequencer up to whatever is playing 

the tracks ( if using a drum machine 
with multiple outs, you can probably 

use its MIDI out). Then, deploy a MIDI 

control surface such as the Peavey 

PC-1600X or the MIDI layer from a 
suitably equipped digital mixer (e.g., 

Panasonic DA7, several Yamaha 

models) to record control data into the 
sequencer. The sequencer need not 

lock to the drum tempo, because 

you're recording controller move-
ments, not notes. Once in the 

sequencer, the controller data can be 

edited if needed. 

If the processor can't accept control 
signals, then you'll need to make these 

changes in real time. If you can do this 

as you mix, fine. Otherwise, bounce 

the processed signal to another track 

so it contains the changes you want. 
Software plug-ins for digital audio + 

MIDI programs are a whole other mat-

ter, as there are several possible 
automation scenarios: 

• Use a MIDI control surface to alter 

parameters, while recording the data 
to a MIDI track (hopefully this will drive 

the effect on playback) 

• Twiddle the plug-in's virtual knobs 
in real time, and record those changes 
within the host program 

• Use non-real-time auto-
mation envelopes 

• Record data that takes 

the form of envelopes, which 
you can then edit 

• No automation at all. In 

this case, you send the out-

put through a mixer and 

bounce it to another track 
while varying the parameter. 

This can require a little after-

the-fact trimming to com-

pensate for latency issues. 

PARALLEL EFFECTS 
In many cases, you want any 

effects to be in parallel with the main 
drum sound. For example, if you put 
ring modulation or wah-wah on a kick 

drum, you'll lose the essential "thud" 
that fills out the bottom. With a hard disk 

recorder, parallel effects are a piece of 

cake: copy the track and add the effects 

to the copy. With a mixer, it's also not 

hard: split the channel to be processed 
into two mixer inputs, and insert the 

effect into one of the input channel 
strips. 

THESE ARE A FEW OF MY 
FAVORITE FX 
Okay, we're set up for real-time con-

trol and are playing back some drum 

tracks. Here are some of my favorite 

turbulent drum processors. 
Ring Modulator: A ring modula-

tor has two inputs, for a carrier and 
modulator. The output provides the 

sum and difference of the two signals 
while suppressing the originals. For 
example, if you feed in a 400 Hz carri-

er and 1 kHz modulator, the output will 
consist of a 600 Hz and 1.4 kHz tone 

mixed together. Most plug-in ring 

modulators dedicate the carrier input 
to an oscillator that's part of the plug-
in, with the track providing the modu-

lator input. A hardware ring modulator 

— if you can find one — may include 
a built-in carrier waveform, or have 

two "open" inputs where you can plug 

in anything you want. 
The ring modulator produces a 

"clangorous," metallic, enharmonic 

10 60 260 1000 
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j.4y41 stereo rase invert 

dry we mix 

ring modulator 
FIG.1. Fxpansion Ring Modulator, with built-in 
oscietor, envelope follower, and LFO. 
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sound (sounds good already, eh?). I 

like to use it mostly as a parallel effect 
on toms and kick; a snare signal, or 

room sounds, are complex enough 
that adding further complexity usually 

doesn't help. Having a steady carrier 

tone can get pretty annoying 

(although it has its uses for electro-
type music), so I like to vary the 
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frequency in real time. Envelope fol-

lowers and LFOs — particularly 

tempo-synched LFOs — are good 

choices, although you can always 

tweak the frequency manually. With 

higher frequencies, the sound 

becomes kind of toy-like; lower fre-

quencies can give more power if you 

zero in on the right frequency range. 

Ring modulator plug- ins are fairly 

easy to find. Mda makes a nice free-

bie, and the Fxpansion Series 1 bun-

dle has a cool ring modulator with 

LFO or envelope control, and multi-

ple waveforms (Fig. 1). I don't know 

of any current hardware ring modula-

tors, although solderheads are wel-

come to try Project 9 in my book 

Electronic Projects for Musicians 
(AMSCO). 

Envelope-Controlled Filter: This 

is another favorite for individual drum 

sounds. Again, you'll probably want to 

run this in parallel unless you want a 

thinner sound. High resonance set-

tings make the sound more "dinky," 

whereas low resonance can give 

more "thud" and depth. 

For hardware, you'll likely need 

a stomp box, 

where envelope-

controlled filters 

are plentiful (the 

Boss stomp 

boxes remain 

a favorite, 

although if you 

can find an old 

Mutron Ill or Funk Machine, those 

work too). For plug-ins, again 

Fxpansion and Mda make suit-

able products. A freebie plug-in, the 

Prosoniq North Pole, isn't supported 

by the company (and is a little squirre-

ly) but gives some great effects. I also 

love using the wah effect in IK 

Multimedia's AmpliTube guitar amp 

plug-in, which is also great for.... 

Distortion: This effect is incredi-

bly flexible; adding a little bit of grit to 

a kick drum can make it punch 

through a track. But I've also added 

heavy distortion to the room mic 

sound while keeping the rest of the 

drums clean. This "muddies up" the 

sound in an extremely rude way, yet 

the clean sounds running in parallel 

keep it from becoming a hopeless 
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RG.2. WID's friie is packed with useful offices 
fir altedng drum sound& 

mess. Distortion doesn't do 

much for snares, which are already 

pretty dirty anyway. But it can 

increase the snare's apparent decay 

by bringing up the low-level ring at 

the end. 

Guitar amp distortion seems par-

ticularly useful because of the 

reduced high end. which keeps the 

sound from getting too  "ouzzy," and 

low-end rolloff, which avoids muddi-

ness. Guitar amp plug- ins really 

shine here as well. My favorite distor-

tion plug-in is the Quadrafuzz ( not 

surprising — it's my concept). Its 

available both as a hardware box 

from PAIA Elect-onics and as a 

Grab Some So 
"I think the MSS-lo sounds amazing. Ifs very hi-fi and open and sweet, 
but it's not sterile and boring. It's got fidelity, but it's got a lot of character 
and a lot of soul. It brings things forward in the track. Most of the music I 
tend to do is rock or alternative, so hi-fi can be a bad word that means 
characterless, but this is hi-fi with soul." 

Joe Chiccarelli 

Producer/mixer/engineer, Joe Chiccarelli loves the Natural Sound of 
the Martech MSS-10 mic preamp; "I'm totally blown away by the realism 
and detail."His recent use includes sessions with Elton John (vocals), 
Kronos Quartet (strings), Tim Easton (vocals, acoustic and electric 
guitars), and Tracy Bonham (drums). 

Free Report: Discover why only Natural Sound truly captures the 
soul of the performance. For the full story on the MSS-10, call or visit 
us on :he web and request report EQ2 3. 

T,F 

MRRTECH 
By Martinsound 

Ole Yea 
(800) 582-3555 or +1 ( 626) 281-3555 1151 W. Valley Blvd, Alhambra CA 91803 USA wwvv.martinsound.com Fax +1 ( 626) 284-3092 
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FIG.3. Ohm Force's Predatohm s feedback option is simply 
amazing, especially when automated. 

stand-alone plug-in from Steinberg, 
but is also included in Cubase SX. 

This is a four-band distortion unit, so 

you can go heavy on, say, lower 

midrange distortion, while sprinkling 

only a tiny bit of dirt on the high end. 

It's also good for mixed loops 
because multiband operation pre-

vents excessive intermodulation dis-
tortion. Guitar amp plug-ins I've used 

in addition to AmpliTube and 
Quadrafuzz are UAD's Nigel ( Fig. 2), 

Alien Connections' ReValver, and 
Steinberg's Warp VST. 

Feedback: And you thought this 
was just for guitarists.. actually, there 

are a couple ways to make drums feed 
back. For hardware, one technique is 

to send an aux bus out to a graphic 
equalizer, then bring the graphic EQ 

back into the channel, and turn up the 

channel's aux send so some signal 

goes back into the EQ. Playing with 

individual sliders can cause feedback 
in the selected frequency range, but 

this requires a really light touch — it's 

easy to get speaker-busting runaway 

feedback. Adding a limiter in series 

with the EQ is a good idea. 
My favorite feedback technique 

uses the Ohm Force Predatohm plug-

in ( Fig. 3). This is a multiband distor-

tion/compression plug-in with feed-

back frequency and amount controls. 

But the killer feature is that all para-

meters are automatable. You can 

tweak the amount control rhythmically 

to give a taste of feedback before it 
retreats. Similarly, you can alter the 

frequency with amount set fairly high. 

As the frequency sweeps through a 
range where there's lots of audio 
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energy, feedback 

will kick in — but 

as it sweeps past 
this point, the feed-

back disappears. 

When Discrete 

Drums announced 
the Turbulent Filth 

Monsters CD at the 

Nashville NAMM 

show, they always made 
sure one of the loops with 
feedback was playing...it 

sure got people's attention. 

LET'S NOT FORGET 
THE TRULY 
WEIRD.... 
A vocoder ( Fig. 4) is a great 
processor for drums, as there 

are several possible ways to 
use it. One is to use the room 

ambience as the carrier, and a 
submix of the kick, snare, and 

toms as the modulator. As the 

drums hit, they bring in sections of 
the ambience, which if you've 

been paying attention so far, is proba-
bly being run through some weird 

effect of its own. Another trick I did 
was bring in an ambience track from a 

different drum part and modulate 
that instead. You can also use the 

drums to "drumcode" something like a 

bunch of sawtooth waves, a guitar 

power chord, whatever. 

These sounds then lose their identi-

ties and become an extension of the 

drums. Both hardware and software 

vocoders are fairly common. 

Generally the most whacked-out 

processors come in plug-in form, and 
they were a major part of the sample 

CD. The GRM Tools series ( Fig. 5) 
can always be counted on for out of 
the ordinary effects, as can the entire 

Ohm Force line (their Hematohm fre-

quency shifter, reviewed in this issue, 
is awesome with drums). Waves has 
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FIG.4. Cubase SX includes a vocoder as part 
of its roster of effects. 

some tasty modulation effects, such 

as Enigma ( Fig. 6) and MondoMod, 

but their L-1 Ultramaximizer+ is won-
derful for squashing the living day-

lights out of room ambience signals, 

and Maxxbass can really kick up the 

low end ( I use their "normal" effects 

too, the REQ two-band 

INKS 
EMAGIC 
www emagic com  
FXPANSION 
www fxpansion con  
GRM TOOLS 
vwwv emf org 

IK MULTIMEDIA 
www ikmultimedia -om 
MDA 
www mda-vst corn 
OHM FORCE 
www.ohmforce corn 
PAIA ELECTRONICS 
www paia com  
PEAVEY 
vwvw peavey corn  
PROSONIQ 
vwvw prosonlq con 

PSP 
www oso-audroware corn 
REEL DRUMS 
www wavedistributron corn 
STEINBERG 
www sternberg net 
IC WORKS 
www tcworks de 
UAD 
www.mackie.com 
BIAS 
www.bias-inc.com 
VST PLUG-IN RESOURCES 
vo.Alw kvr-vst corn 
WAVES 
www waves com 
WIZOO 
www wizoosounds corn 
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Breaks sound (and price) barriers. 

Introducing the (affordable) new CO1 Studio Condenser Mic from Samson. 
Who doesn't want a great sounding condenser rnic in their project studio? 
Like mics costing hundreds of dollars more, the CO1 picks up all the warmth 
and richness of vocals and acoustic instruments with incredible accuracy. 
And at just $69* you can afford one. The CO! from Samson. A price that 
breaks new ground, and performance that is nothing short of supersonic. 

SPO1 spider-style •ihock mount also aye lable 

SAMSON' 
For more info on the COI Condenser Mie and other great Samson products, put down that old dynamic mie and checkout 

www.samsontech,com 
•MSRP $149, $69 er.timated street price. e2002 ;amson 



EQ being a favorite). As the Mda 

series effects are free, you might as 

well download the series — RePsycho 
is fabulous for drum processing. 

PSP's Vintage Warmer ( Fig. 7) is a 

superb general-purpose distortion 
device, and their PCM-42 delay pro-

vides some truly bizarre sounds when 
you sweep the delay control. Come to 
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FIG.5. GRM Reson creates sophisticated, • 

animated filtering effects. 

Tel 860.434.5220 
FAX 860.434.3148 

www.neumannusa.com/103eq 
Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013. Fax: 514-426-3953 
Mexico: Tel: ( 525) 639-0956. Fax:(525)639-9482 

think of it, just about time-based effect 

does weird things when you sweep 
the delay control...PSP also makes 
the "Pianoverb," a freebie plug-in that 

produces strangely resonant rever-
berant sounds. 

Delay Dots specializes in out of the 
ordinary plug-ins. The Multiband Pitch 
Shifter from their Producer's Pack is a 

real honey — it's one of my staple 
effects — although their Spectral series 

is also cool, even if they draw so much 

CPU power that my computer occa-
sionally throws a tantrum when I instan-

tiate too many of them. Delay Dots 

offers a free pitch shifter on their site. 

Check out Web sites that special-
ize in public domain plug-ins. Some of 
these are of questionable quality and 

may be prone to crashing, but some-
times you'll strike gold. For example, 
the Makunouchi Bento (from Big 

Tick), combines ring modulation, 

feedback, and what appears to be a 
primitive form of time-travel. It was 

custom-made for some Romanian 
experimental music group and is so 

seriously disturbed that I just had to 

use it in a few select places. 

Operation is completely unpre-
dictable, but everything's automat-

able, so at least you can do repeat-
able unpredictability. Yes! 

Also, let's not forget some of those 
old friends that can learn new tricks, 

such as flanger, chorus, pitch shifters, 

and delay. As I did most of the sample 

development in Sonar (Fig. 8 shows 

FiG.6. 
Enigma, from 

Waves, is an 

unusual 

modulation-

based effect. 

one of the drum remixing projects; I 

also used Cubase), it was fortunate 

that the program comes with automat-

able versions of these effects. Extreme 

amounts of modulation or swept delays 



Graphic Equalizers 

There's no longer any excuse 
for compromising your sound 

The 2-Series" represents a major step forward in the 

performance of small-profile graphic equalizers. From 

its amazing 10Hz to 50kHz frequency response, to its 

1G8dB dynamic range, and internal torodial transformes-, 

the 2-Series offers out of this world specifications with 

a down to earth price point. Sure to find a home in she 

studio, on tour and with installed sound venues, the 2-

Series is destined to take its rightful place in the lineage 

of great dbx* signal processors that are the 

Professional's ChoiceTM. With such affordable quality, 

there's no longer any excuse for compromising your 

sound. For more information, check us out on line or 

head on down to your local authorized dealer. 

Features 

• 1/3 & 2/3-octave Constant Q frequency bands 

• Switchable boost/cut ranges of ±6 or ± I2 dB 

• 12 dB per octave 50Hz low-cut filter 

• Front panel bypass switch 

• ± 12 dB input gain range 

• 4-segment LED ladders for monitoring output levels 

• XLR and TRS Inputs and Outputs 

• Internal Toroidal Transformer 

• Frequency Response of 10 Hz to 50kHz 

• Dynamic range of greater than 108dB 

clbx 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 

The Probable Choice In Signal Prenessiln 

F r  e inforrnaéol contact US St (soi ) 568-7660 Fax 83 ) '64-7662 • wwwdbxprc.com • 8760 S. Sandy Parkway, Sandy, UT 84070 USA 
II A Haman International Compact", 
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FIG.7. PSP's 
Vintage 
Warmer is 
great for giving 
a sound tons o' 
punch. • 

0 PSP VincigriVarmer 

can go beyond their stereotyped func-

tions. Ernagie's Logic is also rich in 

plug- ins, many of which can be sub-

verted into creating filthy effects. 

Finally. there are now plug-in rout-

ing programs such as TO Works 

Spark FX Machine and BIAS Vbox. 

These are the ideal way to create 

series, parallel, and series/parallel 

strings of effects. The pos-

sibilities they open up are 

so mind-boggling I get 

tingly all over just thinking 

about it. 

SO WHAT'S THE 
PAYOFF? 
The fact that the drums 

were played by a superb 

human drummer, with all 

those wonderful little 

timing nuances that are 

the reason drum mach-

ines have not taken over 

Pie world, gives my tracks a "feel" 

that I've never been able to get 

with drum machines. Yet the 

sounds are so electronified that 

they fit in perfectly with the synths, 

highly processed vocals, and tech-

noid guitar effects of which I'm 

fond. 

So get creative — you'll have a 

YOU WANTTO BE ABLE TO MIX YOUR DRUM 
TRACKS THE WAY YOU WANT. YOU WANT 
REAL DRUMS PLAYED BY A SEAL DRUMMER. 
YOU HAVEN'T GOT A WORLD CLASS STUDIO. 
YOU COA."T WANT TO SPEND A FORTUNE, 

DISCRETE DRUMS 

www.discretedrums.com 

Series Two 
ACID PRO TOOLS LOGIC AUDIO DIGITAL PERFORMER CAKEWALK 

SONAR CUBASE NUENDO REASON RECYCLE ROLAND V STUDIOS 

BOSS BR- 1180 MANY OTHERS 

Download dEnios and order at NUIDISCREEDS.COV 

good time doing it, and your record-

ings won't sound like a million others. 

What good are all these great toys if 

you don't exploit them? • 
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RG.8. This Sonar project, used to develop some of 
the TFM loops, is processing the various Discrete 
Drum tracks through a variety of twisted plug-ins. 
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Your front end should be this discrete. 
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From modules to complete 

consoles, we are the # 1 

dealer of API products in 
the world. 

617.696.9360 
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"MY NAME IS AL. THIS IS MY OFFICE." 

1 n my office, a simple rffistake can cosi me plenty— in both time and 
money. With all the equipment I've 

got, I can't waste time searching for 
the right cable o" the last master tape. 

That's why I use the P-Touch PT-2300 
to keep me on track. 

It's compact enough to it ir a drawe-, 
and because the labels come in lots 
of colors and sizes, it's versatile 
enough to identify everythirg—like 
my sound board, master tapes, 
cables, reels, even schedules and 
invoices. I can even connect it to a PC 
for fonts and graphics. 

And since P-Touch abels are laminat-
ed, they'll stand cp to almost anything: 

So now, instead of spending time track-
ing down dead mics, I can focus on 
what's really important—a great mix. 

P-Touch systems— the perfect office 
labels, wherever your offic? may be. 

Enter the P-Touch 
People Contest 
and tell us how 

your P-Touch 

helps you 

organize your 

office. We want 

to know. 

www.ptouchpeople.com 

late night coffee spills, scratches, hot 
amps—and ail the other stuff that I call 
business as usual. 

Al Caiati, 
Owner/Engineer 
Coyote Studios 

Williamsburg, NY 
te PT-? 30b 

r'f›-

Electronic Labeling Systems 

P-Tcuch" Electroni: Labeling Systems 

creête industrial strength and standard 

adhesive- backed, laminated labels to 

organize virtually anything. 

• Laminated tapes: Water, abrasion ard 
heat- resistant to resist stains, sc -atches, 

scuffs and radiant heat from equipment 

• Incustrial adhesive tap-as: Adhere up 

to two times stronger than standard 

laminated tapes 

• " Fluorescent" tapes: Eye catching, 
bright labels for easy color-coding 

ard visibilitv 

• Security tape: Leaves evidence of 

tampering if the label is removed 

At pu7s.clé. 

Available at Staples, OfficeMax, Office Depot and other fine retailers. 

www.brother.com 1-877- 4PTOUCH 

2002 BrotTer InterraTonaJ Co,po,a000, Bridgewater. t• Brew- Indtreies LK. Nagoya. Jaya.. 
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Crank the creative dial way up with these mighty, cross-platform' 

Pro Tools LE-based home and project studio workstations. 

• 

M box 

Ideal for on-the-go recording, collaboration, 

editing, and mixing. 

• Stereo analog I/O 

• 2 Focusrite" preamps 

• 24-bit/48 kHz sound quality 

• 100% USB-powered 

• Stereo S/PDIF I/O 

• 48V phantom power 

• Zero-latency monitoring 

• 2 TRS ( 1/4") inserts 

• 24-track Pro Tools LE software 

àc» 

* Mbox is Mac only; Windows support corning soon. 
** Windows only; beta version for Mac available online. 

Digi 001 

From recording bands to radio programming, 
all- in-one proven excellence. 

008/02. Digidesign, Digi 001, Dig! 002, Mbox and Pro Tocls LE are trademarks or registered trademarks 

of Avid Technology, Inc., or its subsidiaries or divisions. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 

• 

• 18 simultaneous I/O channels 

• 2 preamps 

• 24-bit/4-8 kHz sound quality 

• 48V phantom power 

• PCI connection 

• 32-track Pro Tools LE software** 

• MIDI IN/OUT 

• Rackmountable 

Sweetwater r c tiALL olAIEETINATER AND ADOPTA MEMBE music technology direct 
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Digi OC 2pack Digi 002 

Finger-friendly dual personality system, perfect 
for the 24-hour musician. 

• 18 simultaneous I/O channels 

• 4 preamps with 48V phantom power 

• Integrated control surface 

• 24-bit/96 kHz sound quality 

• FireWire connection 

• Powerful Digi 002pack plug-in 

bundle included 

• 32-track Pro Tools LE software 

• 8x4x2 digital mixer 

(in Standalone mode) 

Powerful, professional plug-ins come bundled 
FREE with your Digi 002. 

• Amplitube by IK Multimedia 

(Guitar amp and stompbox emulator). 

• DEi by Digidesign 

(Retro sound design tools 

• 11=f21 by Digidesign 

(Chorus, Flanger, and other effects) 

• Maxim by Digielesign 

(Peak limiting and sound level maximizing) 

• PRO-52 by Native Instruments 

(Vintage synthesizer emulation) 

• Renaissance Collection by Waves 

(Vintage EQ, dynamics, and reverb) 

• SarnpleTank LE by IK Multimedia 

(Expandable sound module plug-in) 

FREE 

Plug-Ins 

Remember: All Pro Tools LE projects are fully compatible with any Pro Tools system all the way up to Pro Tools HD on Mac or PC. 

For more information about Pro Tools upgrades, hard drives, computers and plug-ins, call (800) 222-4700 or visit www.sweetwatercom. 

OF THE Po TOOLS LE FAMILY TODAY. 
(E00) 222-4700 • 260) 432-81 -A6 
5535 Bass Road • rt. Wayne, Indiana 46808 
sades@sweetwatercom • yewsw.sweetwatercom 
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I recorded D'Angelo in my garage studio 

as well as part of Tony! Toni! Tone!'s 

records. Macy Gray did vocals there, too. 

It wasn't up to par at all. I know a lot of 

people have better home studios than 

did. So now I've got a big closet here with 

an SSL, Pro Tools, wires running every-

where and it's like wow — I respect it. 

Now that I have it, I respect it because I 

didn't always have it. I know what it 

means to people who love gear. Some 

days I wake up wondering if I'm still 

dreaming!" admits the former member of 

the mega-hit group Tony! Toni! Tone!, 

Raphael Saadiq, whose titles include 

musician, producer, engineer, and a new 

incarnation — studio owner. 
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The mic preamp for the DAW age 

4saite cere7:Ears-.com L1 
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LEARN !he ART of RECORDING 

• The Original, founded 1971 • 8 Studios, Latest Gear 
• Effective, Hands-On Approach • Affordable Tuition 
• 2 Months, 30Q+ hrs Training • Job Placement Assistance 
• 3 to 6 Students per Class • On-Campus Housing 

You can get the practical, real-world skills needed 
to successfully start your career as a recording 
engineer or producer. For over 30 years, thousands 
of students from the US and around the world have 
started their career at the Recording Workshop. 

Contact us for a Free Brochure 
800-848-9900 
www.recordingworkshop.com 

REC 
RECORDING 
W ORKSHOP 
School of Audio & 
Music Productior 

email: into@recw.com 

outee USA: 740-663-2544 
tax: 740-663-2427 
455-Q Massieville Rd 

Chillicothe OH 45601 
OhioiState Board of Proprietary 

School Registration #80-07-0696T 

instantvintage 
With the completion of his lush solo 

album, Instant Vintage, Saadiq decid-
ed to push the boundaries of record-

ing and take his equipment out of his 
garage and into a world-class facility. 
When Ellis Sorkin, long-time industry 

stalwart, heard he was looking for a 

suitable building to set up his gear, he 

contacted Saadiq's production coordi-
nator Anette Sharvit and suggested 

Sound Chamber Recorders in North 

Hollywood. By the end of December, 
Saadiq and his Dream Team made 

the move to NoHo, renamed the facil-
ity, hooked up the equipment, and 
started making records. 

Entering Saadiq's new lair, music 

flows through the air with big fat beats, 
penetrating bass lines, and a laid back 
feel that just makes you want to plug 

in and play. 

EQ: Tell us a little about your first 
home studio...where you did some 

pretty impressive projects. 

RAPHAEL SAADIQ: I did a lot of 
projects in my home studio, though 

the sound we got in the studio was not 

the sound we got in the car. We didn't 
mix there, but I recorded a lot there. 

Basically I had about six or seven 
microphones, a Neve rack, a Pro 

Tools rig and analog tape machine, a 
Sapphire board, and a Yamaha 02R, 

Analog meets digital at Blakeslee Recording Co. As Saadiq says, "It's best to be equipped with 
everything it takes to record music. 

Photos by Lisa Roy 



An incredibly powerful audio editor. 
Also included: 24-track hard disk recorder. 

Introducing the new MX-View Editor for the MX-2424 

MX View 

Select AI 

Select Mare Lek 

Setiect More Pet 

Deselect AI 

Nudge Left 

Fade Ftrght 

Fade... 

Fade to Start 

Fade to End 

Sync Inset 

Sync Peste 

Paste Left 

Peste at Playhead 

In to Now 

Left 01 

Local Cut 

local Le Cut 

Multiple 
Independent 
Clipboards: 
Allows you to store 
four separate edits, 
each in their own clip-
board. Convenient for 
copy/paste creation cf 
song arrangements. 

Ctrl+Shrt+1 

Ctr1+41ft+Y 

Ctrl*Skit +I 

Ctr1+51eft*P 

CITI+M 

Ctri+Shift+7( 

Ctrl+Shft+S 
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Breakpoint 
Volume 
ALIoniation: 
Adds au:onation 
of track levels 
without using 
a mixer. 
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here& r 
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Edi: Ciroups: 
Allows you to easily 
perform edits on 
groups of individual 
tracks (such as drums). 

Ilvermesw 

Pencil Tool: 
Lets you " draw" 
clicks and pops out 
of your audio tracks. 

VVIth TASCAM's V1X-Vievv, owners of the MX-2424 
hard disk recprdernow ge* ar inuedoly powerful, no-cost sobtion 

for sophisticated audio editrg on tieir Mac arIPC, directly connected 
via 100Mb Ethernet. If you're alireaitty deep etc DAWs like Pro Tools , 

Case SX , LogK aid Nuendo , tie MX-2424otfers the time-stamped 
audio rile compatipilily you need to Jet the job done light. 

Need more info? It's ail avraibble 3rwww.mx2424.awn. 

Pro bols is a registered trademark of Avid Techno'oix. Irk. and e sutsid ares End dnioireesJLogic is a trademark of E - 

Citase SX and PJLendo are tradermrts ci Siembergi Othorliacemarks an tt ngliis of their respective 

Virtual Tracks: 
For performing muhiple 
takes on a single track. 

1530 es-2d24 

a whole world of recording 
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which I only used one or twice. That 

was my setup in my garage 

Before that, I had a studio set up at 

my mother's house with just a [Korig] 

T3 and an Akai MPC3000 You don't 

need a lot of gear to make a great 

song. Sometimes the less you have, 

the better. I tell everybody, you now 

maybe we should just take eight 

tracks and make this song in eight 

tracks You'd have to bounce tnings 

around, but you're not going to add 

too much because you know you've 

got to get it done. So everything 

unnecessary doesn't get on Mere 

You can't make it this tool to be 

famous; you've got to keep music fun 

What made you decide to take it 

out of your home and into a com-

mercial facility? 

I just said, "Step it up and get busy. 

Start working more as a producer and 

think about creating different music." 

Blakeslee Recording Co. is well-stocked with a 
variety of vintage and modern compressors, 
preamps, and effects processors. 

Now I don't have to think about being 

on the clock in a big studio I m a 

visionary, and I know how I want it to 

sound and be mixed Now I can create 

more, do some engineering, and start 

jumping in making new sounds 

You engineered most of your 

own vocals on Instant Vintage. 

It's more like you're not looking for 

somebody else's opinion Marvin 

The Blakeslee 

first met Gerry Brown when he was mb(ing our second Tony! Toni! Tone! record. I really 
didn't know anrthing about a studio then Everybody sat around him while he was mixing. 

Il sat there, never say;ng a word the whole time," confides Raphael Saadiq about one of 

his current engineers, ' I didn't know what to say, but I felt I should just listen. The mix 

was banging, aid I looked at him and said, ' It's a good mix!' I did know that." 

Fast forwarc a few years and Saadiq has become a master knob twister himself. He 
continues to sirrourd himself with great engineers who, as he puts it, " are great Pro 
Tools cats and Know how to work everything." The Blakeslee Studio cats — Brown, 

Danny Romero,. and ,,ohn Tanksley — shared a few of their secrets on engineering in a 

musician's dream studio. 

How do your manage to share the engineering cbores without getting 

in one another's way? 
GERRY HROWN: First, you can't have an ego about what you're doing. We didn't 

have an ego going into this; it's not an ergineer war. John's ai great engineer and is in 

charge of Pro fJols and Danny had been working Nith Raphael in Oakland when I came 
back into the pitture. We just figured out how to fit into the puzle, how to contribute 

something, andl a good way to do it. 
DANNY ROMERO: With anything, there's always something you're going to hear 

that you'd do differeitly, but that's never a problem. The main challenge really was that, 
Defore Blakeslee, we were working in so many dif-erent studios. That was the hardest 

thing. It's good to haw a home base now so we can develop cur sound a lot easier. 

Tell us about the "sound" you guys have developed here at 

Blakeslee Studio.. 
ROMERO: We' -e recording a lot into Pro Tools. We have a 24-channel Pro Tools 

Mix Plus system with two Digidesign 888 interfaces, along witi an Apogee AD8000 ND-

D/A and a 933 MHz 34 with an Expansior Chassis with a total of five cards, which gives 

JS extra DSP power "hen we run three irterfaces„ and also allows for easy expansion of 
Jur system for more channels. Glen ["Jake" Stanedge] brou lit in his 24-channel Pro 

isontrot so we've got that set up as well. 

JOHN TANKSLEY: We use both vintage analog gear and digital gear. Typically, 
For tracking, we: tenc :o use analog outboard gear. such as running vocals through an LA-
2A or a Tube-Tech CL- 113 compressor. W3 like to nun bass and guitars through API EQs 

•vith maybe a LA-2A. or an 1176 in front cf it. For tacking drums, Gerry and I use some-

:hing we call the "au-sonic process," which involves using a combination of analog out-
mard gear and an analog two-inch tape machine in conjunction with our Pro Tools rig to 

achieve the depth arc definition in the drums that we're looking for. 
With plug- ins, we ike Echo Farm and Jse it frequently for almost anything. We also 

ise Amp Farm — and not just on guitars it works great on keys, strings, and sometimes 

as an effect for vocais. We also love the Waves sedes of plug- ins. They're great creative 
'cols, but at the end of the day, they are j.,Jst that, : m's. As long as it sounds great, that's 

what is importait. 
We don't use the 11ASCAM DA-88's very often anymore. We still use them for making 

stems when were mixing (as a back up t3 the stems that are 3eing recorded into Pro 

Tools). We use them tar back up for live recording as well, but that's about all the action 

they see these days. We do like to use the Neve BCM-10 sidecar. Basically, working for 
Raphael at Blakeslee s the kind of job most engineers dream about. 

BROWN: Fhis ie a great studio Raphael bouçht. I love the gear here. The SSL 4056 

E/G series is my, favcrte piece. He's also got a lot of nice retro gear. I love the Empirical 

Labs EL-8 Distressor, which I use a lot on drums. I put the lowpass detector on it where it 

(doesn't really see the bass, and it's just being trigered by the mids and highs of the 
snare and kick. 

We also have an EMT- 140 Echo Plate iere, which sounds çreat. My settings change 

depending on the lercth, but always with .a pre dey. I always delay the send so I can 
adjust the lengfti of tie delay to suit the sang. I'll pot two API 550a Eas on the returns 

because what you mies in reverb is the mid- and lower midrange. Frankly, this is one of 
the best tracking moils I've been in. I didl strings here for TLC, and it was great. I just feel 

Ike the luckiest man right now. 
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ORCER 24/7 FROM OUR SECURED WEB glIE 

Orderin from IISIM's pro au,..0 
xperts H sn't cog a penny more. 

When ,ou cil 
Broadcast 

Supply Woildwide, 
you're gonna talk to 
a pro audio v?.teran, 
not an ex-used car 
salesman. In fact, 
a let of our staff 
ae genuine audio 
engineers. 

With folks like 
that (ans the added 
overhead ci all those 
pocket protectors), 
you'd think we'd have 
to charge more. 

But we don't 
We're price 

competitire with all 
those companies who 
complicate the  ives 
with guitars, drums, 
video cameras and 
other still we 
don't sell. 

It's another reason 
BSW is the Secret 
Source that radio and 
television stations, 
recorong studios 
and post prodetion 
hcuses rely on for 
rock2oottom prices on 
top-name pic audio 
products. 

Give us a try and 

never 
call one 
of those 
hard-sed 
places 
again. 

PRESONUS FIRES-100N • Fifewire computer reccaling interlaoe miclinstriment peamps with phantom 
•-lwo  power 

and - 1') dE. pad' • 10-Clavel 3natog,mixe.. • KM I/0 • E channels ano/0 • 8 channels of KW. I/0 

AARDVARK • DIRECTRO2496 • 4-6-okit audio interlace with 
4 XIX nu pkamps • onibcard DSP,precessoi. • zerc-latencyi monitoring 

light • Sand casted alminuni hnish 
CBI •ORAIR • Oesic -no ONO i 

GUARANI:RD 

LOWEST 
PRICES 
AT BSW! 

EVENT • PS614 ee .51/2-way biamged monitor speakets 

SONY • 7506‘• Wide frequency range 5-30,000,liz • sealed ear forme 

_ 
799.0 
AKG • C414BULS • Superb 9tudlo•recoding 

mc 

• dual large 1- uliaph,agms • 4 selectable!picop patterns 

sal 

TRIOS • 9402. iepvir Xstream ISDN studio cet • : ransmit and rece.ve 20 k-I.1 stereo audic poc. ai • 

Call for a tree i2-pg. catalog' 

vorivalsvausascom•1.877.564.0560 
ORDER 24L 7 FROM OUR FAST LC AC 140 WEB SITE • RI> G US l'P 61tI 6PM FACIFCTIMI 
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(Left to right) Glen "Jake" Standridge, Danny Romero, Gerry Brown, John Tarksley, and, seated on 
the SSL 4056 UG with G Series automation TC, Raphael Saadiq. 

Gaye did his vocals himself. You 
know what kind of r-agic you want, 

and you don't want to see the reflec-
tion of somebody else's face across 

the tracking room. You may like that 

take, but you see the engineer's face 

who may not like it...so it's just, you 

never can lie to yourself. 

I've got great engineers; Gerry 

Brown and Danny Romero. They set up 

the Pro Tools in the control room for me 

and I've got about eight or nine tracks to 

play around with. My favorite vocal mic 
is a Shure SM7. I used to really like the 

way a Neumann U 87 sounded on me, 
but I guess ny voice changed a little so 

I'm back on the SM7. It has a richer, 

fuller sound for me. 

What techniques did you use to 

get your signature bass sound on 

Instant Vintage? 

I used my '62 Fender Precision as 

well as my Ransom 5-str ng Flag 

Bass, my '80s Ibanez Musician, and 

my '90s Fender Jazz, depending on 

the track. I usually plug into an Ampeg 

SVT or ruy SWR Silverado Speclal 

combo. My signal oath is usually a 
direct box or the Avalon U5 preamp 
into Pro Tools. Sometimes we ran it 

through a Teletronix LA -2A limiter, 

too. It's really mire my fingers than it 
is any amp. 

Describe your tracking process. 

I like having a band set up the old-

fashioned way, but also like the ore-

man band approach. I play guitar, 

then I'll jump on the bass, and some-

times I'll hop on the keyboards. I like 

the Nord Lead keyboard, and the 
[Ensoniq] ASR is a bit dirty and a little 

funky. I also use the ;Sequental 

Circuits] Prophet 5 and Oberheims. 
Sometimes I have Calvin Wooten 

jump on keys, I'll ne on bass, and 

Bobby ["Phatmar" Ozuna] and Glen 

["Jake" Standridge] jump on crum 

machines, start programming a 

sound, find the sounds, sample tie 

sounds, making new sounds. you 

know. Everybody's working. Glen and 

Bobby are part of my production team, 



a.k.a., Jake & the Phatman. But then 

anything goes from there. Sometimes 

it might be bass, but it was more gui-

tars starting it off first and then key-

boards. 

Here at Blakeslee Recording Co. 

you have the best of all worlds as 

far as recording formats go. You 

have Pro Tools Mix Plus, Studer 

A827 24- track, and TASCAM DA-

88...are you an analog or digital 

guy, or does it even matter? 

It's best to be equipped with every-

thing it takes to record music. That's 

what we try to have — every format it 

takes to make a record. vou might 

feel like you want it to be analog and 

not digital for some reason. It may 

make the song be a little different — 

not the sound of it, because a lot of 

people can't tell il it's analog or digi-

tal. Do they even care? They don't 

care. It's about how you teel when 

you start to record your soig. It may 

trigger off something all together 

different if you say I'm going on 

analog, doirg it a different way. 

That's my thing, I just really believe in 

whatever makes you jump. • 

REALTRAPST" 

REAL BASS TRAPS! 
• WOOD PANEL MEMBRANE TRAPS THAT REALLY 
WORK DOWN TO 20 HZ. 

• ANGLED FRONT SURFACES GREATLY REDUCE 
FLUTTER ECHOES AND RINGING 

• UNIQUE PORTABLE DESIGN LETS YOU EASILY 
MOVE TRAPS BETWEEN ROOMS, OR VARY THE 
ACOUSTICS WITHIN A ROOM 

• LOW-BASS, HIGH-BASS, AND MIDRANGE/HIGH 
FREQUENCY ABSORBERS AVAILABLE IN 6 OR 
7'6" HEIGHTS 

• FREE CONSULTING AND ADVICE 

• WORLD-CLASS ACOUSTIC TREATMENT FROM 
LESS THAN $3,000 PER ROOM 

Every audio engineer knows the importance of proper 
acoustic treatment. Without real bass traps, mixes that 
seem fine in your control room are often boomy or thin 
elsewhere. Foam rubber and light-weigh: tubes absorb 
only the mid and upper frequencies—they do little to stop standing waves that cause severe 
low frequency peaks and dips. And if you can't hear the bass range accurately, it's impossible 
to create mixes that sound good everywhere. 

Until now the only way to have real bass traps was to build them yourself and mount them 
permanently. Our clever portable design lets you hang REALTRAPS anywhere, and even use 
the same traps in different rooms. Or rearange them within the same room to change the 
sound. The slanted front panels greatly reduce flutter echoes and ringing, giving the same 
result as angled walls but without rebuilding your studio! 

REALTRAPS bass panels are less than six inches deep, yet povide far more low frequency 
absorption per square foot than any other type of treatment. The midrange/ftgh frequency 
absorbers use rigid fiberglass for maximum effectiveness. Combined, REALTRAPS provide a 
total acoustic solution for recording studios, control rooms, video editing suites, home 
theaters, churches, and auditoriums. 
Your traps are amazing!" —Ed Dzubak, three-time Emmy Aware-winning TV comeuser 
"These are a must-haver —Peter Moshay tMariah Carey, Hall & Dates, Paula About) 

For full specifications, prices, options, and some great explanations of 
room acoustics, please call or visit our web site at www.realtraps.com. 

REALTRAPS • 34 Cedar Vale Drive, New Milford, CT 06776 
Toll-free: 8K-REALTRAPS (866-732-5872) • salesEvrealtraps.com 

Are you still shrinkwrapping? 
Now you can overwrap! 

DV5 
DVD Case Overwrapper 

CD3 
CD Jewel Case Overwrapper 

CA4 
Cassette Cast. Overwrapper 

• Creates a folded wrap style 
for a professional "store bought" look 

• Uses convenient pre-cut sheets. 

• Wraps 3-6 units per minute 

• Desktop design with small `ootprint 

• Easy to use 

• Training video included 

• Six month warranty 

With the duplication industry growing rapidly and its focus turning to short-run packaging facilitation, these 
machines are built to accommodate the need for short run professional "folded style" overwrapping. Unlike gaudy 
shrinkwrapping with rough edges, seams and appearance, our overwrappeKs will wrap your product uniformly 
with a professional store bought appearance at a fraction of the cost of automated hi-speed overwrappers. Now 
your studio can give your customers what they want— a professionally pakkaged & wrapped product! 

Dupco Overwrapping Systems 
Dema video online 

www.dupco.com • 866-333-8300 



Audio 
Technica 
AT4040 

auctio-technica. 

Audio Technica's large- diaphragm 
condenser mics have proven to be 
very popular here at Sweetwater, 
and now the AT4040 adds its 
name to that illustrious line. An 
excellent mic for all kinds of 
studio applications, the low-
priced AT4040 offers a hotter 
output and lower self- noise than 
similar mics in its class. You can 
record directly to your computer-
based digital audio worKstation 
via the FireStation's analog inputs 
without losing the AT4040's smooth, 
natural sonic characteristics. 

PreSonus 
two:leo E le< troncs 

Presonus 
FIREstation 

PreSonus 

'43) 

Korg Triton Studio 
Korg's flagship synthesizer is simply one of 
the most powerful instruments available. A 
comprehensive synthesizer workstation, the 
TRITON offers everything you need to create, 
mix, and master your music: powerful recording 
and editing, professional effects and fantastic 

sounds, mixing... it's all here. The TRITON's 
mLAN option means you can easily hook it up 
to your computer-based production studio for a 
whole new level of power! 

Titer 

KORG 

Presonus' 8-channel FIREstation interface is designed to be the heart of your digital recording studio. Any mLAN compatible 
keyboard such as the Yamaha Motif or Korg Triton Studio can be seamlessly patched into the FireWire ports of the FIREstation 
to send audio and MIDI information to your computer. You can plug microphones, instruments and external preamps into the 

analog inputs while monitoring them in realtime without latency. Need more inputs? Just daisy- chain multiple FIREstations 

for up to 40 channels of I/O. There's even a bu It- in 1x1 MIDI port for interfacing with MIDI devices. 

GYAMAHA 

Yamaha Motif 
Yamaha's MOTIF master synthesizer sets a new 

standard for sonic performance and creative 
freedom. It offers a whopping 85MB of 
Yamaha's finest sounds and the revolutionary 

Integrated Sampling Sequencer, a 16-track 
sequencer that lets you easily add vocals, guitars 

and drum loops to MIDI sequences. 

While these workstation powerhouses can stand alone as complete music production 

systems, imagine the creative potential when combined with other devices in an 

integrated intelligent FIREstation/mLAN studio. 

5335 Bass Road Fort Wayne IN 46808 81.• 222 im 
(260) 432-8176 . FAX ( 260) 432-1758 
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Join the FIREstation studio revolution 
Presonus' FIREstation interface, with state-of-the-art mLAN technology, is destined to become the most essential 
piece of gear in your digital studio. Just as AESIEBU and MIDI have set the standard for the way music technoiogy 

communicates, so mLAN or FireVVire technology promises to bring that level of integration to the recording and audio 
set-ups of the future_ But unlike USB, an mLAN FireWire solution uses separate data streams for different types of data 
in a single wire. There's no need for a card or large cable. Video and other FireWire devices can be run on the same 
FireWire cable without affecting the timing of the mLAN musical data. And because mLAN is non-proprietary, any 

\ mLAN-equipped product will work with any other mLAN-equipped product. 

Yamaha 02R96 *YAMAHA 
Along with a feature set more advanced than any other digital mixer in 
its class, the 02R96 offers multiple channels of pristine 24- bit, 96 kHz 
audio, surround sound capabilities. DAVV compatibility, anc much 
more! Connect your 02R96 via the FireStation to a standalone 
recorder or to a computer-baseo system like ProTools or 
iNuertclo for powerful and flexible audio production. 
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1 

MASTL R CONTROL 

000 

• 2 Dual-Servo Preamplifiers with 

Switchable Tube Circuit 

• 2 1/4" Instrument Preamps 

• MIDI I/O 

• Eight Charnels of Analog I/O 

Apple ¡Mac 

CLOCK 

e en‘ 
FIR ESTATION-

metet/V .-

• e e 

• Eight Channels of ADAT I/O 

• S/PDIF I/O 

• External Recording Punch Input 

• Word Clock Input/Output via BNC 

Connectors 

Yo J can drive yous whole mLAN system with a top- of-the- line iMac. Thanks to mLAN, the 
latest iMacs are as adept at providing pro- level audio/MIDI communication as the expensive 
PCI-based desktops of the past. The new iMacs feature an 800 Mhz PowerPC G4 with / 
Ve'ccity Engine, the ferociously fast NVIDIA GeForce4 MX graphics processing unit, and 
the Super Drive — a combination DVD-R/CD-RW-- that lets you burn your own CDs 

and DVDs. The striking 17- inch fat panel widescreen LCD display gives you more -. , lid), fiïrd u•Ilcr 

space for viewing all your windows and toolbars. 

Call Sweetwater today! Your Sales Engineer can help you find 

1 

• 

the best components for your FIREstation production studio. 

www.sweetwatencom 
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RIME NEW PRODUCTS 

JBL Professional 
Tr e Application Engineered (AE) 

Series of installation range loudspeak-

ers consists of 33 models; the AC seg-

ment of the AE Series provides lower-

powered, compact two-way speaker 

systems. The AC2215 models are com-

pact 15-inch, two-way loudspeakers 

that are biarrp/passive switchable and 

available in three coverage patterns: 

90' x 50°, x 40', and 100° iz 100°. 

Three AC2212 models, which provide 

the same coverage patterns, are com-

pact 12-inch. two way loudspeakers 

that are also switchable between biamp 

and passive modes. These new models 

incorporate JBL's PT Series Prog-

ressive Transition Waveguides. Speak-

on and CE-approved barrier strips, and 

U-brackets. 

www.jblpro.com  

Race 
The AC-24 stereo or dual mono three-

or lour-way crossover combines digital 

signal processing capabilities with con-

ventional analog controls. Special fea-

tures of the AC-24 include automatic 

phase compensation for the crossover 

fillers, alignment deay for each output, 

independent limiter for each output, 
high-mid ard high EQs, invert switch for 

each filter output, stereo link, stereo or 

mono low out, and summed output. A 

24 dB per octave Linkwitz-Riley design 

is used. www.ranacom 

Peavey 
The popular XR Series of Peavey pow-

ered mixers has been expanded with 

three new models: the XR 684F (400 

watts program into 4 ohms), XR 696F 

(1,200 watts RMS program into 4 

ohms), and XR 800F+ (500 watts RMS 

per channel into 4 ohms). The XR 684F 

and XR 696F offer eight channels ou:-

fitted for 1/4-inch and XLR jacks, insert 

points on channels 1 and 2. nine-band 

stereo main graphic EQ, assignable 

nine-band mono graphic EQ, Feedback 

Ferret digital feedback eliminatior. 

Recall 48-bit digitai effects processing 

provides reverb and delay simultane-

ously or reverb, delay, and chorus sep-

arately, four user-preset locations and 

two user adjustable parameters. The 

XR 800F+ powered mixer features 

eight mic preamps, three-band EQ and 

EFX send on channels 1-8, plus 1/4-

inch and XLR inpu:s on channels 1-8 

arid stereo line inputs on channels 7-9. 
Other features include two nine-band 

graphic EQs, Peavey's patented 

Feedback Locating System, and built-

in internal DSP stereo reverb and 

effects with two-parameter controls. 
www.peavey.com  

Mackie 
The SWA1801 high-output 18-inch 

active subwoofer provdes 900 wafts 

RMS cf ouilt-in power and is designed 

foi portable and live sound applications 

as wel as for permanent install. Its 

newly designed RCF Precision trars-

ducer features a urique four- inch 

inside/outside wound voice coil with 

composite polyamide former construc-

tion for improved power handling capa-

bilities. The unique horn-loaded port dra-

matically improves the way the pressure 

inside the subwoofer "matches up" with 

the room. This helps the SWA1801 

achieve high output Wide reducing dis-

tortion and distortion artifacts. The input 

panel accepts line-level signals and has 

loop out connectors for signal routing fo 

other devices. A polarity selection switch 

and a recessed level control are also 

provided. www.mackie.com • 
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Attention Computer Geeks: 

• 

_ • 

,) 
. ) );•,* 

We're introducing a new mixer with features you'll appreciate. 

Don't take it the wrong way—we h+ e more than our share of computer nerds here at 
Samson. That's why the new MDR 8 is more than just a great sounding 8-channel mixer. 
For one, it features our 'exclusive I L. I).- . HDM is an independent monitoring 
bus that eliminates latency when tracking to a PC. You will find it nowhere else. You'll 
also find transparent sound, high quality mie preamps and 24-Bit DSP effects that sound 
so real, you'll actually want to use them. At just 8229*, the MDR 8 mixer costs less than 
most peripherals. And the geek thing? Take it from us. You'll get used to it. 

D I 0 

'Estimated Street Price 

For more info on MDR Series mixers saveyour work,:close your DAVV window and checkout 

www.sainsortitech.com 

12002 Samson 



MIRK TRW' 
HELIX DN9340 AND DN9344 

By Steve La Cerra 
The latest additions to the Klark Teknik line are any-

thing but traditional EQ processors. The Helix 

DN9340 is a two-channel digital processor providing 

a 31-band digital EQ, signal delay (up to one sec-
ond), four configurable filters, and a 12-band para-

metric EQ for each channel. The single-space Helix 
DN9344 is a four-channel slave" unit that performs 

the same audio functions as the DN9340, but lacks 

the controls and fluorescent display — you'll need at 
least one Helix DN9340 or a PC to act as a "master" 
in a Helix system. Rear-panel ports allow up to 64 

channels of Helix processing to be chained together 
using standard XLR cables. 

Unlike most graphic EQs, the Helix DN9340 lacks 

sliders for frequency adjustment, replacing them 
with a front-panel touchstrip. To access a frequen-
cy, simply press your finger on the touchstrip and 
then either hold or tap the strip repeatedly to adjust 

gain. If your finger is above the red line, gain will be 
boosted, below the red line, gain is reduced. As you 

access various frequencies, the graphic fluorescent 
display indicates the band you're accessing, as well 

as position of the 31 virtual faders. The display can 

be toggled to show the resultant EQ curve at the 
output of the currently selected channel. 

Augmenting the fluorescent display is an alphanu-
meric readout showing frequency (in Hz), amount of 
boost or cut (in dB), and the number of the filter 
being accessed. Rotary encoders below the 

HELIX DN9340 AND DN9344 

WHAT ARE THEY? Digital graphic equalizers with touchstrip control, multiple 
parametric fillers, and signal delay. 

WHO NEEDS THEM? Touring bands, sound companies, venues with 
installed PA. 

WHY ARE THEY A BIG DEAL? The Helix DN9304 and DN9344 feature accurate 
emulation of the Klark Teknik DN27 and DN360 bandwidth response and provide 
Threshold Dependent Equalization. 

SHIPPING: DN9304. now; DN9344, 2003 

CONTACT: For more information, contact Klark Teknik at 800-392-3497 or visit 
www.klarkteluiik.com. 

alphanumeric display may also be used for parame-

ter adjustment. 

One of the unique things facilitated by the DN9340's 
touchstrip is that a band of frequencies may be 

grouped simply by pressing two fingers on the strip at 

the ends of the desired bands. Then the group can be 
controlled using a single finger. Try that with an analog 
graphic! 

Bandwidth of the Helix graphic EQ may be modi-
fied for different responses. One response emulates 

the action of the Klark Teknik DN27 analog EQ: as the 

amount of boost or cut is increased, bandwidth nar-
rows, allowing a small boost/cut to be used as a broad 

shaping tool. At a large boost/cut value, bandwidth 
narrows, facilitating corrective EQ without disturbing 
neighboring bands. Four filters may be configured as 

high- or low-pass, high- or low-shelf, or notch. 
In addition to the aforementioned processing (all of 

which may be used simultaneously), Helix provide two 

bands of T-DEQ (Threshold Dependent Equalization) 
per channel. T-DEQ allows you to set a threshold at 

which an EQ kicks in. Let's suppose you're working 

on a PA that gets harsh at loud SPLs. You can pro-

gram a T-DEQ to automatically apply a cut at 3.5 kHz 

when the signal level reaches a certain threshold; you 

can also adjust the attack and release characteristics 
of this EQ for smooth transitions. 

Helix provides several levels of bypass. The entire 

unit can be bypassed at the home page, while a sin-
gle function can be bypassed at the function pages. 
You could (for example) bypass the T-DEQ while 

leaving the time delay on, or even bypass an individ-
ual fader on the graphic EQ. 

The kicker to the Helix system comes when it's 

interfaced with a Midas Heritage or Legend console. 
Via RS-232, the solo function of the console can be 

linked to the EQ. For instance, if you solo a monitor 
bus output on the desk, then the respective Helix 

channel automatically comes to the master DN9430 

for instant control — eliminating a search for the cor-
rect Helix channel under "battle" conditions. • 
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Control Rea 
introducing the Radial 1E01 Iniector TM 

r ii 
II I 

Our 7 B ian• id Balanced LOW 1 FO Loop 2 

Direct ire in( Ian Out 
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Input 1 Inn 52 OW 1 Out 2 Gee 3 Out 4 ICIvt 5 Out 6 
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www.radialencom 

Creativity, inspiration, excitement.. _ The Radial JD.7n4 opens the door io hundreds ol new sounds 

by allowing your guitar to driva as many as 7 amplifiers at the same time! Wit the touch of a button, 

select any amp, punch in effect loops, reverse the polarity, try combinatioos. there are no limits! 

The magic is in the tone ... Or to De more precise, the un-tone'. Serious guitarists 

know their sound, and believe me. they ain't gonna allow am,ione to mess with :he 
tone of their ' 57 StraTM or Les Pact TM' Our award winning Class-A circuitry, unity-gain 

signal path, Jensen r4 transformers and Drar control combine to re:ain the ven' essence 

of your instrument. Selsct any output and you get all of the natural dynamics throughout 

the harmonic reg stet., the way i: should be; Nothing added — and nothing lost. 

For the first time, Dr all nt' is a good thing! Connecting a guitar to an amplifier 

creates ar 'impedance loading of tire guitar's pickups. This loading contributes to 

the subtle but very distinct signantre that makes up the whole dynamic feel of 
your instrument and amp combination. The JD•rs exclusive Drag -m cordtrol 
sinulates the physical guitar-to-amp relationship that is unique to every instrument 

aid amplifier. Anc it's amazingly musical! 

Control Freak Euphoria ... The Radial JD•7 is the ' guitarist- go-producer's' dream 

corre true. Combine amps modelers and effects tc create never befcre tried txtethations 
and textures. With 7 outputs, you are 5 1 and 7.1 surround ready! Bt wait... there s more. 

A balanced output allows you to record the original unpecessed performance, and send 
that track back to the JD•Ts balanced input Now you can sit in the producer's chair with 

total contra of every aspect of pur performance! 

The Radial JD•7 Injector'- a creative tool for making music! 

Radial" 
RADIAL ENGINEERING - #114 - 1385 BROADWAY, PORT COQURLAM, BC V3C 2M7 TEL: 604-942-'001 FAX. 604-942-"010 EMAIL: info@radialeng.com WEB: vertkv.radialeng.com 

Radial J43 Phantom Radial . ICI Jensen 

powered active DI with egaippr-d DI box, pnase 

extreme dynamic range. aDcuratº and natural 

Radial JDI Duplex Two 

channel ( stereo) DI box 

for keyboards 

Radial JDV: Class-A active 

direct box with Drag'• 

control for rhr studio. 

riadial Stage Fea l Para of 

•:omr/ete (ange of stage and 

audio snakes with nsect names. 

Radial ToceBoner. 

Snootn tube distortion 

from the Ifrs. 

Racial ToneBone I. Hot Britrsh 

Chxinsaw meets steel Just plain 

bad to the bone. 
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Effect processing has come a long way in the past few years, not only in improved 

quality of effects but also the sheer processing horsepower available at reason-

able prices. Here're some tips on how to choose an effect processor, as well as 
how to get the most out of what you already own. 

IMBCATED MI MULTI? 
The term "multi-effect" has become blurred and can 
refer to two distinctly different types of devices. On the 

one hand are processors that simultaneously generate 

a variety of effects (such as reverb, delay, chorus, 
flange, etc.) and string them together into a chain. You 

can usually choose the sequence of these effects in the 

chain, for example routing the output of a delay into a 

reverb or placing the EQ at the beginning or end of the 
chain. One example of such a multi-effect unit is the 

Alesis MidiVerb 4, which creates up to three simultane-

ous effects including reverb, chorus, flange, delay, or 
pitch change. A multi-effect processor can be useful in 

a guitar or keyboard rig where several effects are used 

at the same time to create a lead or rhythm sound for a 
specific song. 

It's easy to confuse a multi-effects processor with a 
dual-engine processor such as the DMV Pro from ART, 
or the TC Electronic M3000. These devices feature two 

(sometimes more) independent effect "engines." Each 

engine is a discrete processor capable of generating its 

own stereo effect, and each engine can be fed from a 

separate input. This arrangement comes in handy for 
situations where one aux send is patched to the left 

input feeding engine 1 (e.g., reverb), while a second 

aux send is patched to the right input feeding engine 2 
(e.g., delay). Generally the engines operate indepen-

dently and run only one effect at a time. Most manu-

facturers provide routing options to change the config-

uration, allowing you (for example) to dump the output 

of the first engine to the input of the second engine for 
series processing. Multi-engine processors are very 
useful far situations where you need a lot of processing 

in minimal rack space. 

THE ROUEN RULE 
You can get single- or multi-effect processors priced at 

anywhere from around $200 up to $15,000, and you'll find 

that lower priced units often have much of the processing 

muscle that the blue-chip units possess. Sonically speak-
ing, of course, you're gonna get what you pay for: extra 

cash yields cleaner effects — especially when it comes to 
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Can you really die from exposure? 
Not if you're a musician! 

Introducing TOP—Oasis CD's Tools of Promotion '" Services 

Yes, Oasis makes CDs. Those lovely round discs. And—ask anyone—we do the best 
job of it in the biz: the most interesting packaging. The friendliest customer service. 
CDs that sound great, play reliably, and look like a million bucks. 

But we don't stop there. Because if we did, you'd have an apartment full of beautiful 
coasters. Cute but no hin. If your music is going to grow, yonr new discs need exposure. 
Oasis CD's Tools of Promotion shine a spotlight on your music. 

All Oasis TOP" Tools of Promotion services are free when Oasis makes your CDs: 

• OasisSampler"' Ratko Promotion: 200-550 radio stations hear your music 
on our highly respected, tightly targeted CD sampler in your musical genre. 

• Six months of Sonicbids EPIC"' (Electronic Press Kit) service and amazing 
performance opportunities: Newport Folk Festival, JVC Festival and more. 

• National distribution at cdstreet.com, CD Baby AND Amazon.com, and 
a high-tech, low-margin (80% profit!) "shopping cart" on your website. 

• We upload your tide directly to the SoundScan® database, so firms using 
SoundScan®—record labels, Billboard, etc —will know your CD's selling! 

Price to Oasis CD Customers: $0 

So. Give us a call at (888)296-2747. It's OK—you won't get a hard sell. We have 
the only non-commissioned sales staff in the industry. And, for an additional free 
offer, be sure to visit the special Tools of Promotion web link: oasisCD.comitop. 
We'll not only make your CDs. We'll get them the exposure they need to shine. 

CD MANUFACTURING 

oasisCD.com 

The trusted name in 
disc manufacturing. 

toll-free: (888)296-2747 

tel: ( 540) 987-8810 

fax: (540) 987-8812 

email: info@oasisCD.com 

web: oasisCD.com 

12625 Lee Hwy. Box 214 

Spermille, VA 22140 



EFFECTS PROCESSING 

GOES LIVE 

reverb (which requires a lot of prccessirg power). Take for 

example, a dedicated reverb unit. Sud- units ao their job 

extremely well, but if you're lookind for a box that simultane-

ously generates reverb, delay, chorus, ano makes coffee. well 

you'll have to look elsewhere. If your show requirements 

include reverb, delay, chorus, flange, and pitch-shift effects on 

a per-song basis, you might be better off with a unit that cov-

ers the gamut of effect types. 

An important concern is what you plan to process with 

the unit. A stereo reverb should be sufficient for process-

ing drum sounds — but look for one that allows you to 

apply some sort of EQ or filtering either pre- or post-

SOKOOL OF: 

AUDIO 

FILM 

DtGETAL MEDrA 

GAME DEStGN 

COMPUTER ANIMATION 

SNOW PRODUCT ION 

Real World Education 
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Full Sail's SSL 9000j is one of 

over 60 studios, production 

suites and computer labs 

located on campus 

Looking for a career in R E COM3 t NG E NG r NEER I N G, 
MUSIC PRODUCT'ON or LIVE BOUND? 
If so, then Full Sail is the place for you. 
Visit us online or pickup the phone and give us a call today! 

Financial Aid available to those who quality • Job placement assistance • Accredited college, ACCSCT 

MI Wall Inc I., AM MOM MIMI -Pa fa Om IMO almr•as- mangle an it. raw wpm« er... mal •S Om 

reverb because you can get a lot of 

mileage out of a drum 'verb with 

some judicious EQ. If you need an 

all-around vocal effect box, look for 

something that produces at least 

reverb and delay such as the TO 

Electronic M•One XL. This dual-

engine processor can run two 

stereo effects at once, allowing you 

to create programs where the left 

input feeds a stereo delay, and the 

right input feeds a stereo reverb. As 

with most multi-engine devices, 

audio from the two engines is com-

bined to a single pair of output 

jacks, which is fine for most appli-

cations. There are multi-engine 

processors that feature separate 

outputs for each engine (the TO 

Electronic System 6000 and 

Lexicon 960L come to mind), but 

beware that these will put you into a 

considerably higher price range. 

CARD SLOTS 
Many rackmount units have front-

panel card slots for storing and 

loading programs, a great feature 

for tours where you don't have the 

luxury of taking the processor along 

with you. For example, you'll find 

the Yamaha SPX990 in FOH rental 

racks across the world. If you own 

one of those processors, you can 

write programs at home, dump 

them to a memory card, and take 

the card to the gig. When you 

arrive, you put the card into the 

rented unit, dump your programs, 

and with very little effort your own 

programs are in the rental machine. 

You can also accomplish the task 

via MIDI if you carry a laptop, MIDI 

cable, and compact MIDI interface. 

The drag about this is that you'll 



just add the bands 
Whether you're a GRAMMY" winning producer or a solo musician, you strive for precision 

and simplicity: The precision of a professional recordiog studio and the simplicity to record 

an entire band direct to your computer. With Aardvark's 010 you get both. Eight hand-

crafted Class A mic preamps give you clarity in your vocals that you've rever lead before. 

The classic sound of he two EFRTM guitar inputs and four inserts make your workstation 

come alive with a real analog feel. Now you an finally record the entire b3nd, drum kit 

and all, in one easy pass No need for a mice', outboard mic pres or another sound card. 

It's all included. Get the 010. Then add the band, evel if the band is jus.t you 

www.AardvarkAudio.com 



EFFECTS PROCESSING 

COES LIVE 
TERMS or 
ENDEARMENT 

need the aforementioned three items (though you may 

already carry a laptop for other purposes). The good 

news is that — since just about every effect device built 

these days has MIDI I/O and can load and dump via sys 

ex — you can easily carry programs for many different 

effect processors. 

SETTING UP YOUR EFFECTS 
When using digital effects, proper gain structure can make 

the difference between a quiet and noisy mix. It's amazing 

how often I run into an audio system where the input level 

control on the effect is cranked way up (adding noise) 

because the aux send knobs on the desk are too low (or 

vice-versa). For starters, make sure I/O level switches on 

all outboard processors match the I/O levels of the con-

sole. As an example: If the aux sends and effect returns 

operate at +4, then set the effect I/O level switches to +4. 

This is extremely important when dealing with compres-

sors because if a comp is inserted at the wrong operating 

level, you'll have all sorts of problems such as lack of 

headroom, distortion, or inability to return the signal to a 

channel at a sufficient level. 

When there aren't switches for I/O level on the proces-

sor, you can set proper gain structure using the console's 

test oscillator. Be sure to turn down the master LIA faders 

before turning on the oscillator or your ears could be in 

for a rude surprise (you could even pop a driver). Set the 

tone to 1 kHz, bus it to the aux outs, and adjust the level 

of the aux out master so that the aux out meter reads 

zero. If the console doesn't have dedicated metering for 

the aux outputs, use the AFL switch to view the aux out 

level. With the aux out level at 0, look at the input meter 

on the effect unit. It should also read 0. If not, adjust the 

input level knob on the effect witil the meter reads 0. 
Keep in mind that if the console has VU meters and the 

effect device is displaying dB below full scale (dBFS) 

then 0 VU can equal anywhere from — 18 to —12 dBFS 

(check the manual). 

Next look at the level of the effect returning to the con-

sole. Some effect units don't have an output level control - 

and of the ones that do, even fewer are calibrated. I usual-

ly set the output level control to the maximum, and set the 

wet/dry mix control to 100% wet. With the 1 kHz tone rout-

ed to the unit, PFL the effect return (or channel if you're 

returning the device to an input channel) and adjust input 

gain so that the PFL is at 0. Once gain structure is set in 

this manner, you can be sure that — when you adjust the 

aux knob on a channel to feed a sound into an effect device 

with a proper input level — the rest of the chain will main-

tain a high S/N ratio and minimum distortion. 

When using a desk that doesn't have an onboard 

oscillator, you can use a test CD. Plug the CD player 

Here are some of the terms you're likely to encounter when you 
dig into an effect processor. 

DAMPING: The amount by which high frequencies are 
attenuated. Higher damping generslly means less higi-frequency 
content. 

DECAY TIME: The amount of "sustain" time for revert). 

DEPTH: Applies to delay, flange, and chorus. 11his is 1' ow 
intensely modulation affects the signal. Higher depth means the 
"wobble" is more severe. Less depth -esults ir a gen-ler 
sweeping sound. 

FEEDBACK: Typically adjusts the numer/intersity of repeats in 
a delay program, except in delays where there' is a separate 
parameter for number of repeats. 

HF CUTOFF: A low-pasa filter is usually found in delad and 
reverb programs. Some devices hue ! eparate filters or the 
effect and for the dry signal. Don't be afraid to crank the cutoff 
down to values as low 3S 2 kHz. Though we've. been trained to 
believe that a broad frequency response results in better fidelity, 
that rule doesn't necessarily apply to .everb and delay. Many 
reverb programs soundl warmer and more realistic when the high 

frequencies are cut way down, and as a bonus you'll get a 
reduction in noise. 

MODULATION: This is a change in the delay time. Generally it 
sounds like the delay is wobbling, depending upon the Rate and 
Depth. 

PREDELAY: The length of time before reverb starts. Longer 
pre- delays simulate larger spaces. To get a larger reverb sound 
in the old days, engineers would run an aux send into a delay 
(or tape machine), and -hen run the output of tie delaj into a 
reverb chamber. 

RATE: The speed of change in a delay. Let's su3pose you have a 
delay of 200 milliseconds. Modulation varies that valtn, so the 
delay will sweep from (-or example') 190 milliseconds o 210 
milliseconds. Rate sets how fast th :s ciange happens. When 
used on slower delays from 5 to 25 milliseconds, it de.ermines 
how fast a chorus or flange will sweep. 

SHIFT (UP OR DOWN IN CENTS): A3plies to a pitch- shift 
program. Shift and simi ar parameters determire the amount of 

detuning created by the pitch shift 3rogram. One hundred cents 
= 1 semitone or half-step. For background vocal doubling in a 
stereo pitch- shift program, try +5 cents on the eft ant' - 5 cents 
on the right. 

into an input channel, set the channel fader to 0, and 

bring the aux send level to 0. Raise the aux master unt I 

the aux output meter shows 0, then look at the effect 

unit's input meter. It should read 0; if it doesn't then pro-

ceed as above. I always carry a test CD with a series of 

tones as well as a snare drum hit to help with this 

process. In their R EV500, Yamaha has smartly 

addressed this issue by providing a snare drum sample 

that can be triggered by a front- panel button for audi-

tioning an effect. 
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Millennia 
M11 11C Ce Med.) S têoii. 

OR 

Recording System 

Based faithfully upon 

Millennia's acclaimed 

recording products (the 

HV3, the M2B, the TCL, & 

the NSEQ), the ORIGIN is 

designec for the engineer /musician/producer 
who would rather not spend large blocks of 

time patching and repatching racks of analog 

front-end gear to achieve "that sound." 

Now, i:'s possble to quickly and easily patch 

the widest range of sonic color available in one 
chassis. ORIGIN is the ultimate expression 

of Millennia performance, vastly expanding the 

range of every artist's sonic palette at a price / 

performance level previously unknown in world-

class audio. Discover why Millennia is the first 

choice of top arists, engineers, and producers 

worldwide. Visit our website for Millennia's 
key user list, technical specs, news and reviews. 



EFFECTS PROCESSING 

GOES LIVE 

MIX UPS 
• Set up a mute group for the effects so you can kill vocal 

effects between songs, which will make the front-person 

more ntelligible. If the console doesn't have assignable 

mute groups, bus the effects to a stereo audio subgroup and 

manually mute the subgroup faders during the show. As an 

option you can assign the effect channels to a VGA group 

and control all effects via VGA Some consoles (Crest 

comes to mind) have an aux send mute switch that kills all 

of the aux sends with a single button. Use it! 

• It generally makes more sense to run effect sends post-

fader so that as you adjust a channel fader, the effect 

remains in proportion to the dry signal. 

• Return the effects to spare channels Cif available) rather 

than so-called effect returns. On most desks the effect 

returns have minimal EQ, and often cannot be assigned to 

audio, VCA, or mute groups. 

Three .. rr art sales guys who consider themselves the mental equivalent of 

I"J 
recordi 

technician 
at your 
service. 

Get the very test new, used and vintage 

recording eqi,:pment frcm music pro's who 

redly know what ttcy're talking about. Analog or digital, 

if it rocks, we sell it. Visit our fully-stocked showroom in 

Nashvilk, of .;imply buy online. 

San ng the planet from bad mixes. 

1622 16 avenue- South, Nashville, TN 37212 
(cm i i 

1.877.10V.GEAR 
8i! 568 13?!' 

• Dedicate a sep-

arate reverb to the 

drums, and pre-pro-

gram short and long presets. Try a 30 

millisecond predelay with a decay time of 1.3 seconds for the 

short program, and 45 millisecond predelay with a 2.5 second 

decay for the long program (this comes in handy for ballads) 

• Flange or chorus programs may actually sound fatter 

when returned in mono 

• Beware of digital delays that require feedback to output 

a delay. This is not logical but is often true: if you don't 

have any feedback ("0%") on the delay, certain older 

processors will output only a dry signal without any delay. 

• On tours where you're carrying processing but not pro-

duction, be sure to have cables with both XLR and TAS at 

the console end. Don't cheap out and use adapters. 

They'll aggravate you. 

• Have fun! 

Steve La Cerra is up to his neck with effects mixing Blue Oyster 

Cult. Check out their new live CD and DVD A Long Day's Night. 

HE can be reached via email at slacErra@uemedia.com 
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The calibrated 
mixer fader settings 
are displayed in the 
numeric readout 
above each icon. 

The pan positions 
can be indicated by 
the icon angle 

The relative gain 
positions can be 
represented by 
the distance from 
the origin. 

This screen shot is an example of a small instrumental mix in stereo. 

VISUALIZE YOUR MIX 
with GraphiMix PRO software 

• Unique graphic icon interface 

• Maximum creative control 

• Control 16 MIDI devices from a single source 

• Ideal for music mixing, film and TV post-production, 
sound reinforcement and more! 

DOWNLOAD A FREE DEMO NircrwriapiuicAi 

AT VOYAGERSOUND.COM SOUND 



All in the Delivery 

It took longer than nine months, but 

we delivereo . Tannoy is proud to 

announce the newest arnval in the àrnily: 

the Ellipse Series of nearfield reference 

monitors. Ellipse is the first studio monitor to incorporate 

Wideband- technology- a 1" Wideband SuperTweeter" time-

aligned to the acoustic center of an 8" Dual Concentric- drive 

unit. Together tney provide reference audio performance, wit', a 

critically controlled dispersion pattern, from 40 Hz to well 

over 50 kHz. Tri-amplification in excess of 330 Watts of 

Wideband power ensures a clean, 

accurate and un-compromised delivery. 

The Ellipse cabinet, constructed of 

laminated birch with a massive MDF baffle, is 

shaped with a pupose. The absence of parallel surfaces avoids 

standing waves and makes this extremely rigid cabinet both 

mechanicaly and acoustically inert. Ellipse is our baby and, 

yes, we're proud. But skip the "congratulations." Call your Tannoy 

professional dea.er instead, 

and give this baby a listen. 

DUAL CONCENTRIC- I (C(_-. c-D)) 

TANEROY NORTH AMERICA INC. • PFIGNE: ( 519) 745-115,1 • FA. , 519) 745-2364 • DEALER ORDER HOTLINE,(FAX) 1.800-525-7081 

LITERATURE HOTLINE IITPLEASE@TGINA.COM • E-MAU: INOJIR.ESOTGINA.COM • WEB SITE TANNOY.COM 

tannoyDcom 
ELLIPSE CAN EFOUND 'XCLISIVELY IN NE FOUCILANG no AUDIO LOCATIONS THROUGH M02 DALE ELECTRONICS T2485-3.407 • STRASSBUITG 1/ ASSOCIATES 212.3154351 • WASHINGTON PITOTESSICNAL 301 9468808 • SWEE1WATEK SON«) 260-4321176 

TOM TEE MULX 604-N16471 • SAYPIT BY ICHNNOGY 416.928-6.3.4 • PELONS AUNT) eos, ..vres • 'ROS 840 AUCIO 310.652.1503 • MAC IMDI 6, 5.742.3291 • WESTLAKE AUDI) L05.4993686 • WIND 0994 THE FAITH 303-4.13.9822 
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IN REVIEW By Mitch GallaghEr • mgallaghEr@musicplayEr.com 

East WEst JoEy KramEr 
Drum Loops and SamplEs 
Here's gour 

chance to jam 

with the 

drummer from 

Aerosmith 

The boys from Aerosmith are busy these 

days. Not only do they maintain a full sched-

ule of recording new albums and touring the 

world, but they've also got side ventures. 

Guitarist Joe Perry, for example, has his own 

brand of hot sauce (no, I'm not kidding). Not 

to be outdone, drummer Joey Kramer has 

teamed with sample purveyors East West to 

create a library of drum loops and samples. 

But this isn't your normal run-of-the-mill sam-

ple and loop collection. The loops are available 

as ready-to-load multitrack Pro Tools sessions, 

or as multitrack WAV files, with the drums split 

out so you can mix them as you please. The 

library is also available in Akai sampler format 

and as audio discs (both contain two CDs). 

A GROOVE THING 
The Joey Kramer library consists of 34 different 

EAST WEST JOEY KRAMER 

MANUFACTURER: East West. 9000 Sunset Boulevard. Suite 1550 
West Hollywood CA 90069 Tel 800-969-9449 
Web www.soundsonline.com 

SUMMARY: All the rock ' n roll groove and vibe you expect from a 
world-class veteran drummer. 

STRENGTHS: Well recorded Great groove and feel Variety of tempos. 
Multitrack versions allow extensive customizing of the loops, as well as 
ability to mix, EQ. and process drums separately. 

LIMITATIONS: Amount of bleed between mics can make editing loops 
difficult in some instances Drums used in fill samples may not be the 
same ones used in the loops. 

PRICE: Pro Tools ( 10 CDs. multitrack), S333: WAV ( 10 CDs. multitrack), 
S333. Akai (2 CD). $ 199.95: Audio (2 CD). S99.95. 

groove types; each of these types contains mul-

tiple variations and fills — the number varies 

from three loops in "Big Foot" to 13 loops in 

"Front Room." In addition, individual drum sam-

ples and fills are included that you can 

add to customize the loops. Each 

groove type is presented at one 

tempo — ranging from 71 to 148 

BPM. To get the loops to other tem-

pos you'll have to time-stretch or com-

press the loops to the speed you 

want. 

The audio and Akai libraries consist 

of two CDs, one containing dry stereo 

loops, fills, and samples, the other 

with the same source material pre-

sented "wet," with room sound added 

in. The loops in these libraries are 

used in the same way as "traditional" 

drum sample or loop libraries. You 

audition the loops to find what you 

want, load and trim them, then put 

them to work in your songs. 

The WAV and Pro Tools versions 

consist of 10 CDs; two of these are 

the audio dry and wet discs just 

described, which you can use for 
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Top: Here's what a session looks like when 
you open it in Pro Tools. The loop variations 
and fills are arranged so that you can step 
through them. The bottom two tracks are a 
mastered stereo mix of the drum tracks for 
auditioning purposes. 

Bottom: It's a piece of cake to grab the vari-
ous loops and arrange them into a song. The 
loops are all cleanly edited; just butt them 
together and you're groovin'. 
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IN REVIEW 

auditioning loops; they also contain 

the various drum hit and fill samples. 

The other eight discs contain almost 

3 GB of multitrack files; in the case 

of the Pro Tools version, these are 

arranged into actual Pro Tools 

sessions, with the loops all neatly 

laid out and trimmed to the proper 

length for easy song construction. 

THE MAN BEHIND THE STICKS 

From back in the early 1970s with hits such as "Dream On" 
to modern-day classics such as "Jaded," Joey Kramer has 
been pounding the skins behind Aerosmith. Here's what Joey 
had to say about his drum loop CD. 

-I feel that there are three things that separate this CD from other 
ioop/sample CD sets One is the way in which it was -ecorded. We 
(myself. producer Mati Frederiksen, and engineer Richard Chycki) 
recorded it at Rumbo Recorders (CA) the same way as if we were 
recording an Aerosmrth CD — the sounds are kick-a, rock ' n' 
roll drum sounds, ready to go on an album. If people want to use 
them on their project. they have their choice of the wet CD with the 
ambient room sound ar the dry CD With no room or raverb. We 
purposely did not master the CD so Mat when people use these 
sounds. they're consistent with the rest of the sounds on their 
record, and they get mastered along with the rest of tie recording. 

"Next, on most loop CDs you get a bar or maybe two to loop. 
Because my playing i about the emctional aspect anc the feel. I 
put enough on the CD for every single loop. Sometimes it's two 
bars or four bars, son-etimes six or seven, but in every case 
there's a really good tel established. The thing that I am most 
psyched up about is the fact that we have a multitrack. version of 
the CD." 

When asked what drums and cymbals he was playing, 
Kramer replies, -1 have always used' Zildjian cymbal, and we 
used an old Ludwig jan kit from the late 1960s. It was a 20-
inch kick, 8x12 and 14x14 toms, and I'd say eight ° I 10 differ-
ent snare drums, all cf which are sampled and included. I usu-
illy use a 22- inch kick, but this 20-hch sounded great, so we 
went with it. The kick and toms stay.d the same for the project, 

though the tuning changed a bit ( I used white. coated Remo 
Weather King heads). I had some vintage Ludwig snare drums, 
but the majority of the drums were newer. I used a couple of 
DW snares, a floating- lug Pearl. a Premier snare I had from an 
old kit... we didn't break it down to labeling which specific 
drum is making which sound, because I didn't think it was 
important to hook a sound to a drum. When you're looking for 
an appropriate sound. who cares what drum it is that's making 
the sound? 

-In the studio. I'd play eight to 10 hours per day, and we did this 
for three or four days. I'd sit down to play, and once I hit on some-
thing we liked. I'd play variations. There are a couple of loops on the 
CD that have two or three variations. They might have the same kick 
and snare pattern with a different hi-hat, or a ride cymbal and then a 
bell. ff you wanted to, you could use the same figure for a verse, and 
later for a chorus. 

"I think we hit just about every tempo from around 80 to 130 

BPM. If I hit a particular tempo that was comfortable, we'd do six. 
eight, or 10 things at that tempo and then move on to a different 
tempo. I played to a straight click because there were parts I 
played where I needed to hear straight time. When I started with a 
click years ago. all we really had was a straight click, so from the 
get-go I learned how to make it breathe inside the click itself. Of 
course, once you have the loop in Pro Tools you can change the 
tempo. My main concern was making it feel really good while it 
was on a grid to a click, and making sure everything would butt 
up together perfectly on the grid. 

'There are parts from around 25 different Aerosmith songs. and 
the rest (which is the majority) is material that came out of my head 
during the sessions, or that has been stirring around in my head for 

years. [Laughs.] There are some Aerosmith things I 
did not include, for instance, the groove to 'Walk 
This Way' or the end of 'Sweet Emotion.' Those are 
trademarks of mine, and I didn't want to totally give 
it all away! We recorded anything that we thought 
might be useful, but then I sat with the material for 
quite a while deciding what I did and didn't want to 
put on the CD. 

"In addition to the loops. there are fills, and the 
fills aren't necessarily tied to specific grooves. If a 
Pro Tools operator is savvy, he/she can take one 
fill and make different things out of it. or use the 
samples of individual drums to create new parts. I 
left a lot to the imagination." 

Joey concludes by explaining that he views 
this CD as "my little contribution to all that I have 
taken from the world of music. Maybe I can give a 
little something back and create a useful tool for 
songwriters. Maybe down the line I'll hear myself 
playing on a McDonald's commercial, or a hit sin-
gle by Cher! Who knows? I made sure that every-
thing has the human feel — me playing — so it's 
going to enhance your project instead of having a 
drum machine with no soul." —Steve La Cerra 
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(Note that Pro Tools isn't mandatory; 

the loops are Sound Designer II 
files, and can be used in any com-

patible audio application.) Two of 

the tracks contain a stereo mix of 

the loops for auditioning purposes; 
these are substantially louder than 
the raw multitrack loops, and seem 

to have been processed with com-

pression/limiting and a bit of EQ. 

Most of the grooves have seven 
additional tracks that contain raw 
kick, snare, hi- hat, stereo over-

heads/toms, and stereo room mics 
— a few contain an eighth track with 

cowbell. 

The drums are all expertly miked, 

and sound great. The tracks especial-
ly come to life when you add in some 

of the room tracks; without the room, 

the remaining tracks are a bit thinner 

and less bombastic (as you'd expect). 

The sounds are all clean, but there is 
a large amount of bleed from one mic 

to another — not just into the room 

and overhead mics, but from kick to 

continuEd on pagE 91 
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IN REVIEW By Mitch Gallagher • mgallagher@musicplayer.com 

GRM Tools ST 
Audio ProcEssing Plug-Ins (Mac RTAS) 
Four mind-

bending plug-

ins take sonic 

experimenta-

tion to new 

places 

INA-GRM (Groupe de Recherches Musicales 

de l'Institut National de l'Audiovisuel) was 
founded in 1958 by a group of experimental 

composers, including musique concrète spe-
cialist Pierre Schaeffer, twentieth century 
music icon lannis Xenakis, and others. The tra-

dition of research and experimentation that led 

to the creation of the group continues today; 
the group has created and continues to devel-
op a line of unusual signal processing plug-ins, 

including the venerable GRM Tools. 

Now the company/group has released GRM 
Tools ST, a suite of four RTAS plug-ins for Mac-
based Pro Tools LE, Pro Tools Free, and Pro 

Tools TDM systems. The new GRM Tools ST 

(Spectral Transform) bundle is based around 
FFT technology, and consists of four plug-ins: 

Contrast (amplitude and frequency dependent 

gain change), Equalize (31-band mono or stereo 

equalizer), Shift (frequency scaling/shifting), and 

FreqWarp (re-arranges frequency components 
in the source signal). GRM Tools ST features 
many of the user interface niceties first intro-

duced with GRM Tools, including 16 "front-

panel" preset buttons for storing parameters and 
the very powerful "Super Slider," which allows 

you to continuously interpolate or morph among 
eight of the front-panel presets. 

CONTRAST 
Contrast is said to use a "compression/ 

expansion" processing technique, but it's like 

bands 

le 

GR M Tools Contrast leir 70: 
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GRIM TOOLS ST 

MANUFACTURER: IUA-GRM, dist. by the Electronic Music Foundation, 
116 North Lake Ave , Albany. NY 12206 Tel: 888-749-9998 Web 
www.gnntools.orq 

SUMMARY: Powerful sound-wrenching plug- ins for Mac Pro TDOIS 
users capable of taking sound design to new heights If you're after the 
unusual, check these out especially FreqWarp 

STRENGTHS: Super Slider . Sixteen front-panel presets. Amazing 
unique effects. Tons of parameter control Full parameter autonation 

LIMITATIONS: Pricey. Can put a heavy load on your computer's CPU. 

PRICE: Bundle of foil'. plug- ins S549; Contrast, S249; Equalize S249: 
FreqWarp S249. Shift, S249 

14 

15 

lb 

Contrast lets you independently change the gain of low, medium, 
and high volume frequencies that comprises a signal. 

no compresser or expander you've heard. 

The plug-in analyzes the input signal, then 

divides the various frequencies into groups of 

"weak," "medium," and "strong" amplitude. 

You're given slider control over the gain of 
each group, as well as "LineDelimiters" that 

define the ranges of the sound to be 

processed. Other controls include Smooth, 
which evens out the loudness and timbral 

changes, and Bands, which determines how 
the group gain controls affect the input — one 
band applies the gain change to all the fre-

quency components in a group as a group, 

more bands splits the group up by frequency 

and applies the change to the frequencies 
separately. There are also Output Gain and 

Mix controls. 

As with all GRM plug-ins, you can store para-

meter settings into 16 presets (the overall plug-

in state, including the 16 presets, can also be 
stored as a plug-in preset). Eight of the 16 pre-

sets can be loaded into the Super Slider, 
where they can be interpolated and morphed. 

So, having said all that, what does it do? 

Basically, it splits the frequencies into three 

groups: those that are soft, those that are 

medium, and those that are loud. You're 
given gain control over each group. An 

example of what you might do is turn all the 

loud frequencies down while turning up all 

the soft frequencies, without changing the 

level of the medium volume frequencies. The 

result can vary from an EQ-like effect, to 
fuzzy warping of the sound, to something 

completely new, especially when you roll in 
the Smooth control, which seems to focus 

and make the gain changes more intense. 
It's unlike any filter, EQ, or multi-band com-

pressor that you've ever used. 
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Great all-round reverbs and effects! 
The Dual Engine Processor combines c 

dedicated true Stereo Reverb engine and a 

Multi-purpose Effects engine, covering virtually 

any effects application fnom Live to Studio ar-cli 
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• 15 True Stereo Reverbs 

• 15 Legendary Effects 

• 5 Seconds of Delay 
• 355 Presets: 256 Factory + 99 User 

• Analog and S/PDIF digital I/O 
• Internal Power Supply - No Wall wart! 

•••••• 

;Í Truly flexible reverbs and effects! 
Individualize your sound with the vast number 
of setting possibilities. The1M-10ne XL Reverb 

Technology combines complex Early reflection 

pattern's and dense Reverb decays bringing 

natural' revenbs to all applications. 

D el-WO 
MULTITAP RHYTHM °PUY 

• 25 incredible TC effects: 

XL Reverbs. Chorus, Tremolo, 
Pitch. Delay. Dynamics and more 

• Analog I/O - XLR connectors 

• S/PDIF digital I/O 
• Presets: 200 Factory/100 User 
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The best delay available! 
Based on the heritage of the TC 2290 D-two 

introduces direct tap-in of actual r'l-nytmical 
patterns as well as control of exact number 

of repeats and their duration. 

• Multitap Rhythm Delay 
• Absolute Repeat Control 

• Up to 10 seconds of Delay 

• Presets: 50 Factory/100. User 

• Six unique Direct-access effects 
• Aralog and S/PDIF digital I/O 
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TC ELECTRONIC A/S • DENMARK • t + 45 8742 7000 
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EQUALIZE 
Equalize is the most "conventional" of 

the GRM Tools ST plug-ins. On the 
surface it's a mono or stereo 31-band 
EQ. Where Equalize is different is in 

the amount and type of control you 
have. You can grab a slider with a 

G R M Tools Equalize 

FregWarp maps 

incoming 

frequencies to 

different outgoing 

frequencies. It 

can produce an 

incredible range 

of sounds. 

Multdormat Monitor Controller Surround Monitoring Formatter 
MuMAW( EX ForMAX 

Ir— sayeA — in, a 

G R M Tools FreqWarp • 

mouse (okay, that's not 

all that unusual...), you 

can group sliders (adja-

cent or non-adjacent 

sliders can be grouped), 
and you can grab an EQ 
curve and move the 

Equalize is much more than just 

a standard 31-band EQ. 

PanMAX 
Automated Surround Panner 

MonitorMAX 

whole thing horizontally across the 

sliders, which is pretty wild. In stereo 

you can link channels or copy EQ 
curves from one channel to the other, 

and so on. 
While you might be tempted to use 

Equalize as a simple equalizer, you can 
do much more with it. Store preset 

curves and morph between them with 

the Super Slider. Grab a curve and 
I> continued on page 116 

RecordistMAX 
Stereo Monitor Controller Recorder Monitor System 
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Manage rMAX 
Don't need bass management? Well, millions of consumers do. For them, "full-range" 
surround means small satellites crossed over to a sub. If you risk mixing without bass 
management then your client, and consumers everywhere, will hear all the subsonic 
junk that your high priced, full-range, pro monitors didn't reveal. 

Only ManagerMAX does bass management right. Designed by Tomlinson Holman, 
architect of the TMH Qualified standard, ManagerMAX delivers exceptionally smooth 
bass extension with your choice of monitors. Optimized filters adjust to any monitor's 
natural roll-off, perfectly transitioning the bass to the subwoofer. Plus, there's an LFE 

filter to audition the effect of encoders on the LFE channel. 

Hear your mixes today how millions will hear them tomorrow. Get ManagerMAX. 

Get our free report, "Surround Sound Secrets" 
Call, or visit our website for info on MAX Solutions and ask for report offer EQ2o. 

VUMAX 
Surround VU Meters 

Maximize Your Potential 
MAX Surround Solutions 

MMartinsound 
(800) 582-3555 or +1(626) 281-3555 

1151 W. Valley Blvd, Alhambra CA 91803 USA 
Fax +1 ( 626) 284-3092 www.martinsound.com 

ManagerMAX 
Surround 51 Bass Manager 

BalancerMAX CheckMAX 
Surround 5.1 Systems Intedace Surround Alignment Mi Diagnostic Tools 

pPasserMAX FitterMAX 
Surround 5.0 Panner Surround 0.1 LFE Alter 



SPARK FX MACHINE 
PC • MacOS 
Virtual Multi-FX Processor and VST Synth 

Generator with 21 native Plug-Ins and 

modular Synth Kit - supports any VST 

application on Mac or PC. 

VST 

Nete 

tINTWE BUNDLE 

ASSIMILATOR 

SPARK XL 2.5 
MacOS • OSX 
The hi end Spark with even more features, 

including Native Audio Restoration, 

Direct I/O support and Native Bundle 

(28 Band Graphic EQ, 10 Band Parametric 

Ea, Reverb, Compressor/DeEsser, Ft'Valor . 

and Limiter) 

VS-

NATIVE BUNDLE 3.0 NE 
PC • MacOS • OSX 
Professional native Plug-In bundle for mac 
and PC with 28-Band Mastering Graphic E 

10-Band Parametric EQ, Native Reverb PL 

Filtrator Filter Plug-ln, Limiter, Compressor 

DeEsser incl. SoftSat Vintage Emulation, 

VST 

ASSIMILATOR NE 
PC • MacOS • POWERCORE 
The new Assimilator is a truly powerful 
mixing and mastering too; for POWERCORE 
learn the sound of your favourite mix and 
apply it to your own. Assimilator is even 
capable of morphing between curve sets. 

POWERCORE 
'or Mac and PC. 

Includes MegaReverb, EQSat. Chorus! 

TO Delay. Vintage CompressonLinnter and 

PowerCore 01 Synth. Seamless integration 

with any VST or MAS sequencer. 

IfÍA 

PC • MacOS • POWERCORE 
The Vocodtng Instrument with classic 

WALDORF sound. Up to 100 bands of 

vocoding and 8-voice synth, carrier Plug In - 

for external input 

W INCLUDED POWERCORE 

nc xixerza x. 

MASTER X3 
PC • MacOS • POWERCORE 
The virtual Finalizer for POWERCORE --

3-Band solution with Expander. 

Compressor and Limiter per band 

as well as integrated dithering. 

Knock-Out Punch for your Mixes 

and Masters! 

POWERCORE 
THE OPEN DSP PLATFORM FOR MAC AND PC 

Stop compiomising. Unleash pro studio: power inside your native recording 
envinonment. Run 24/96.. multiple reverbs AND compressors AND synthesizers — 
without glancing out your C-PU. POWERCORE's unique design with 4 industry-
standard Motorola DS'Ps plus onboard PowerPCTM provides that darer and more. 

í  Fill up your virtual racks with rackmount-quality processors right nut of tfte box: 

'lush í TC-iguality everbs, smooth chorus/delay, vintage compression.. deessing, 
a complete vocal channel, mastering EQ and even a \Airtime! anabg.Syr-thesizer. 

All iinclusíve ano no significarrt hit on the CPU!! Need even more power? 
Add another POWERCORE. And as if that's n3t enough, dick you,' favourite TOJls from 
tse growiig number of 3rd parties, such as SON', D-SOUND, VtqLD0*-- an:d 
many/ more to come! Join the party. 

NEW 

CLASSIC VERB 
ihe alltermatiJe classic 

ireverbsoLad -- now 
ínc elated vei-h POWERCORE! 
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IN REVIEW by Craig AndErton • candErtonemusicplayEr.corn 

FMR Audio RNP8380 
Two-ChannEl MicrophonE PrEamp 

The nice 

compressor 

guys are 

back.... 

A few years ago, the FMR Audio RNC (Really 

Nice Compressor) appeared with an under $200 

list, and was shockingly good for the price. Now 

the two-channel RNP (Really Nice Preamp) is 

here, and also provides serious value for money. 

Here's why. 

INS & OUTS 
On the diminutive 1/3-rack case's back panel, 
each channel has XLR in, 1/4-inch balanced/ 
unbalanced phone jack out, and 1/4-inch TRS 

insert jack (which FMR suggests you use for — 

surprise! — inserting the RNC). The front panel 

has a high-impedance ( 1 Meg) input jack that 
works gangbusters with passive guitar pickups. 

(Note: you can rack-mount the RNP with suit-

able rack shelves from Mid-Atlantic, Raxxess, 

Funklogic, etc.) 
Controls for each channel are minimal: 

invert button, +48V phantom button, LEDs for 

signal, + 18, and clip, and a 6 dB/step stepped 

gain control. 

THE DETAILS 
The +48V supply ramps up slowly to minimize 
damage to non-phantom powered mics that 

get connected accidentally, and the output 
mutes when changing inputs. The RNP can 

tolerate AC or DC wall-wart voltages from 9-

12V, and the front-panel LEDs flash if the sup-
plied current isn't enough. (The Class A cir-

cuitry draws quite a bit of current. You can't 
fry eggs on the case, but cats will probably 

curl up on it in the winter.) 
Interestingly, despite the analog signal 

path, the RNP also includes a microproces-
sor for process and control functions. 

According to the company, the circuit uses a 

"full Class A self-biasing-fully-differential-DC-

servoed-trans impedance- 100 MHz GBP-

instrumentation amp with an input impedance 

Ch A '3AU: 

FMR Audio 

30 36 

FMR AUDIO RNP8380 

MANUFACTURER: FMR Audio. Tel. 512-280-6557 
Web: www.fmraudto.com. 

SUMMARY: Provides an accurate sound at a reasonable price 

STRENGTHS: Accurate, full high end. Smooth overall sound One-meg 
instrument input doesn't load down guitar, bass, etc. Insert lack for 
adding dynamics piocessors or other effects 

LIMITATIONS: No internal power supply (uses wall-wart) Gain variable 
only in 6 dB steps 

PRICE: $499 

14181 

RNP838 
42 a  • 

rii3:. 0 

/12 

48 

1211111 

ChB 

of 5K." (E0 is currently arranging to airlift 

emergency commas to Austin to help with 
their apparently severe punctuation short-

age.) Translation: fast slew rate, low distor-

tion, high bandwidth. 

COMPARED TO 
MY OTHER 

PREM1P5t_THE 
HIGH-FREOUENCY 
PERFORMANCE 
STOOD OUT, 

PARTICULARLY WITH 
DYNAMIC MG. 

The stepped control is a bit of a limitation. 

For example, suppose a signal just clips the 

RNP by half a dB. So you reduce the control to 

the next click, throwing away 5 dB or head-

room, or nearly one bit of resolution when feed-

ing a digital system. Is this important? In the 

days of 16-bit digital audio, I'd say maybe. But 

these days, with 24-bit converters, I typically 

continuEd on pagE 118 
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MANNY'S NYC* OPENED 1935! 

NYC ATTITUDE 
HOLLMOOD STYL E! 
Music icons like John Lennon, 
Eric Clapton, James Taylor, 

Paul Simon, Jimi Hendrix, 
Keith RichaMs the Who, the 
Red Hot Chill Peppers and 
more have shopped rat the 
legendary music store on 

48th street, a New York City tradition since 1935! Manny's 
renowned customer service, wide selection and low prices 

are now available at our new Hollywood' location! You'll find Guitars, Basses, 

Amplifiers, Effects, Keyboards, Computer Software, Microphones, PA and 
Recording Gear, Drums, Percussion and more! Whether you're on 48th Street or 
Sunset Blvd, make Manny's your one and ,only stop for all of your musical gear! 

MANIAS'S HOULYWOOD • DRUMS' MANNA'S hOLLYWOOD • GUITARS! MANNY'S HOLLYWOOD • KEYBOARDS! 

NO PAYMENTS 
NO INTEREST 

FOR 

15 MONTHS!* 

SIGN He FCR THE. 

MANN V'5 CREDIT CARD! 

C STORE FOR DETAILS! 

MAN NIY'S HOLLYWOOD • OPENED 2002! 

FREE PARKING!* 
*Manny's Hollywood Only! 

(Manny's Music) 
The Original Music Superstore 

156 i.Vest 48th St. New York City, NY 10036 

(212) 319i-0576 (Opposite Sam Ash) 

SHOP ONLINE @ 

FREE SHIPPING 
ON ORDERS 

OVER 

$21LM___t 

Become a part of the legend! 

7360 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, CA 90046 

(323) 850-1050 (Opposite Guitar Center) 

_ OR CALL @ 1-866-PROMANNY MARINYSMUSIC.COM 
'On your Manru,!; oiredit can:, subject tc cretin approyali items musi ho purcansed ro the advertrel ant e o ijualify. Cer,air rifles apply 1 the allocation or payments and finance charges on your promoiOnal purchase if you 
make mcre than one purchase on your eore credit :ard CatI 1-888-367-4310, Cr review your rardnollef agreement for infcrmaior. I- balance on theseipurchaser is paid in full berore the expiration a the 15 promotional 
period and ,ycJi Ac:ount is ...ept current, accrued Faunae Charges wit not be imposed un these pur:hases. balance si tnese purl halos is notfpaid in full, Finance Charges will be assessd from he purchase date at the 
StandardIfbete df2@.96°.'i• tfi. For Accounts not keot current. he Maud Lai of 24 96°. APR wir be alaied rc ail babncesion lour A:count. Minimum Finance  Charge 51.oa See our website, wevrriannysrausiccom, for 
complete deLi's. Web older; only! 4plies te orders snipped in theeont,guous United States ()FMK Arias o-dy. Items that reouire speciallshippinL cue to sore or weight are excluded frcm tin offer. Nanny's is not 
responsifile for any typog-au'ucal errors or incorrect pleas. 



IN REVIEW Craig AndErton • candErtonernusicplagEr.corn 

Sonic Foundry Acid 4.0 
Loop-basEd DAW (Windows) 
The original 

loop-based 

program 

strikes back 

with a major 

update 

Acid has always been one of those programs that 
made my jaw drop. But as the years went by, its 
inability to work with MIDI, soft synths, and effects 
automation made it look more and more antiquated. 

Well, surprise! Acid 4.0 is a significant overhaul. 

But we're not just talking features — the philosophy 
of the program itself has broadened, without losing 
what made it appealing in the first place. 

THE "PRODUCTION" VIBE 
Although Acid is known as a groove music tool, 
I've also found it invaluable for video work (where 
tempos have to be "ffudged" to fit with video hits), 
commercials, and even sample library develop-
ment. I must not have been the only one, because 
4.0 seems designed to take Acid out of the groove 
niche, turning it into a full-fledged production tool. 

Start with surround: Set up a project in 5.1 sur-
round mode (or change to it), and a surround pan-
ner appears in each track. Acid doesn't yet include 
authoring tools to encode compressed 5.1 audio 
(see the sidebar); you end up with discrete, mono 
tracks, which can then be encoded. The video and 
export options are also enhanced, with new 
MPEG1 and MPEG2 (for DVD) rendering options 
joining AVI, RealMedia, QuickTime, Windows 
Media, and other formats. You can also "float" just 
the video window to a second monitor. 

Video editing is limited (trim and move on a 
time line), but the point is adding sound to existing 
videos, then being able to save in web-friendly (as 
well as other) formats. Toward this end, there are 
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.SONIC FOUNDRY ACID 4.0 

MANUFACTURER: Sonic Foundry, 1617 Sherman Ave., Madison, WI 
53704 Tel: 608-204-7703 Web. www.sonicfoundiï.com. 

SUMMARY: Acid is still the best program for creating loop-based music, 
and acquires a more production- oriented vibe with the addition of 5.1 
surround mixing and enhanced video options. 

STRENGTHS: Efficient use of audio resources and improved sound qual-
ity when time-stretching ASID support for low latency . MIDI and VSTI 
support, though a little rough, adds to the program Supported by 
libraries of Acidized audio files from numerous manufacturers. Good 
video functions Allows envelopes for effects automation and includes 
three automatable effects Does 5.1 surround mixing. Companion con-
tent CD has over 500 MB of material. 

LIMITATIONS: No response to external MIDI controller boxes Limited 
MIDI editing options Stability issues in current rev . No multiple outputs 
or automation for VSTI devices No low- latency WDM driver support 

PRICE: $499 (upgrade from 3.0, $149.95). Downloadable version, S349.97. 

4.ontlouley 

3.41. 

.a1 

SD > J >I 

Note the surround panners in the track strips, the dockable 
soft synth window, piano roll editor for MIDI data, extra buses 

for surround, and the soft synth buses. The front window 
shows the Ea parameters to be chosen for automation. 

other video goodies: support for multiple pixel 
aspect ratios, video frame rate re-sampling, and 
de-interlacing when rendering interlaced video for-

mats to progressive scan. 
Another production-oriented feature is bussing. 

With the larger track counts made possible by 
today's computers, being able to bus groups of 
tracks is most welcome. 

AUTOMATION 
Acid 4.0 adds automation envelopes for automat-
able effects. Three such effects are included (res-
onant filter, track EQ, and flange/wah/phase), but 
I was also able to automate parameters in other 
effects, even many VST plug-ins running through 
fxpansion's VST-DX "wrapper." 

Using envelopes is simple. Envelope nodes can 
conform to the current snap value, and an 
Automation Chooser window allows selecting the 

parameters you want to automate for various 
effects. The envelopes show up on the track, but 
you can display just one selected envelope, all 
envelopes, or hide them. 

THE INTERFACE 
Over the years, Sonic Foundry has created an inter-
face that transcends individual programs. As an avid 
Vegas Video 3.0 user, I felt right at home with the 
"new" Acid look and functionality. Part of why Acid is 
considered so easy to learn is not just its elegance, 

but the interface's accessibility and conformance to 
standard Windows interface design. 

DRIVERS 
Acid now speaks ASIO — I could get about 5 ms 
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The source 
for those who 

kind of, 
sort of, 
maybe, 

know exactly 
what they want. 

Audio professionals come 
to us because we often 

suggest alternatives that are 
more cost effective than the 

original idea. That's because 
we're committed to making sure 

you get exactly the right audio gear for 
your studio. Professional Audio Design has over a 
hundred lines of new, used and vintage equipment 
in stock. All serviced by our own staff and fully 
warranted. Put our ten years of industry experience 
to work for you. Call us. You'll get all that you want, 
and everything you need. 

Professional 
Audio 
Design 
Inc. 
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357 Liberty Street, Rockland, MA 02370 
781-982-2600. Fax: 781-982-2610. 

www.proaudiodesign.com 
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IN REVIEW 

latency with a MOTU 2408 — p;enty 
tight. Although WDM drivers are sup-

ported, it's through a Wrapper" that emu-

lates classic WAV drivers, not the faster 
kernel streaming method employed by 

Sonar. With the classic WAV drivers 

option selected, my system latency had 
to exceed 60 ms to maintain reliable 

audio operation. Bottom line: use ASIO. 

MIDI 
This is the first major application I've 
seen of Yamaha's OPT plug-in format. 

The plug-ins are Piano Roll Editor, List 

Editor, and General Characteristics 

(event filter, which events to chase, 
pitch transposition, etc.). MIDI has a 

sort of tacked-on feel — you enter 
through the Track's properties page — 

but the editors are useful, albeit basic. 

For example, you can quantize start 
times or note durations — no groove 

quantize, quantize strength, swing, etc. 

In the event list, there's no mass editing 
of notes; you couldn't, for example, 

increase velocities of a group of notes 

ÛAIN 

a little Summit for Everyone 
NEW 28A-221 Mk and Line Module 

The new 2BA-221 continuousln variable impedance microphone 

preamp is the latest offering from Summit Audio. Use the separate 

solid state input controls to m.x the microphone input with the Hi-Z 

or line input into the variable vacuum tube output. The 2BA-221 also 

features a stackable input design; multiple 2BA-221's can be linked 

together to form a modular mixing device. Its swept high pass filter, 

multiple s4nultaneous tube and solid state out-

puts, insert jack, and internal power 

supply makes the 2BA-221 

a powerful tracking and 

mixing tool. 
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by a particular amount or percentage. 

However, in the piano roll, you can 
select a group of notes and set velocity 
to maximum, minimum, or a particular 

value, or edit velocities by drawing in the 
Controller Strip toward the bottom (this 

handles velocity only; for controllers, you 
must use the list editor). Obviously, MIDI 

editing isn't nearly as comprehensive or 

deep as veteran sequencing programs, 

but as this is a plug-in technology, who 
knows what future revs will bring. In any 

event, the MIDI essentials are there: cut, 

paste, copy, transpose, add program 
changes, etc. 

Unfortunately, there is no support for 

external control surfaces — even for 
the track or mixer faders. Any automa-

tion tweaking for the automatable 
effects and track mix/panning/sends 

requires using envelopes. 

VST INSTRUMENTS 
Inserting a soft synth adds a channel to 
the mixer (the same one where the 

buses show up; this is independent of 

the channel faders). Each synth channel 

has a fader, solo, mute, fx insert, etc. 
You then select the instrument as a MIDI 
track output — simple. Double-clicking 

on a synth icon in the mixer opens it up 
for editing. Like most Acid views, the 

synth can be docked or hidden. 

Recording a MIDI synth part requires 
the usual process of making sure that 
you have the right thru selected for 

monitoring and the like, but it's no big-

ger a deal than for other programs. 

There were some MIDINSTi reliabili-

ty problems in version 4.0, and while the 

4.0b update has tightened up perfor-
mance, there are still some general sta-
bility issues. If I pushed the program 

hard — twiddled instrument knobs, went 

into the editors, added instruments, etc. 
— the program would often crash. 

Fortunately, if after re-loading the pro-

gram I went back to the auto-saved ver-

sion, usually everything came back 

okay. Overall, having soft synth capabili-

ties is a beautiful thing, and Sonic 
Foundry has a good history of ironing out 

any wrinkles with timely bug fixes. 

I tried recording automation data from 

the instruments and using multiple out-

puts, but these capabilities aren't avail-

able. You also can't embed instrument 
automation within Acid's MIDI tracks. 



ON THE HORIZON 

Next up for Acid: a 5.1 Surround Plug- In Pack ($399) that pushes the program even further into 
being a production tool for a variety of media, not just audio. The pack will include a way to 
encode Acid-generated surround mixes into Digital Dolby AC3 format (5.1 surround or stereo), 
as well as a utility for burninp, 5.1 or stereo AC-3 files created and encoded in Acid to DVD-R, 
DVD+R, DVD-RW, and DVD+RW. Customizable options include data rate, sample rate, coding 
mode, bitstream mode, dialog normalization, center and surround mix levels, input filtering, 
channel processing, RF over-modulation protectian, and dynamic range compression. 

Incidentally, if you dont have any 
VSTi devices, no sweat. Acid comes 

with a DLS Soft Synth that includes a 

full General MIDI sound set. 

OTHER NICETIES 
Acid now supports time signatures 
other than 4/4, with 1-99 beats per 

measure at values from whole notes to 
32nd notes. And while the Chopper 

window isn't new, if you haven't revisit-

ed Acid lately it's a great feature. You 
can load in loops, or any audio or MIDI 

data for that matter, and designate 
pieces for insertion into the main track 

view ("loop cloning") or export as indi-

vidual loops. As someone who has 

spent hours cutting up loops and past-

ing little pieces all over the place, the 

Chopper is a major time-saver. 
In addition to surround panning there 

are also five panning options, including 

three different balance types and constant 
power panning. And, the individual track 
envelopes now have five fade shapers, 

including S-shaped fades as well as the 

standard log/antilocylinear types. 
Furthermore, the time-stretching 

sounds better. It's not just that there 

seem to be fewer artifacts, but the 
sounds have more presence. Sonic 

Foundry doesn't make a big deal of this, 
yet I think that this alone is sufficient 

reason to upgrade. 
Finally, there are hot key commands 

to track mute and solo: the Explorer 

COMING IN THE 

JLEMBER ISSUE 
OF EC' MAGAZINE 

AND THE WINNERS ARE... 
Who will receive a prestigious EC/ Blue Ribbon Award? We're 

not talking, but all will be revealed in the December issue. 

AES REDUX 
Have you recovered from the recent AE5 Convention yet? Or 
maybe you couldn't attend? Not to worry — Ea's Editors will 

reveal all the happenings and give you the scoop on the 

exciting new product introductions. 

BUT WAIT! THERE-7; Müi 
Recording with Peter Gabriel...Stage 2 of our Studio 

Acoustics SEriEs...REviews of TASCAM PockEtstudio, Shure 

KSM27, and Yamaha 02R96...and lots of other cool stuff. 

ISSUE, CONTACT: 
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Midwest 5ales, Tel 650-S13-4253 
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window allows selecting multiple loops 

so you can hear how loops work togeth-

er, and a separate content CD (avail-

able for a shipping/handling fee to 
those who download the program) con-

tains loops from the extensive Sonic 
Foundry loop library (thus also serving 

as a product overview), along with sev-

eral representative projects. 

THE ACID FLASHBACK 
Acid remains a unique program, now 

more production-oriented than ever, 

that's still tops for loop-oriented music. 
The addition of MIDI/soft synth features 
doesn't strike me as designed to com-

pete with products such as Cubase SX 
and Sonar — the feature set simply isn't 

anywhere near as deep — but rather, to 
make an even more complete looping-

oriented package. 
If you're an Acid fan, you may or may 

not have found the 2.0 and 3.0 updates 

compelling enough to merit an 

upgrade...but 4.0 is a must-have. Simply 
stated, no other program does foop-

based music as effortlessly as Acid 4.0. • 

If we aren't already— 
we should be....  

Your # 1 source for recording equipment 

Honest service- Great pricing- Full line support- Post-sale 
technical assistance 

Computer recording ( Pro Tools, Nuendo. Cubase, etc.) 
Microphones Studio Monitors, Cables, VST Instruments, 

Pre amps, Plug- ins and much more! 

Call toll free 866-989-9818 
www.justfortherecord.net 
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FrontiEr Design Apache 
Optical patchbay 

Banish 

optical cable 

re-patching 
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Sometimes the breaks go your way. I was migrat-
ing from an old computer to a new computer, and 
both have ADAT-compatible sound cards to com-
municate with my digital mixer and ADATs. 
Because I had to work on both computers during 
the transition, I was going nuts patching and re-
patching optical cables when I got the call: "Want 
to review Apache, Frontier Design's optical patch 

bay?" Yeah! 

MAKING LIGHT WORK OF PATCHING 
The 1U Apache does for optical ("light pipe") 
cables what old school patch bays did for patch 
cords: route signal from an input to an output. But 
Apache goes beyond the basics in several ways. 

The 12 input and 12 output ports yield a total 

of 144 crosspoints. Each in or out handles two 
channels of TOSLINK or eight channels of ADAT 
I/O (note there's no translation between the two 
— for example, S/PDIF sent to ADAT doesn't 

show up in two ADAT channels). In addition to 
sending any in to any out, an in can feed any 
number of outs — very handy when sending a 
source to multiple destinations. (Of course, multi-
ple ins can't go to a single out; this isn't a mixer.) 

Apache also stores 12 presets, but you can 
store more in a computer if desired. And it handles 
clocking issues transparently: the input clock sig-
nal is re-clocked and transmitted to all outputs to 
which it connects. Also note that Apache transmits 
whatever's encoded in the signal, so if the ADAT 
data contains non-standard information (e.g., 
PAQRAT format), it doesn't matter — it shows up 
at the output. 

THE USER INTERFACE 
Limited numbers of buttons are scary, but in this 
case, you hit Patch to route an input to output or 
vice-versa, Status to see I/O connections, Store to 

save the collection of presets as a patch, and 
Recall to.. you get the idea. It's Homer Simpson-
friendly. 

For those who like blinky lights, a scan mode 

FRONTIER DESIGN APACHE 

MANUFACTURER: Frontier Design, 199 Heater Rd., Lebanon, NH 
03766 Tel. 603-448-6283 Web. www frontierdesign com. 

SUMMARY: If yow have a lot of devices with optical interfaces, Apache 
will simplify your life and workflow. 

STRENGTHS: Handles TOSLINK and ADAT protocols Twelve presets 
store specific routings. Presets can be recalled from the front panel 
or via MIDI sys e‘:. It's easy to see which ins go to which outs, and 
vice-versa. Multiple Apaches can be cascaded Good user interface 

LIMITATIONS: Nclhing significant. 

PRICE: S799 

scans through the inputs and for each input, 
shows which outs are connected. Nice. An input 
LED shows signal activity, and a separate LED 
indicates if the signal is an ADAT signal. 

MIDI 
MIDI in and out let you store presets to your com-
puter, remote-control all front panel buttons via 
sys ex (yes, store the patch in your sequencer and 

have it magically recalled when you press Play), 
and cascade multiple Apaches if 12 ports isn't 
enough. I didn't get a chance to try out cascading 
- I received one Apache for review, and frankly, 
don't have enough light pipe gizmos anyway — 
but based or the well-written manual, it seems like 
a pretty obvious process. 

SO DO YOU NEED IT? 
I have a CD player, DAT machine, synthesizer, 

two sound cards, and a DA7 mixer with optical 
connectors. Apache has definitely simplified my 
life. Send the CD to the DAT? Sure. To the sound 
card's SPDIF optical in? Sure. Send the mixer out 
to two different sets of sound cards? Sure. 

Obviously, not all studios have a lot of light 
pipe cables, and, for them, Apache is overkill. 
But if you find yourself plugging and unplugging 

optical cables often, Apache is worth the bucks. 
The fact that it does its job so well makes it that 
much more useful. • 
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WAVE ARTS TRACKPLUG 
(MAC VST, WINDOWS 
DX/VST, $129.95) 
TrackPlug is a channel strip proces-

sor with up to 10 bands of EQ, com-
pressor, and gate. Each stage of EQ 

can have any one of seven respons-
es ( ncluding parametric), and the EQ 
as a whole can go pre- or post-com-

pressor. Controls are pretty much 
standard, aithough there's a useful 

"band" control that disables a band 

without deleting — good for compar-
ing how different sands affect the 

sound. 
The compressor is also straight-

forward, but complete, with parame-

ters for knee, makeup gain on/off, 

attack, release, peak or RMS detec-

tion, and look-ahead on/off and time 

(1, 2, or 5 ms). The superb metering 

keeps you apprised of input signal 

level, the amount of compression and 

gating being applied, and the output 

peak and average levels. 

Installation is simple; you can 
download a tine- limited demo ver-

sion, which creates a machine ID 

number. To buy the plug-in, go to the 

web site, provide the ID, submit your 

form of payment, and a serial number 

cornes back to nlock full operation. 

TrackPlug :s efficient, transparent-

sounding, clean, and a real workhorse 

for vocals, bass. guitar, drums — you 

name it. It comes with 47 useful presets, 
but you'll have no trouble creating your 

own, as the interface is quite intuitive. 
Read the manual anyway, as there are 

some useful shortcuts 

and tricks. 
If you use Cubase 

SX or other programs 

that already have 
decent channel strips, 

you don't really need 
TrackPlug, but with 

programs such as 

Sonar, Vegas Video, 
Acid, etc., TrackPlug 

is a welcome, cost-

effective addition. The 
more I use it, the more I like it— and I'm 

using it a lot. Check out the demo at 

www.wavearts.com. 

ANWIDA SOFT CXIV 
COMPRESSOR (WINDOWS 
VST, $69) 
There are many different types of com-

pressors, from those that add "charac-

ter" and "coloration" to the sound, to 
those that try to leave no distinguish-

ing marks other than reduced dynamic 
range. The CX1V falls in the latter cat-

egory. Even at fairly extreme settings, 

a lot of times you don't know for sure 

that it's working — until you bypass it. 
Controls are the usual: threshold 

(with a light that indicates signal 

above threshold), attack, release, 
compression ratio (variable in small 

steps from 0.8:1 to 20:1), output gain 

(there's no auto makeup gain func-
tion), hard/soft knee, and look-ahead 

on/off. Metering consists of an input 
level and output level meter; to the 

right of this is a display that shows 

CX1 VM:=221:( 

*DOVE 

the value of the currently selected 

parameter. It's an obvious, simple 
interface. 

For best results, you want to hit the 

CX1V hard enough so that the input 

signal reaches the full dynamic range. 

The look-ahead function means you 
can set attack times of 0 ms to catch 

transients without any nasty pops. 
Although there's no limiter function 

per se, I came pretty close by choos-

ing 20:1 compression, look-ahead on, 

0 ms attack, and a threshold set high 
enough to just catch the hottest 

peaks. This brought up the low-level 
sounds in a satisfying way, while 

holding the peaks well under control. 

What's most impressive about the 
CX1V is the transparency. This is not a 

compressor that encourages "squash-
ing"-type special effects, but you can 

easily restrict the dynamic range of 
everything from individual instruments 
to program material while retaining a 

very natural sound. 

Like their reverb (reviewed 

January 2002), the CX1V is unpre-
tentious and clean. It won't win any 

awards for bells and whistles, but if 
you crave a quality compressor, 

check out the demo of this fine plug-

in. www.anwida.com  

FXPANSION VST-DX 
ADAPTER 4.0 (WINDOWS, 
$60) 
VST-DX Adapter was the first "wrap-

per" that allowed VST devices to 
work with DirectX only programs. 
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IN REVIEW 

VS .1- Plug- In Configuration 

VST plug-in 
Arnpktube 
ANWIDA Soft CX1V 
AutoPan 
84 
B4fx 
Choirus2 
DeanComp 
Externalizer 
FM7 
FM 7fx 
Freeverb2 
halion 
Hematohm_vst2win 
Kontakt 
Leveler 
Lexicon PS P42 
Lexicon PSP42m 
MasterVerb 

Enabled ' Instal as DM km! 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y Y 

fj Enable as DX plug-in 

F7 Configure as DXi synth 

r Do not intercept NRPNs 
17 Force stereo operation 

▪ Use fixed-size buffers 

Detads... 

External MIDI control 

C Off 
6' Controllers 

C NRPNs 

Editor size pl 
Editor size (Y) 

OK 

OK 

Version 4.0 allows VST instruments 

to show up as DXi2 devices in 
Cakewalk, including multiple outputs 

and the ability to "grab" the project 

tempo for tempo-synched functions. 
Other new functions allow external 

MIDI automation of effects parame-
ters, improved operation with the 

Mackie UAD-1 and TC PowerCore 

DSP cards, and support for DX8 
envelope automation. (Note: A $30 
"Lite" version is available that doesn't 
support instruments or automation.) 

The download is mercifully short 

— around 160K. Installation involves 
running the VSTConfig program, 

which searches your VST plug-ins 

folder (or folders) and "registers" the 
various instruments and processors. 

There are some options, mostly 

involving how to display the plug ins 

in DirectX applications and handling 

of NRPN parameter automation. All 
of this is explained in the brief, help-

ful documentation file. 

After configuring, you can further 
modify the plug-in's properties. The 

screen shot shows the setup 

for HALion: Note that it 

allows external MIDI control 

from standard controllers, 

and specifies a fixed editor 

screen size so that even if 

HALion opens up in the 

smaller Macro screen, you 

can switch over to the other, larger 
screens without having them limited to 

the initial screen size. 

Compared to DirectiXer (reviewed 
September 2002), VST-DX costs 

about $ 10 more, but feels more solid 
with soft synths. The user interface 
isn't as unified as DirectiXer, but 

with either program, once it's set up 
you pretty much forget about it until 

you add more plug- ins. Fortunately, 
both programs offer demos so you 

can evaluate how they work with 
your system and particular set of 

plug- ins. 

I've used VST-DX since v3.0, and 

its transparency to the system has 

always amazed me; I can't detect 

added latency, and reliability has been 
outstanding (except for the occasional 

buggy plug, which isn't Fxpansion's 

fault). It's also updated frequently to 
insure compatibility with the latest 

plugs. If you have a DirectX-only pro-
gram, you're crazy not to take advan-
tage of the VST world too. Find out 

more at www.fxpansion.com. 

OHM FORCE HEMATOHM 1.1 
(W1NDOWS/MAC/BEOS 
VST, DX, $59) 
Ohm Force makes truly great, truly 
twisted plug- ins; they've been my 

"secret weapon" on sample CDs when 
I want to elicit a "how did you get that 

sound?" reaction. Hematohm is built 
around a frequency shifter, which off-

sets frequencies in a mono or stereo 
signal by a certain number of Hz. This 

wreaks havoc with the harmonic struc-

ture, producing sounds that recall ring 
modulation. 

The amount of offset can be fixed, 
modulated with a multi-waveform LFO 

and/or envelope follower, and 
processed with tempo-synched delay 

(with feedback, of course). But what 
really sets it apart is the automation 

and external MIDI control, which allow 
"playing" the plug-in expressively. 

This isn't a plug-in for everyone, 
and even those with a penchant for 

weirdness won't use it all the time. 

Still, it's a fantastic tool to have in your 
sonic arsenal — especially if you're 

into sound effects, remixing, sample 

library creation, warping voices into 
alien life forms, and the like. Nothing 

else sounds quite like it. Even a sam-
pled guitar string becomes out of the 
ordinary when run through Hematohm. 

The pricing is confusing. $59 ( Expert) 
gets you any one plug-in version; $149 

(Pro Pack) has versions for all platforms 
on one CD; $9.95 (Standard) has 

16- instead of 32-bit resolution, no MIDI 
I/O, and is not licensed for commercial 

use. Like Expert, Standard is download 
only. And to buy, you'll need to navigate 

the annoyingly slow, flash/image-laden 

web site. But it's worth it; Ohm Force 
plug-ins are way-cool for those who 

want a paranormal plug-in experience. 

(You should visit the web site anyway 

so you can download the free 

Frohmage plug-in, which would still be 

cool even if they charged for it.) 
www.ohmforce.com  
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Sam Ash 'Pro' knows all about what dreams are made of. 

For years we've been helping people put together personal 

home studios. Now with Yamaha's AW4416 Professional 

Audio workstatiw, the Moti Series of NIusiz Producton 
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Synthesizers, Motif 7, Motif 8 and the RS700fr Music Production Studio, the dream of 

bE ing able to create CD quality probuctiords in !oil own home rias become a 

reality. And othing makes that reality clearer than a pair of Yamaha 

MSP5 Powered Monitors. Visit the Sam Ash Pro" store nearest you 

and see how Yamaha, world leader in digital music production 

products, and Sam Asb, the nation's best known rame in music 

retail, have partnered to make your dreams come true. 
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New York, Ny 
112) 5E6-110 

AUDIO GROUP 

Miami Lakes, FL 
(30e 626-9231 

Nashville, TN 
(615) 860-7475 

Ccining Soon... 
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Bag End TA6000-R 
Compact Two-Way LoudspEakEr 

Clear, accurate 

sound that 

you can lift 

with on hand 
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The TA6000-R from Bag End is a compact two-

way loudspeaker designed primarily for sound 
reinforcement purposes. Housing a pair of 6.5-

inch cone woofers and a 1-inch-exit compres-

sion driver mounted on a radial horn, TA6000-
R applications include small club PA, home 

theater, AN presentation, under-balcony fill, 

and house-of-worship use. Bag End informed 
us that TA6000-R's are also being employed 

successfully for studio monitoring. Through use 
of the E.M. Long Time-Aligne design, the 

TA 6 0 0 0 - R 

:AG END TA6000-R 

MANUFACTURER: Bag End Loudspeakers, 22272 Pepper Road, 
Barrington, IL 60010 Tel. 847-382-4550. Web. www.bagend.com. 

SUMMARY: Compact, portable loudspeaker for speech and music 
sound reinforcement. 

STRENGTHS: Excellent clarity . Accurate transient response. Horn can 
be rotated for horizontal configuration 

LIMITATIONS: Limited bass response 

PRICE: TA6000-R, $690, TA6000-I, $620 

optimizes driver placement, driver delay, and 

crossover parameters to ensure that sounds 
produced by the individual drivers arrive at the 

listener simultaneously, resulting in increased 

clarity and reduced phase distortion. Since the 

TA6000-R's horn can be removed and rotated, 

it's possible to install the cabinet vertically or 

horizontally with either 80-x60- or 60-x80-

degree dispersion. The TA6000-R's low-fre-

quency response has a 3 dB-down point of 95 
Hz. Bag End suggests addition of one of their 
ELF subwoofers to complement the TA6000-R 

for use in situations requiring high SPLs or 
increased low frequency extension. 

The TA6000-R's cabinet is constructed from 

birch plywood coated with a textured black 
polyurethane finish. A perforated steel grille 
over the front panel protects the drivers. On 

the bottom panel is a stand adapter that allows 

the cabinet to be mounted on any speaker 

stand with a 35-millimeter post. Attachment 

points are provided for use with rigging hard-

ware from Bag End or other manufacturers. 

Weighing in at only 27 pounds, a TA6000-R 

can easily be lifted with a single hand. 
The first thing I noticed about the TA6000-R 

was that the input panel provides five connec-

tors: one dual-banana, two Speakon, and two 

1/4-inch TS (a variation on the design — the 

TA6000-I — provides a barrier strip terminal 
input and does not include the stand adapter). 

The Speakon and 1/4-inch jacks are paralleled 

for daisy-chaining additional speakers, assum-

ing your amp can handle the load. The Speakon 

connectors are wired with only the pin 2 pair 
feeding the TA6000-R's crossover. The pin 1 

pair loops through to the other Speakon jack, 
allowing a single four-conductor cable to be 

used in daisy-chaining the TA6000-R with a 

subwoofer for biamping purposes. 
I used the TA6000-R's on a series of small 



Ar gela has been making music as long as she cal 

remember. 

She has rremories (at age 3) of standing on top of 

the furniture with any mai able "microphone" in hand, 

singing at the top of her lungs. 
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:Se also started lo play the piano at this tender age, 

at first preferri -1g her own :welve-tone composit ons 

lathe works of the mastters. 

Today this sultry songstbes6 records her earthy, 

distinctive corrrositions Ii her basement project 

sudio. She is as :onfor:able in front of the piano 

keyboard. as the .7.onputer keyboard. 

Angela is ,especially proud of the fact that her home 

studio is liCrY/ F2e )f pira:ed software. 

A igela TEylior buys :he software she uses. 

BECOOL! 
buy the software you use 

Fcr more information an Angela Taylor or to learn what yow can do to 
hElp stop scftware copying, visit http://www.be-cool.org. 



AA S Degrees in 
Music Production, Recording 

Technology and Motion Imaging 

Analog & Digital Multitrack Technologies • 5.1 Surround 

Protonls - New Media • Midi • SSL • Hard Disk Recording 

MUSICTECH COLLEGE 
19 Exchange Street East 

Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101 

Nationally recognized.fi lculty 
Accredited the National Association 

of Schools oalusic 

691.291.0177 800•594.99 00 
www.musictech.com 

MusicTech & Musictech College are protected trademarks. 

All students train, hands-on, in cutting edge 
48-track Analog/ Digital Recording Studios that 
feature: 

• SSL • Studer • Otari • Neumann 
• Nest • Neotek • Lexicon • HALT 

Plus... 
• Mac G3/TASCAM Digital Lab 
• Studio Master Mix Down Lab 
• Individual G4 Pro Tools Workstations 
• And Much, Much More! 

No more than 12 students per class - taught 
by award winning professionals. 
Every student completes an internship in the 
industry for graduation. 
Only recording school authorized by 
AvicVDigidesign, T.C. Electronic, WAVES, 
and SIA to certify students in the use of their 
products. 

2300 East Broadway Road 
Tampa, Arizona 85282 

warwaorlioracordinciachootcorn 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECS 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE  95 Hz to 20,000 Hz (-13 dB) 

SENSITIVITY 95 dB at 1 meter for a 1-watt input 

IMPEDANCE  8 ohms 

POWER HANDLING 150 watts continuous, 600 watts peak 

DISPERSION 80 horizontal x 60 vertical (degrees). Horn may be 

rotated for 60 horizontal x 80 vertical coverage 

club gigs along with a OSC PLX3002 
power amp, Mackie CR1604, and 

Soundcraft Spirit M8 mixers. Since 

the TA6000-R accepts such a variety 

of connectors, set up with the 

PLX3002 was quick and easy. The 

TA6000 excels in the midrange — its 
reproduction of vocals is great. 

There's a distinct sense of presence 

and intimacy with voice, but the 

speaker doesn't sound hyped or pro-
duce the tizzy, sibilant high-mid 

peaks characteristic of many HF 

horns. This quality makes the 
TA6000-R a natural for corporate 

meetings where a PA is required to 
amplify the voice of someone who is 

addressing a large conference room. 

The TA6000-R's also make excel-
lent sidefill stage monitors in situa-
tions where monitor requirements 

are mainly vocals plus guitar and/or 
keyboards. Their clean, "immediate" 

vocal range allows performers to 

easily hear their own voices without 

the high-end hype that makes listen-
ing to some speakers a tiring experi-

ence. I experimented with using the 

TA-6000- R's as floor wedges, but 
the angle of the cabinet sides is not 

sufficient to direct the drivers upward 

toward the performer's ears. They 
were much more effective when 

placed on stands at either down-
stage corner with the HF horn just 

below ear height. 
For music purposes, the TA6000-

R isn't going to "rock" your world, but 

I wouldn't expect any speaker of this 
size to do so. The speaker essential-
ly rolls off at around 80 Hz, but, more 

importantly, the TA6000-R doesn't 

bump up the lower-midrange in an 
effort to make you think it's producing 

a lot of low end. That lack of col-
oration is no doubt one of the rea-

sons that the TA6000-R can be suc-

cessfully used as a studio monitor. 

A pair of TA6000's could be used 

as a small, (very) hi-fi PA for a 

lounge or cocktail-hour gig where a 

soloist or duo require amplification 

(electronic piano and voice, for 

example), or for DJ use under similar 

circumstances. I'd hesitate to put a 

whole band mix through a pair of 

TA6000-R's alone, though adding a 

Bag End ELF sub or two would cer-

THE TA6000 
EXCELS IN THE 
MIDRANGE - ITS 
REPRODUCTION 
OF VOCALS 15 
GREAT. THERE'S 
A DISTINCT 
SENSE OF 

PRESENCE AND 
INTIMACY WITH 

VOICE. 
tainly make this possible. 

In spite of their small size the 

TA6000-R's can pump out high SPL's. 

On program material the TA6000-R's 

continuously put out more than 110 dB 

(A-weighted at 1 meter) without any 

evidence of strain. With the addition of 

a pair of ELF subs, two TA6000-R's 
could serve as a great compact DJ or 

live sound rig — one that could be 

moved by a single person yet still get 
yer booty shakin' in a small room. For 

situations where quality and articula-

tion are key concerns, the Bag End 

TA6000-R is a winner. • 



ADIEU 
COMPANY PHONE WEB 'DAGE # 

Aardvark 734-665-8899 www.AardvarkAudio.com 
Acoustics First 888-765-2900 www.acousticsfirst.com 
AKG Acoustics 615-620-3800 www.akgusa.com 
Antares Audio Technologies 831-461-7800 www.antarestech.com 
Audio One 615-341-0056 www.protoolstraining.com 
Audio-Technica 330-686-2600 www.audio-technica.com 
Audix 503-682-6933 www.audixusa.com 
Auralex Acoustics 800-959-3343 www.auralex.com 
AVIOM 610-738-9005 www.aviominc.com 
B&H Photo/Pro Audio 800-947-5518 www.bhphotovideo.com 
be-cool.org www.be-cool.org 
Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW) 877-564-0560 www.bswusa.com 
Brother International 877-4PTOUCH www.brother.com 
Conservatory Of Recording Arts & Sciences 800-562-6383 www.audiorecordingschool.com 
DBX 801-568-7660 www.dbxpro.com 
Digidesign 800-333-2137 www.digidesign.com/HDdealer 
Disc Makers 800-468-9353 www.discmakers.com/eq 
Discrete Drums 800-387-5720 www.discretedrums.com 
Dupco 866-333-8300 www.dupco.com 
Earthworks Audio Products 603-654-6427 www.earthworksaudio.com 
Event Electronics 805-566-7777 www.eventelectronics.com 
Eventide 201-641-1200 www.eventide.com 
Focusrite 866-FOCUSRITE www.focusrite.com 
Frontier Design Group LLC 603-448-6283 www.fronfierdesign.com 
Full Compass 800-356-5844 www.fullcompass.com 
Full Sail 800-226-7625 www.fullsail.com 
Genelec 508-652-0900 www.genelec.com 
Great River Electronics 651-455-1846 www.greatriverelectronics.com 
Hafler 888-423-5371 www.hafler.com 
Just For The Record 866-989-9818 www.justfortherecord.net 
KRK Systems 954-689-8833 www.krksys.com 
Kurzweil 253-589-3200 www.ksp8.com 
LA Recording Workshop 818-763-7400 www.recordingcareer.com 
Mackie Designs 800-258-6883 www.mackie.com 
Manny's Music 866-PROMANNY www.mannysmusic.com 
Mark of the Unicorn 800-258-6883 www.motu.com 
Martinsound 800-582-3555 www.martinsound.com 
Massenburg Labs 615-790-1016 www.massenburg.com 
Mesa Boogie 707-778-6565 www.mesaboogie.com 
Metric Halo 845-831-8600 www.mhlabs.com 
Millennia Media 530-647-0750 www.mil-media.com 
Musician's Friend 800-436-6981 www.musiciansfriend.com 
Musictech 800-594-9500 www.musictech.com 
Neumann USA 860-434-5220 www.neumannusa.com/103eq 
Oasis CD Manufacturing 888-296-2747 www.oasisCD.com 
Omnirax 800-332-3393 www.omnirax.com 
Primal Gear 877-LOV-GEAR www.primalgear.com 
Professional Audio Design 781-982-2600 www.proaudiodesign.com 
Radial Engineering 604-942-1001 www.radialeng.com 
RealTraps 866-RealTraps www.realtraps.com 
Recording Workshop 800-848-9900 www.recordingworkshop.com 
Roland 800-386-7575 www.bossus.com 
Royer Labs 818-760-8472 www.royerlabs.com 
Sam Ash Music Stores 800-4-SAMASH www.samash.com 
Sam Ash Pro 212-586-1100 www.samashpro.com 
Samson 516-364-2244 www.samsontech.com 
Shreve Audio 800-214-9222 www.shreveaudio.com 
Sonic Circus 617-696-9360 www.soniccircus.com 
Steinberg 818-678-5100 www.steinberg.net 
Summit Audio Inc. 831-728-1302 www.summitaudio.com 
Superdups 800-617-3877 www.superdups.com 
Surround Conference & Showcase 2002 212-378-0491 www.surroundpro.com 
Sweetwater Sound 800-222-4700 www.sweetwater.com 
Sweetwater Sound 800-222-4700 www.sweetwater.com 
Sweetwater Sound 800-222-4700 www.sweetwater.com 
Sweetwater Sound 800-222-4700 www.sweetwater.com 
T.C. Electronic 805-373-1828 www.tcelectronic.com 
Tannoy North America Inc. 519-745-1158 www.tannoy.com 
TASCAM/TEAC America 323-726-0303 www.tascam.com/sx1 
TASCAM/TEAC America 323-726-0303 www.tascam.com 
TASCAM/TEAC America 323-726-0303 www.mx2424.com 
TC Works 805-373-1828 www.tcworks.de 
Transamerica Auydio Group 702-365-5155 www.transaudiogroup.com 
Universal Audio 800-258-6883 www.mackie.com/uad-1 
Voyager Sound www.voyagersound.com 
Yamaha Corporation Of America 877-YAMAHA5 www.yamaha.com/proaudio 
Z-Systems 352-371-0990 www.z-sys.com 
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TRUE NORTH PRODUCTIONS 

continued from page 20 

guitar amps, horns, vocalists, or other 
instruments that need both isolation 

and a room sound." 

PRODUCTION NOTES: "We just 
completed a jazz project with piano, 

upright bass, drums, and sax. The 
piano was put dead center in the 

main tracking room and test-miked. 

After trying several combinat.ons, 

AKG C1000's inside the lid and a 

Rode NT4 stereo mic in the room 

provided the percussive, tinkly sound 

the pianist was looking for. The 
upright bass was in the vocal booth 
where we used a U87 (near the f-

hole) into an Avalon mic-pre, as well 

as a direct feed. In the drum room we 
used additional padding to achieve a 
drier, controlled sound for later addi-

tion of ambience. The horn player 

was in a storage room with additional 

padding (blankets) and a '421 close 

to the bell." 

EQUIPMENT NOTES: "Our most 

called-upon gear is a combination of 
outboard and plug-ins. You just can't 

beat the Avalon 737SP for vocals and 
direct instruments such as bass. It's 
an incredibly clean, crisp sound. 

Likewise the Avalon 2022 is called 
upon for similar applications, but due 
to its stereo nature is often used for 
keyboard direct feeds. We use the 
Manley Van-Mu compressor/limiter for 

final compression because of its 

warmth and sweetness. The Empirical 

Labs Distressors are used often in a 

vocal signal chain for color and vin-

tage compressor emulation. The 

Bomb Factory classic plug-ins such as 

the LA-2A, Urei 1176, and Puitec 
EQP1-A are favorites, as are the 

Waves plug-ins such as the gate, 

Renaissance EQ's, and C4 multiband 

parametric compressor." • 

PROCESSING SOUNDS 

1> continued from page 28 

many people use the same plug-ins 

and external devices over and over 

again as part of their "sound." If you 

find yourself doing this, create "tem-

plate" sessions where effects and 

processors are already inserted on 

designated tracks that are ready to 

host incoming instruments, voices, 

etc. Most processors and plug-ins 

also let you create libraries of unique 

presets that can be loaded or edited 
as needed. 

Automating Signal Processors: 
Using a DAW, it's possible to auto-

mate many parameters of processors 

over time. Effect bypass, changing 

presets, the number of echo repeats, 
and lowpass filter frequency are a few 

examples of possible candidates for 

automation. Using the session's 
tempo map, you can program auto-

mated changes to occur in sync with 

the rhythm and tempo of the audio. 

However, not all parameters can be 

automated without glitches. Para-

meters that control volume are usual-

ly safe, whereas those that affect 
delay times (for example) can be 

more problematic. 

Tal Herzberg is a Los Angeles-based pro-

grammer and engineer. His credits include 

the Counting Crows, Vanessa Carlton, 

Christina AguilEra, and the Grammy-award 

winning "Lady Marmalade" remake. 

THE GUITAR 
PICKER'S DREAM 

continued from page 48 

we would have nearly 100 tracks 

going in Nuendo. I pre-mixed all this 
to what were essentially stems sent 
out to 24 outputs, which were then 
brought up in the custom Neve at Air 

Studios. 

We mixed to a Michael Spitz-mod-

ified ATR-100 one-inch two-track as 

well as back to Nuendo through 

Mytech converters. Initially we mas-

tered from the analog one-inch 

because I love the way that machine 

sounds, but for this album we ended 

up mastering straight from the digital 
files. 

Why? 

We were so pleased with the CDs 

that I burned straight out of Nuendo, 
that both Mark and I felt like there 

wasn't any point to change it. The 

analog machine, no matter how good 

a machine it is, is going to add some 

coloration to your mix. Sometimes it's 

an advantage and sometimes not. 

This time the digital won. That's 

what's on the final record. 

What was the biggest challenge 

you faced recording this record? 

This album was so easy in every 

respect. We really had the best time. 
Communication between everybody 

was so good that it just made it great. 

The sounds just seemed to come 
together because everybody was 

pointed in the same direction. 

As we overdubbed, it wasn't a hard 

decision whether or not to add some-
thing, it was the song that dictated 

that. Mark's singing was great! He's 

quit smoking now for about five years. 

He could do things he never could do 

before, and so it was a piece of cake 

for him. His singing was amazing. 
When we got to the mix — 

because as we had been going along 

and doing the overdubs, we were 
tweaking the mix in Nuendo — it was 

pretty much just push up the faders 
and there it was. We didn't use a lot 

of effects in the mix, either. I think at 

most I may have used two reverbs 

and a couple delays. For some of the 

songs I just turned all the effects off 
and there was nothing on there but 

the actual real ambience of the 
recording. I think this will make a 

spectacular surround album because 

of all the additional ambient miking 

that we did...and obviously it's great 

AVALON STUDIOS 

continuEd from page l8 

four of them in a mix," he explains. 

"When I work in other studios that 

have these pieces, there's no guar-

antee that they're going to sound 

right. They may have leaky capaci-
tors, modifications, or the alignment 

may be off. Quite often when I find 

four 1176's in a studio rack, they all 

sound different. It took years of 
using various units to find the ones 

that were outstanding. Every out-

standing example I found I pur-

chased, and it became a part of my 

personal studio." 
"A great advantage of using the 

Mackie UAD-1 Powered Plug- Ins is 

that — when I need extra compres-

sors of this particular family and color 

— I can get the sound and consis-

tency I'm looking for. I could be any-

where, but I know I'm going to get a 

good 1176 out of the UAD-1. It might 

not be quite as amazing as a cherry-
picked vintage unit, but having said 

that — you try and find one!" • 
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PEST FACTOR 

Multiple Grammy award-winning engineer and producer, George Massenburg, has 

combined the elements of his popular G I_ processors— the 8300 pre amp, the 8200 

parametric EQ and the 8900 dynamic 'processor — into the GIVIL 2020, a high 

resolution, discrete single input channel. 

All of GML's Greatest Hits in One Box 

For the name of your local dealer, contact Transamerica Audio Group 
Phone: (702)365-5155 • e-mail: sales@*fansaudiogroup.com 

GEORGE AAASSENBURG LABS 

GML, Li C • Franklin, Tennessee • Phone (615)790-1316 • Fax (615)794-4802 • wwwmassenburg.corn 

Designed by GML • Manufactured by Manley 



GRM TOOLS ST 
continued from page 94 

move it across the frequencies — the 

result is like a wild stepped multi-band fil-

ter sweep. Equalize can be a powerful 

creative tool in addition to serving as a 

standard tone-shaper. As a bonus, each 

of the E0 slider "tracks" is a level meter 

showing the amplitude of that frequency 

band. Nice. 

FREQWARP 
Okay, we're getting out there now. 
FreqWarp "re-arranges" the frequency 

components in a signal; essentially 

you "map" an incoming frequency to a 

different outgoing frequency. The 

manual says "This can result in a rad-

ical change in timbre." No joke! 
You work on the sound graphical-

ly, using the mouse to create "junc-

tion points" and sending input fre-

quencies to output frequencies. 

You're given control over the number 

of frequency bands (up to 1,024), 
smoothing (affects the intensity of the 

frequency transfer), scale (disp!ays 

frequencies using lin-

ear or logarithmic 

scales; the log scales 

let you use more of the 
display for bass fre-

quencies, for exam-

ple), linear or curved 

interpolation between 

frequency points, and 

the quality or resolu-
tion of the output sig-

nal (high- resolution 

requires more CPU 

power). 

So what does it do? 

Amazing stuff. Effects 

range from semi-pitch shift to pseudo-

ring modulation to pitch bend to anar-

chy. With one preset, I was able to 

reduce a pop CD into what sounded 

like rhythmic breathing accompanied 

by clangorous metallic bells; in anoth-

er case, by automating a junction point 

I simulated a vinyl reco•d slowing 

down and speeding up. Other effects 

are simply indescribable. This plug-in 
will really awaken the sound designer 
in you...it's wild. 

Shift lets you pitch shift, ring modulate, or do both together for 

wild, wacky effects. 

461) cLigricEtesigrra, 

TRAINING & EDUCATION 
PROGRAM 

www.protoolstraining.com 

LEVEL 
CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS 

learn pro tools! 
CONDENSED 

• PRO TOOLS WORKSTATIONS FOR EACH STUDENT 

• Pro Tools 101- (3 Days) Hard Disk Basics, 
Files, Recording Modes & Techniques, using 
Fades, Basic Mixing & Editing, etc. 

• Pro Tools 201 - (3 Days) Session 
Management,Navigation, & Control, 
Recording Modes/Techniques,Plug-in usage, 
Automation, Final Mix & Layback, etc. 

1-2 WEEK 
COURSE 

• Pro Tools 210M -(2 Days) -Advanced Music 
Editing, Advanced Mixing, Control Surfaces, 
MIDI tools and techniques, RTAS, HTDM, and 
TDM technologies, etc. 

• Pro Tools 310M & 310 P: (3 Days each) 
focuses on the advanced operation of Pro 
Tools TDM systems for music production and 
the advanced operation of Pro Tools TDM 
systems for post production. 

Our Board of Directors 

includes Craig 

Anderton, Roger 

Nichols. 

Kevin Elson, 

Charles Dye. 

David Frangioni. 

and more. 

Call Today for Tuition, Scheduling & Travel 

Arrangements (rifo or Log On To 
www.protoolstraining.com 

South East Pro Tools Training Center 

Miami: 305-945-1230 
Nashville: 615-341-0056 
ON SITE TRAINING IS AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE. 

SHIFT 
Shift contains two functions, which 

can be used separately or together. 

The "Shift" part is basically a ring 

modulator, adding a constant frequen-

cy to each spectral component. The 

"Scale" part multiplies each spectral 
component by a constant frequency, 

transposing the sound. You're given 
control over the number of bands the 
input signal is split into, and you can 

lock either or both Shift and Scale so 

that you can change one effect with-
out affecting the other. 

The sounds produced range from 
"standard" pitch shifting and ring mod-

ulation effects to unusual combination 

sounds: pitch-shifted ring modulation 

and vice-versa. The results can really 
get out there when you start interpo-
lating using the Super Slider or when 

you quickly change from one preset to 

another. 

MIND TWISTER 
If you're looking for fresh sounds, 

look no further. GRM Tools ST is one 

of the more mind-bending collections 

of plug-ins that I've come across — 

especially when you morph between 

presets and even more so if you start 

automating parameters. I spent way 

too many hours creating interesting 

new sounds from what were original-

ly mundane sound sources. 

At $549 for the bundle, or $249 for 

each plug-in separately, these aren't 

the cheapest processors on the mar-

ket, but they are completely unique. 
And besides being quite useful, they're 

a load of fun to experiment and play 

with. With GRM Tools ST, INA-GRM 

has taken plug-in processing to a new, 
innovative place. • 
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1:=1 Network Luncheons 

MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW FOR 

arillE EVENT OF THE YEAR! 

SURROUND 
Ad ->fr-

The 4th Annual International Surround Conlerence & Showcase 
Decamber 13-14, 2002 • Beverly Hiltcn Hotel • Beverly Hills, CA 

Now Featuring: 

More Training... 
More Master Classes Sessions... 
- More Manufacturer Educationa Demos... 

r=1 
Announcing the 

First Annual Surround 
Music Awards 

SURROUND MUSIC AWARDS 

Conferei 

DVD-A Super Audio CD Film 

DVD-V Broadband Broadcast 

This year, Surround 2002 will hand out the First Annual Surround Music 

Awards, recognizing the Best in Surround Sound Arts arid Sciences. 

The awards were established to honor excellence in the specific field 

of multichannel and high-,escitution music production. 

Deadline for Entries: October 11 

For more information on where and how to enter please visit 

for extended details. 

Gala Award Ceremony to be held on December 13 — Day One of the 
Surround 2002 Conference & Showcase. 

Categories Include 
• Best of Show 
• Best Additional Features 

• Best Mix: Non-Orchestral 

• Best Mix: Orchestral 

• Most Adventurous Mix 
• Best Made-for-Surround Title 
• Best Hi- Res Stereo-Only Program 

• Best Standard Resolution Title 

▪ Best Menu Design 

Best Concert Video 
- Best Multichannel Reissue 

•  • Setting Up Your Surround Studio 

Network Luncheons at Surround 2002 - Your chance tc meet and talk one-on-one 

with the most knowledgeable ard influential prpfessiorais in the Surround Sound 

industry. Now Only S50 eac`i day or both days FREE as pat of the complete 

conference ticket. 

Complete Conference Fee is $395 (includes both days' lu.ncnes) 

Medl, Sponsors: 

11,1116.10J§Efo „,, 
o toot 10 gate* w 

swum ix).11 xi MED e 
10NUW 

prosound cre. Bilikoard Ee 1;7gleMS SfirektPeerfre 

Register for Surround 2002 

before December 1 and receive 

FREE the DVD q Up 

- Everything 

You Need to Know to Start 

Mixing in Surround Now! 

IESCREEN 

For more information visit www.sirroundpro.con 
For sponsorship opportunities, contact: Margaret Sekelsky, (212) 378-0491, rnsekelsky@uemedia.com 
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EAST WEST JOEY KRAMER 
continued from page 91 

snare, hi-hat to kick, etc. Generally 

this isn't an issue, and really has to be 

considered part of what makes this 
library sound so authentically "Aero-

smith" rock 'n' roll, but it can make it 

challenging to cut and paste sections 

of loops around. You'll have to be 
careful of which sections you choose 

so that you don't get, say, crash cym-

bal bleed pasted into a section where 
there is no crash cymbal hit. 

Incorporating the individual drum 

samples is also easy — pretty much 

the same thing we're all used to 

doing with other drum sample 

libraries. There is one catch: 
Kramer used a number of different 

drums to track the loops. It's not 
indicated in the documentation 

which drums were used where, so 

finding a sample that matches the 

drums used in a given loop is 

tedious — and in the fill samples, 

you may not be able to match the 

loop drum sounds. I found that in 
the context of creating songs and 

layering other tracks on top of the 
drums, I could get away with using 
the occasional non-matching drum 
without it being a problem. 

Having the tracks arranged into 
multitrack form makes it a joy to 
assemble songs. You can easily 

pick and choose the loops you 
want, balance tracks as you see fit, 

and really customize the drums to 

your liking. You can also EQ and 
process the individual tracks sepa-

rately, which is a big benefit. 

Further, you can choose to limit the 

number of tracks used to match the 

sound and size of the drums to 

your music. In some cases, all I 

used were the kick, snare, and 

room tracks — that's all that was 

needed to get the musical effect 
that I wanted. 

It probably goes without saying, 

but the loops are all expertly played, 
with excellent feel. Kramer recorded 

to a click, so tempos are constant, 

but his trademark groove still comes 

across in spades. Almost immedi-

ately upon opening the first Pro 

Tools session, I was inspired to grab 

my Les Paul and Marshall and start 

jamming along. About as close to 

actually playing with Aerosmith as 

I'm likely to come! 

For those after rock n' roll drum 

tracks, but who don't have the room, 

gear, or — most important — the 

expert drummer, this library is a god-

send. The sounds are great, the vari-
ety and flexibility of the loops is 

broad, and the feel and vibe is out-

standing. Go for the WAV or Pro 
Tools multitrack version if you can — 

the added flexibility they provide is 

well worth the extra bucks. um 

FNP AUDIO RNP8380 
continuEd from pagE 98 

run my levels more conservatively 

anyway. A couple dB don't make 

much difference in the real world, 
and there is an advantage to repeat-

able settings. If it really bugs you, put 

a variable-gain device in the insert 

loop. 

THE SOUND 
The company readily notes that the 
RNP is relatively noisy compared to 

many mic pres — the EIN is quoted as 

—120 dB. Ignoring the fact that I would 
have loved to have something that 
good at this price when I first got into 

recording, for most applications the 
extra 6 dB or so of EIN isn't going to 
spoil a session. 

Compared to my other preamps, 
the high-frequency performance 

stood out, particularly with dynamic 

mics. I suspect this is a combination 

of the input stage not loading the 
mic, and the amp's high gain-band-

width product (GBP). The highs 

aren't brittle — the effect is more like 
the clarity you get from a slight high-

end lift from a good EQ. The low end 

was tight; other preamps sounded 
slightly muffled by comparison. One 

tube pre held its own against the 

RNP because it has a "sweet," 
desirable coloration, but the RNP 

was more accurate. 

If you're looking for a colored, 

"creamy," or "warm" sound, the RNP 

won't give it to you. But it will pre-

serve whatever you put into it, 

retaining both clarity and "punch" 

without adding anything significant 

of its own. Like the RNC, the RNP 

impresses with both performance 

and price. • 



ROGER NICHOLS 
continued from page 128 

is some loss in quality when using AC-

3. Only 48k is supported. AC-3 is used 

for surround audio tracks on DVD. All 
DVD players and receivers contain 

AC-3 decoders. 

2. DTS also compresses 5.1 chan-
nels of audio into a continuous stream 

of bits. DTS uses a higher data rate. 
For 48k the choices are 1,536k or 768k 
bits per second. At 44.1k the data rate 

is fixed at 1,234k bits per second. DTS 

96/24 allows even higher quality audio 
to be compressed. DTS is used for sur-
round tracks on DVD and on DTS-
CDs. DTS is available on newer DVD 

players and receivers. 96/24 DTS will 
playback as 48k on decoders that don't 

support 96/24 DTS. 
3. MLP is a loss-less compression 

scheme. That means there is no loss 

in audio quality when compressed 
with MLP. MLP is used for any chan-

nel configuration from mono to 5.1 
surround. Audio files can be 16-, 20-, 

or 24-bit with sample rates from 44.1k 
to 96k. MLP is used on DVD-A discs. 

All DVD-A players will decode MLP. 

The final audio choice is no com-

pression. DVD discs can contain 

stereo audio at 48k with a bit depth 
from 16 to 24 bits. DVD-A can accept 

un-encoded audio files from 16 to 24 

bits, and from 44.1 to 192 kHz. 192 

kHz is reserved for stereo audio only, 
as anything else will exceed the max-

imum bit rate. 

Make sure you always play back 
the audio after you have encoded it. 

One reason is to make sure that you 
didn't place an audio file in the 

wrong channel. When you're encod-

ing 20 songs each with six audio 
files, it can get pretty hairy. If you 
don't have a professional decoder 

you can connect digital audio from 

your DAW to the digital in of a sur-

round receiver. This will work for 
everything except MLP. For MLP 

you will need to burn a DVD-A and 

play it back in a DVD-A player. So 
far there is no other choice. 

Now that we have the audio 

straightened out, it is time to author a 

DVD-A with a companion video zone 
thaf will play on a regular DVD player. 

Last month I reviewed Disc Welder 

CHROME from Minnetonka Audio. 

CHROME will take care of all your 

DVD-A needs, and will even import 
the files for the video zone. The video 

zone files must be authored in a DVD 
authoring program. The problem is 

that DVD authoring programs and 
DVD players are designed primarily 

for movies with sound, not for sound 

with some picture menus. It becomes 

a giant pain to get everything just 
right on the DVD side. 

You want to be able to have still 

pictures during the songs to show you 
which song you are playing, allow you 
to select another song and skip to it, 

switch between DTS, PCM, and AC-3 
while the song is playing, and not 

have any clicks between songs if you 
are playing the DTS track. This is 

such an ugly job that I am going to 

have to tell you how to do it next 

month, after I figure it out! 

Roger has been performing too long 

without a safety net. One too many lines 

of DVD scripting could plunge him into 

the abyss. 

Anyone who has 
heard it knows ... 

VT-2 Dual-Channel 

Vacuum Tube 
Microphone Preamplifier 

VT- I Simile-Channel also available) 

D.W. FEARN 
II Ntl4 R 11,1 ED 
PROITT,MON I. 
OE( °SIDING EQUIPMENT 

610-793-2526 
(Fax 610-793-1479) 

PO Box 57 • Pocopson, PA • 19366 • U.S.A. 

www.dwfearn.com 

NEW RATES IN EFFECT 

BEGINNING JANUARY 1st 

FOR THE MARCH ISSUE. 

LOCK IN YOUR 2002 

RATES NOW! 

_ it4MG11 

SHOPPER 

AL , PLUS FREE E. ADHESIVE! 
MARKERFOAM - ACOUSTIC FOAM 
'fie j, -i- 01 GIANT 54" x 54" 

- 1-0-- Immediate Shipping 

S3d 9I., Now $29.99. KILL NOISE QUICK! 
ifile • . 2' L, • .. Now $19.9b • 3 ,., dii 

Ad' • High perlormance super high density 
Markerloam. EL nrount. Blue or gray. Super-etlective sound absorp-
tion proven in studios worldwide. Manterloam otters superb value & 
loues polis', er t q-airest' ara duvets Guide specs X hee sartVes today. 

MARKERTEK JUMBO 
L SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 

„...,. , • ., _....,, Heavy (Hi • 
svh,...... , T• , I.• r 11111 , IC.Ip1,0 

.X.... -.. I aaulous 'or stage shhho and ILlu . SI.: lup tri.tesslon 
al quality at a super saver price' Weight. 6 lbs Black $19.99 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES" 
HIGH PERFORMANCE — LOW LOW COST!!! 
America's best acoustic tile value tii........„; 
only from Markertek! ,ribieurnmene 
$3.49 per We, 16"x16"x2", charcoal or blue :1111.111mehum.: 

milmegeromi:' $4.49 per tile. 16x16x3", charcoal or blue _ ____________ 
$5.49 per ; ee. 16"x16"x‘r. charcos? 

MARKERSTIK' FOAM ADHESIVE 'enebulorfflmii 
FREE with Soy Main puich&,i, iii this ail? 

I imited otter A $4.00 per tube value 

v„. . 

- ->" r ' k l 

SONEX 
All the colors, styles and  sizesplus great prices! 

FREE .,..„,,„:„ 
an,que catalog featuring 328 pages of over 

• AO exclusive and hard-lo-find supplies for Pro Audio. 

meigreiERTEK"'' 
VIDEO SUPPLY 

4 High St., Box 397, Saugerties. NY ( USA) 12477 

800-522-2025 • Fax: 914-2461757 • PAM markertek.com 
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CATEGORIES 

EOUIPMENT DEALER 
ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS 

MASTERING 
TALENT AGENCIES 

VOCALS 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
RECORDING SERVICES 
RECORDING STUDIO 

COVERS / CASES Er RA06 
SCHOOLS 

INSTRUMENTS 
CATALOG 

CAREER MARKETPLACE 
MUSIC STORE 

TRAINING / TUTORIALS 
DUPUCATION / REPUCATION 

EQUIPMENT DEALER 

consoles & studio furnishings 

www.argosyconso1e.com 
800.315.0878 573.348.3333 

Midi-store.com. Great prices, service and support 
for software, computer interfaces, sound cards .ind, 

of course, midi gear. Http://www.midi-s-tore.com. 

(845) 469-5115 10am - 6pm 

EVERY MAJOR BRAND OF EVERYTHING. 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF MUSICAL 

GEAR IN STOCK. 

ALTO MUSIC 
Guitars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers, 
drums, pro sound, new & used. One cf 
the largest selections in the country. 

We ship everywhere. 
(845) 692-6922 • Altomusic@Altomusic.com 
180 Carpenter Ave., Middletown, NY 10940 

Ask for Uncle Freddy - He loves Ya! 

VISIT US ONLINE! 

www.EQMAG.com 

New, Used end Vintage Recording Equipment 
Say • 5•11 • trade 

API. Neve. Fairchild, Manley, Cluested, Urei 
Pultec. Neumann. Lang, Studer, and More! 

www.odysso • rosound.com 
Tel( 978 744-2001 Fax: 978 744-7224 

ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS 

Introducing the all-new 
Auralex Designer Series... 

Auralex Performance... 

Auralex Value... 

Great NEW Look! 

"Auralex 
.ecou.etic.st 

www.auralex.com 
‘.. 1-800-959-3343 

Auralex Acoustics: Your Studio. Your Sound. Our Passion. 

AcousticsFirstm 
Toletl 

tr Fi fl   

Full product line lor sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

S1LEN 17113) FAX 
INFO 

(413) 694-2377 

SEs NoPaluck St, Norlhernplon, MA01062 

ORDER ( 800) 583-7174 
info@(.11entsource.com weww.silentsource core_ 

Acousticore Fabric Panels - Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • ASO. Tube Traps 
Silence VVallcovering • WhisperVVedge 
Merlaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex - Sound Quilt 

TIMM TTECII\OLOGIEs 

bIUSER PANELZ—e--
WAVE-FORMS ACOUSTIC PANELS 

800-449-0845 
v,ww.viorantec h .com 

INC 

1111 
:,OUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 10 years of reducing 
sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MDL 102126S 
(8 5 X10 5 ) 

15 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 

New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non-parallel) 

tmmediate Shipping! 

www.whisperroom.com 
PH: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

FOR EO SUBSCRIPTIONS 
CAL_ s2I2) 378-0449 

MASTERING 

DRT Mastering 
ty 4nsc.g a s• 

You wil 113» the fat, demise mo¡or-label 
sound that sells discs... or the work is free. 
Custom gear. First-class results. Free 16-pg brochure 

800-884-2576 www.drtmastering.com 

TALENT AGENCIES 

"LOOKING FOR A RECORD DEAL???" 
Gettng 8,98.-•d Is very lard to dc B . t we will pet the record deal 

you a, eoleng for, Geiranteed Sentce. Call now to recete your 

FREE intcrrantion 

Talent 2000 

800-499-6395 

AMU, 

',octant< pi AsTERIN G Mewl, 

asuenan  AWESOME SOUND 

Linea, 

F7sound à vision 813-991-4117 
www.F7sound.com 

VOCALS 

SINGERS! MIZE( 
Unlimited Free Backgrounds 
from Original Standard Recordings! 
Thompson Vocal Eliminator"' 
VE-4 Free Brochure (Demo 
24 Hour Demo/Into Line , 
(770)482-2485 • Ext28 
LT Sound Dept EQ1 7980 LT ParkwayLithonia, l58 

Internet www.LTSouncl.com 
Better Than Karaoke For Over 25 Years! 
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

CALi run' ;dud. lieu t!1:11!'ef 

All our Tube and Discrete Products 

Mono Tube 
100-G 91 

RECORDING SERVICES 

Steno Tube 
300-G 131 

US Recording Media 
Distributors for the entire Quantegy 
product line- audio and video. 

Hard to find recording accessories from 

Xedit, Quantegy, and American Recorder. 

Ultra low pricing and fast shipping. 

DAT, ADAT, DA8, Open Reel, CDR, DVDR 

For secure ordering 24 hrs a day: 

Toll Free. 1-866-231-TAPE www.usrecaidingstudio.com 

RECORDING STUDIO 

Founded in !976 Award Winning 
Tools SADiE (((rureSounD)))' an ley Lkawmer 
evin Cedar 

mite TÇ hi,ck, 1.1i_v or M:-;tet-
UREI Waves PC/.«/'.% 

Apogee 
arn %piles in MAUI, HI 

Neumann B&W puresounclud.com 

COVERS / CASES E7 RACKS 

OIVINIRAX 
FUR \II71JRE 

Synergy 
pratessoonni console .sfrattes, 

F' 1792 5.9.441115 CA94965 
WX, .32 3393 O.neuus 415 332 3392 94,14415 sazzeur 

wuras. con few, oteew.rax.caa 

SCHOOLS 

media/DigitatiVideo/Film 
Radio/TV/Sports/News/)j/Talk Show 
No Experience Required 

On- the-job-training 
in teal major Recording 
Studios & Radio/TV Stations 
Part-time,nights,weekends 
Call recorded info line for FRE E Video 

1 800/295-4433 
wwvilliblingconnection.com 

INSTRUMENTS 

w u dio) 
tee& 

.corn 
complete music store online! 

www.proaudiomusic.com 800-225- 1403 

Buy and Sell musical instruments and gear at 
www.instrumentexchange.com - The Internet's 

hottest new auction site. Don't get bogged 

down with other general auctions that are not 

exclusively devoted to your passion, musical 

instruments and gear. Bid on a large selection 

of Behringer, Roland, Mackie, and many more. 

Do you have a Behringer, Roland, Mackie, 

or other brand item to sell? List it at 

www.instrumentexchange.com - it is FREE to list. 

CATALOG 

FREE Guide 
Saves You Time and Money! 
Contact us today: 1-800.468-9353 
www.discmakers.comieq infoAiscmakers.com 

DISC MAKERS 

CAREER MARKETPLACE 

Join the best staff in pro audio. 

d I'm ruinning my own 
pro audio speciality shop. 

-Bra. Lamy, Senor Sabs 

As a Sales Engineer for Sweetwater my client 
list includes some of the world's leading audio 
professionals and musicians. I work one-on-one with 
them to insure they rave the right equipment for their 
needs and I'm backed up by the finest Service and 
Support in the business. 

It's time to turn your knowledge 
into a rewarding career! 
• Outstanding compensation 

• Excellent benefits inctiding 401K and 

health insurance 

• Dynamic, fast-pac.:-icf environment. 

Contact Kristine Haas, 
Sweetwaters Director of 
Human Resources. 
at (800) 222-470C, ext. 1050 
for a confidential Mien/ ew. 

E•335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 
FAX (260) 432-8176 
Sweetwater corn 
careers@sweetwater cm 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

MUSIC STORE 

Ask Other Musicians! 

grandma's 
800-444-5252 
grandmas. corn 

TRAINING / 111TORIAIS 

XERECORDING ENGINEER 
ef. *. TRAIN AT HOME With 

[ny Home- Study p. Peal Paining In ee 
laultlArAck RocoorlIng. Jo, our success1.1 

working grsduatotorbuilrlyour own studio 

F.rr INFORMATION. 
indle Waite( i of America 

i,i 16, A.r Je Swam CA 94121 

Or viel us Al www.audIo nstdote.corn 

DUPUCATION / REPLICATION 

THE GATE SUCCESS! 
—>The Gate has unbeatable: 

GRAPHIC DESIGN • CD MANUFACTURING 
MASTERING • MUSIC MARKETING 
CD SAMPLERS • PROMOTION 

-'The Gate gives yofej 
REAL INDUSTRY PROMOTION SERVICES 

MADE IN THE U.S.A. PRODUCTS! 
A GREAT EXPERIENCE 
KEYS TO SUCCESS 

800-655-1625 

WWW.GATEM EDIA.COM 

HEY LOOK! 

WE'RE ON THE WEB! 

Toll Free All Formats! 
800-538-2336  -  Best Prices! 

Itscoecleng Suppipp 

DUPUCATION / REPLICATION 

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.CONVERSIONMEDIA.COM 

CD - R DUPLICATION 
100 CD's $1.39 ea. 

With Color Inserts 1.99 ea. ( 2 Page & Tray ) 

Price Includes, CD - R, DuplicatIon. 

(lÍt 4th CR—EAL-t1Ó1j)  Therma l Imprinting. Jewell 8". 
, DUPLICATION Inserting of cover, & Shrinkwrapped 

\.„..,__=,"/-? (936) 756-6861 

PROD T ONS 100 FULL RETAIL READY CDS $244.001 
UCI  

611.11161161MIMIll Includes 4/0 Full Color Cover and 4/0 Full Color Traycard, Assembly and Shrunk Wrap, 

Quality CD Duplication 50 to 500 copies in 24 to 48 hours! 
VISIT US ON THE WEB 

www.elsproductions.com 1-800-927-3472 
Call for more info or free sample packet 

WITH OVER 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE & IN-HOUSE FACILITIES, WE'LL PRODUCE 
YOUR CD, VINYL & CASSETTE PROJECT WITH THE EXCELLENCE IT DESERVES! 

C11113 
CD PACKAGE: 'NEW PRICE! 

INCLUDES: ORIGINATION • 1-COLOR 1-PAGE BOOKLET 
AND TRAY CARD' • 1-COLOR CD LABEL IMPRINTING' 

• JEWEL BOX & SHRINK WRAP • QUICK TURNAROUND 
• from your prinlYeody film (in Romnbo's specs) 

1000 
CD PAC KAGE: 

NEW PRICE! 

$1099 

INCLUDES ORIGINATION • FULL COLOR 4-PAGE BOOKLET' 
(INSIDE B&W) and 4-COLOR TRAY CARD' • 

2-COLOR LABEL IMPRINTING' • 
() JEWEL BOX & SHRINK WRAP • QUICK TURNAROUND 

' from your print ready film (in Roinbo's specs) 

ASK FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkeley St. • Santa Monica,CA 90404 • ( 310) 829-3476 

Fax: 310 828-8765 • www.rainborecords.corn • info • rainborecords.com CID 

One Source for CDs, printing, packaging & more. 

1.877.237.7377 
CRS MediaCurp 

Also Offering Graphics & Mastering 10% OFF first order with this ad! 

CDs • CD-ROM • CD-R • SHAPED CDs • AUDIO CASSETTES 

_J 

NEED CDs? 
the choice is 

YSTALCLEAR 
DISC ÉS, TAPE 

erience for over 30 years 

-scoco-seco-coco -7 3 
visit us at www.crystalclearcds.com 

DIGITAL MASTERING • ART DESIGN • PRINTING • PACKAGING 

GET YOUR AD IN EQ CLASSIFIEDS! 
CALL JOANNE (650) 513-4376 

www.tapes.com 
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DUPLW_ATION / - • 110N 

AMERICAS' 81ST 0 PIOUII nos in4 
WOO CM Only $1299.00 Includes: 

• Full color booklets • design • film • grass master 
• shrinkwrap • color on disc • priority proofs 
• 'ree overruns • free baroode • 'Est turn around' 
,-,u3cturec by a . 

100 CD's Only $299.00 Includes: 

*Full color booklets • furl color on disc • design 
• shrinkwrap • priority proofs • free barcode 
• Ready in 5 days! 

ELECare.4 

800-36751384( rya-
wweelectricdisc.com veer— 

"t`e 

CD duplication 
Guaranteed ; ReliablelFlighust Quality! 

• 

loo 
Retail Ready 
Promo Packages ,jiY 

Toll Free 888-673-2615 
www newenglandcd com 

New England 

Compact Disc 
A 0.viSlort of New England Digital Media, Inc. 

Life is already 

complicated enough: 

Simplify your 

CD manufacturing. 

l e' M USIC 
M ANUFACTURING 
S ERVICES 

The most corn! lete and cost effective 

CD, cassette and vinyl sarvices 

under one roof. 

I -800-MMS-4CDS 
www.mmsdi -:.>cF.com 

MIMIC MADE .simpu 
Since 1988 

46 PRODUCTIONS 
25 CDRs - $45 / 50 CDRs - $88 

100 CDRs - $150 / 200 CDRs - $290 
ASK ABOUT OUR »MOM 1011 ASCAP 
Ron CD ce CDR ma 4tr Ineudes C DR e jewel box wIth lee 
pnn.Ing on CO label %Jcl $35 for tier dr dial master .$55 te 
analog master . Orders must be prep.:I Sleptng not Included 

42W557 Hawk Circle, St Charles, IL 60175 
Phone: (800) 850 M23 • E-mail: info@46p.eom 

Visit Our Web Page at: htip://www.46p.com 

Mew.-

TALK' 
BEING 

Mt!) REPLICATION 

HUMAN 

OASIS° DUPLICATION 01-+ERS: 

• Innovative Packaging, including the 

revolutionary Oasis Jewel-Free Bo \ 

• Free Radio Promotion on our 

OASISSAMPLEr CD compilations 

re, National Distribution of your CD 

to Major Retail & Internet Chains 

• The industry's best reputation for 

quality, for 12 years running 

[ e•OASISeel 

CD ctr CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 

We do what a label does 
For you. 

See our display ad on thaw, 73 

(888) BY-OASIS (8881296-2147) 

info@oasisCD.com 
www.oasisCD.corri 

816 Fifth Avenue 
Pittspurgh, PA 15219 

DIGITAL DYNAMICS AUDIO IN, 

D CD Mastering and Replication 
o Cass. Mastering & Replication 
o Digital Audio Post Production 
O CEDAR Sonic Restoration 

de 
Fvu4ervice. oDigital House 

http:// .4ddai.cm 1-800-444-D I 

AUDIO CD & CASSETTE 
25 CDR's $299ea/ 100 CDR's $1.79ea 

1000 CD's $890.00 

www.acdc-cdr.corn 
818.762.ACDC (2232) 

enelv Ruerds  
000 Retail CDs as low as! 

C_J 
kolorct,ti met Id tiaf [sedan 

Wax cc, el Ise« tra cat sap 

,s pap..' 
5 panel i•  traycar, on gloss paper 

• n—ert on , Icrp.' 
) 

• up to 6 olor ores .ed cd 
• jewel ca.,/ and ,,oly wrap 

• all lirn & leap 
•rlr over 11,115 

• no set up fees it you supply 
graphics on ch., le our specs 

$560 $ 199 
'cobra:new ot.te, pear 153 ix Iola at, ' 

Meallabeilequeletem DM III tadvalkalter 

cassettes. cd. dvd. mastering, posters, postcards. 
business cards graphic design, barcodes 8 more! 

We will beat any of our competitors prices on CDs, CDR, DVD 5. 
cassette packages by as much as 5%. Call for details! 

ick ‘,ustomers 
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Want the best Indira music on the web? 
Visit our new website and get more sales! 
WWVV. clickcdsto r. corn  

OUR CD'S ARE 
BETTER a CHEAPER! 

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC • 1 800 421 8273 
www.progressIvecds.cam 
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Complete CD Packages in Just 7-10 Days! 

Newsong Media redefines the standard for speed ti the 

replication Industr "vie a 7-10 working day 

turnaround at no extra charge.* 
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GO MOTU NATIVE 
The MOTU 2408mk3 recording system with DSP-driven mixing and monitoring 

opens a world of new possibilities for your MOTU native desktop recording studio. 

The New Power Mac G4 
Dual-processor heaven for Digital Performer. All models. 

1 or 2MB of DDR Level3 Cache per processor. 
System bus speeds up to 167MHz. 
Don't make Digital Performer sing. 

Make it scream. 

MOTU Digital Performer 3.1 
Unlimited undo that remembers everything you've ever 
done to a project, since the moment you first created it. 
Customized track grouping that lets you choose what to 
group. REX file import and Acid-style loop building. 

Audio workstation technology at its finest. 

The Now MOTU 2408mk3 
Expandable to 96 channels of 24-bit 96kHz recording. 
DSP-driven mixing and monitoring with the same 

near-zero latency performance as today's latest digital 
mixers — and no processor drain on the host computer. 
Connect all your synths, sound modules, drum machines 
and effects processors and mix it all from your computer 
desktop. The latest breakthrough in native audio recording. 

Raciikal SAC 2.2 
Completely redesigned. Smoother faders. Higher resolution 
encoders. Dozens of enhancements made specifically for 
DP3. The Radikal Technologies Software Assignable 

Controller gives you automated, touch-sensitive mixing. 
The ultimate hands-on experience for Digital Performer. 
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Antares 'cantos 1-0 
The company that gave you AutoTune, the holy grail 
of pitch correction, now brings you kantos: the world's 
first audio controlled synthesizer. Use your voice (or any 
other monophonic source) to play, shape, warp, bend, 
convolve or otherwise control the powerful kantos 

synthesis engine in ways you never thought possible. 
Or feed it rhythmic loops for truly mind-bending results. 
And you can play kantos directly into Digital Performer. 

This changes everything. 

Waves Native 3_5 
Waves, the most sought-after plug-ins for Digital Performer, 

have just undergone the most sweeping performance 
enhancements ever in Version 3.5. Enjoy support for DP3's 
fully symmetric multiprocessing, sample-accurate automation, 
96k1-1z operation, and optimizations that allow you to run 
dozens more Waves plug-ins simultaneously. Available in 
various-sized bundles at numerous price points, including 
the Platinum Native bundle (shown). With 25 plug-ins, it's 
an amazing value and covers the full spectrum of audio tools. 

Waves 3.5 is native processing in full glory. 

Spectrasonics Stylus 
Stylus is a breakthrough native virtual plug-in instrument 
for Digital Performer from renowned developer Spectrasonics 
that integrates a massive 3GB arsenal of incredible Groove 
Control- activated loops and unique drum sounds, with 
a powerful user interlace for shaping and creating your own 
grooves. Features all NEW sounds, over 1,000 new remix 
grooves by acclaimed producer Eric Persing, elastic Tempo, 
Pitch, Pattern and Feel with Groove Control', killer live 

percussion loops, thousands of cutting-edge drum samples 
and real-time jamming with Groove Menus. 

IK Multimedia Amplitube 
Amplitube is simply the best guitar amp and FX modeling 
plug-in ever made. 1,260 possible combinations, mic 

emulation, 200 presets and 10 different stomp, amp and 
rack effects. Amplitube sounds superb on guitar — and 
just about everything. Amplitube delivers the kargest arsenal 
of guitar tones ever to your Digital Performer mix. Play 
it live or use it post. Now just plug in your inspiration... 
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THE rsionoTU 2408mk3 NATIVE STUDIO...» 

Mackie UAD-1 Powered Plug-ins 
UAD-1 is a PCI card that allows you to run dozens of 

sophisticated effects plug-ins inside Digital Performer without 
bringing your Mac to its knees. What's the secret? A custom-
built, monster DSP. It's like adding an extra $20,000 worth of 
effects gear to the dozens of native plug-ins included with DR 
UAD-1 ships with this growing list of powered plug-ins: 

Real Verb Pro 
The most flexible, natural sounding reverb available. 
Design your own rooms, down to the smallest detail. 

Pultec Program EQ 
Stunningly realistic recreation of this classic analog 
EQ. Dangerous amounts of boost with musical results. 

1176LN Limiting Amplifier 
Another analog classic reborn inside Digital Performer. 

Apply liberally with host CPU cycles to burn. 

Teletronix LA-2A Leveling Amplifier 
This beauty defines "vintage audio gear". If you want 
warm, authentic analog in your DP mixes, this is it. 

Nigel 
A complete palette of guitar tones combined with 
every effect a guitar player could possibly ever need. 

CS- 1 Channel Strip 
Whopping punch on a single DP plug-in insert: EQ, 
compression, delay and reverb all in one plug-in. 

Mackie Control for DP3 
Designed in direct collaboration between Mackie and 
MOTU, the new Mackie Control automated control 

surface puts nine touch-sensitive Penny & Giles 
automated faders under your fingers (8 plus a master), 
8 motion-sensitive rotary encoders, and dozens of 

custom-programmed switches. Want more faders? Add 
8-channel Control XT expanders. You'll feel like you 

are touching Digital performer itself. 
Go ahead. Put your hands on it. 
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Digital Studiio 

BitHeadz Unity Session 
First b a new generation of virtual instrument technology. 
Even more tightly integrated with Digital Performer. 

PowerPC G4- and Velocity Engine-optimized to deliver 
way more sounds per CPU cycle. One integrated 

environment with sampling, analog synth emulation, 
physical modeling, and Gigasampler file streaming. 

A complete rack of synths for DP3 in a box. 

BIAS Peak 3 
Burn Redbook CD's. Read and write MI).3, Dolby AAC"% 24 bit 
WAVE and more. Batch process hundreds or even thousands of files. 
Ultra-fast waveform editing. Run standalone or launch directly from 
DP3. Unlimited undo/redo with graphic edit histories. View multiple 
audio documents simultaneously. Unique DSP and looping tools 
like Convolve, Repair Clicks, Loop Tuner", Loop Surfer", Guess 
Tempo", Duplicate, and more. Hot swap real-time effects in series, 
parallel, or hybrid using Peak's Vbox'' SE VST matrix. Native for 
Mac OS 8.6 thru Mac OS X - including version 10.2 Jaguar. 

Optimized for Apple's G4 Velocity Engine. The ultimate editing, 
processing and mastering companion for Digital Performer. 

Cool School loteractus 
From Cool Breeze Systems, the leader in pro audio 

interactive training. CSi vol. 6 provides dedicated training 
for DP3 and CSi-QuickStart Plug-ins covers concepts, 
operation and production techniques for featured MOTU 
and third-party plug-ins. The CSi interactive environment 
includes click-state simulations, a huge DAW glossary, 

and hours of enlightening movie tutorials. 

Bomb Factory MAS bundles 

Three bundles. Three incredible opportunities. 
Available only from Sweetwater. Bomb Factory is 
known for its meticulously crafted, exquisitely 
authentic vintage effects plug-ins, from the 

Fairchild Model 660 (shown) to the JOEMEEK 
VC5 "meequalizer". You've just gotta' have 'em. 

The MOTU Studio Experts 

VUWW-sweetwater.com 
5335 Bass Road • Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

Voice: (260) 432-8176 • Fax: (260) 432-1758 

800-222-4700 
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ROGERNICHOLS@MINDSPRING.COM 

More life on the burning Edge of DVD 

I FEEI Disc-ConnEctEd, Part 2 
This month I get to talk about DVD-A. I just 

finished re- mixing Donald Fagen's 
Kamakiriad in surround for DVD-A release. 
The plan was to do a "universal" or "hybrid" 

disc that will play on a DVD-Audio player 
and a DVD video player, but first, the 

mixes. 

TRANSFERS ET REMIX 
The original Kamakiriad tapes were record-
ed on a Sony 3348 48-track digital recorder 

at 48 kHz/16-bit. The Sony tape was trans-

ferred digitally into a 48 kHz/24-bit Pro 
Tools session. There was no reason to 

dump the audio into a 96k session, but 
there are advantages to dumping 16-bit 

data into a 24-bit session. 
Since the tape was recorded at 48 kHz, 

nothing above 22.5 kHz made it onto the 
tape. Nothing you do in a 96k session will 

add anything above 22.5 kHz. Even if you 
crank up 24 dB of EQ boost at 30 kHz, 

nothing will show up because there was 
nothing there to boost. Remember, if you 
multiply 24 times zero, the answer is still 

zero (in most U.S. public schools). 

Now, there are plenty of reasons to take 

advantage of a 24-bit session even though 

the original sounds were 16-bit. First we 

look at fader levels. If you change the level 

of a 16-bit signal by any amount there is a 

multiplication performed. Except for multi-
ples of 6.02 dB, which generate an exact 

16-bit answer, there will be fractions of a 

bit in the answer. 24-bit gives you 256 

steps between each bit change at the 16-
bit level. Any level changes, EQ, effects, 
reverbs, delays, panning, compression, 

gating, expanding or limiting performs 
mathematical computations that will pro-

duce 24 bit results from the original 16-bit 

audio. 
You also must take into consideration 

that the final mixes will remain at the 48k 

sample rate because DVD-A allows any 

sample rate (44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4, 
192), bit depth ( 16, 20, 24), and track 
number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5.1) combination. All 

you have to be aware of is the space avail-

able, and the total available bit rate (9.6 

megabits per second) of the DVD-A disc. 
This, however, may be the hardest part to 

overcome. 
At first glance, the DVD disc seems to 

have plenty of room available. But after 

you start adding up the space necessary 

for six tracks in the surround version, two 
more tracks in the stereo version, and then 
the same space again for the video zone 

so someone can play your disc if they only 

have a regular DVD player, you quickly 

run out of room. Your bit budget must be 

monitored throughout the process to make 
sure that everything will fit. This is where 

encoding comes in. 

ENCODING 
There are two reasons for encoding audio. 

The first reason is to make the files smaller 
so that they will all fit onto the disc. The 
second reason is to reduce the data rate. 
Since the files are smaller, the data rate is 

lower. If a five-minute song is only 50% of 
its original size, then during those five min-

utes of playing time only half as much data 
needs to be transferred to the decoder. 

If you want to place six channels of audio 

at 96k/24 bits onto a DVD without com-
pression, the data rate would be 13.8 

megabits per second. This exceeds the 

maximum data rate of 9.6 megabits per 

second for DVD-A. It just won't come off of 

the DVD fast enough. 
There are three different encoding (com-

pression) schemes used for audio: 
1. Dolby Digital, or AC-3 compresses the 

5.1 channels of audio into a continuous 
stream of bits that contain information about 

all six channels. The data rate can be set 

between 224k and 640k bits per second. 

The reason you have a choice is so that you 
can decide whether fidelity or disc space is 

more important. An AC-3 data stream can 

contain from one to six channels of audio. 

Any configuration more than two channels 

includes a LFE or Low Frequency Effects 

channel. The LFE channel is sampled at a 

lower frequency because it only needs to 

reproduce frequencies below 120 Hz. There 

continuEd on page 119 



SATISFACTION 
There is an undeniable satisfaction when you're sur-
rounded by those little things in life, like the right 
refreshment, the right company, the right sound... 

Introducing the- 1029.L.SETM PowerPak...the one sur-
round system that will convince you that good things 
can be brewed into smali packages. 

Starting with the 7060A LSE' subwoofer, which 
serves as the cornerstone to the system with its full-fea-
tured 6.1 bass manager, the PowerPak also includes 
five award-winning 1029A compact active monitors. 
Each system comes with our surround sound Setup 
Guide and Genelec AcoustifTape TM making installation 
quick and precise. 

This surprisingly compact system delivers healthy 
doses [29Hz to 20kHzI of accuracy, dynamics and emo-
tion in stereo or multichannel mode while saving pre-
cious control room real estate. 

Surround yourself with satisfaction! Discover why G EN-
ELEC continues to leaa the way in active multi-channel 
monitoring with the 1029.LSE' PowerPak and let your 
satisfaction get the best of yoti. 

www.genelec.com 

1029.LSE" 
PowerPak 

GENELEC® 
International inquiries: Genelec Oy, Olvitie 5, FIN- 74100, lisalmi, Finland T + 358-17-83881, F +358..17-812267 

In the USA: Genelec Inc., 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760 T 508 652.0900, F 508. 652.0909 Email: genelecArsaegerielec.com 



High Definition Audio 

Redefined 
Does high definition audio need 

to break your bank account? 

Not anymore. 

Is the new MOTU H0192 system 

affordable? Absolutely. 

Does the Ho192 cost more than 

the MOTU 1296? No. The new 

H0192 offers more and costs less. 

Are the H0192's AID converters 

the same as another popular 

192kHz audio interface? Indeed. 

Does the H0192's dynamic range 

exceed 120dB? Yes. 

Is this a theoretical number? No. 

It's a real-world measurement. 

MOTU 
motu.com 

Does the H0192 core system 

include MOTU's powerful new 

PCI-424 card with CueMix 
DSPTM monitoring? Yes. 

Will I hear host buffer latency 

(delay) when monitoring live 

inputs? No! CueMix DSP 

eliminates monitoring latency. 

Is CueMix DSP flexible? Yes. 

It's a 96 x 96 digital mix matrix 

that you control with our 

redesigned, intuitive CueMix 

Console software (included). 

Is it time to reconsider high 

definition audio? Definitely. 

Think Ho192. 

• 12 XLR analog ins/outs — 

transfer 12 channels into or out 

of your computer at 192 kHz. 

• Expansion — connect up to 

four Ho192's for 48 anabg 

inputs and outputs at 192 kHz. 

• Extension — mix and match 

with any MOTU PCI audio 

interface (2408mk3, 24110, 

2408mkII, 2408, 1296, etc.) 

• PCI-424 card — connect four 

interfaces and monitor live 

inputs with zero host buffer 

latency via CueMix DSP. 

• On-board SMPTE sync — 

resolve the HD192 directly to 

time code with fast lock-up and 

sub-frame accuracy. 

• Digital VO — AES/EBU with 

sample rate conversion. 

• Compatibility — works with all 

audio software for Mac and 

Windows 98SE/Me/2000/XP. 

• Available as a core system 

(with PCI card & Macintosh 

AudioDesk software) or as a 

PCI-424 expansion I/O. 




